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I hate being wed in a fantasy world! Volume 1

Synopsis

Katsuragi Kenta was a gamer.  He did exactly what he needed to obtain the

games he wanted and the time to play them; nothing more, nothing less. When

his entire class is transported to a fantasy world, Kenta is suddenly an expert on

their situation and the world around them. Naturally, he sets out on his own to

escape his two faced classmates.

Two months later he returns and discovers that Momokawa Kyou, formerly the

most popular girl in class, was left behind by their classmates. The two strike up

an uneasy alliance despite despising each other. What’s more, they may have to

work together to survive a curse.

Kenta will have his hands full surviving his new fantasy world. If the monsters

don’t get him, Kyou just might!
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Prologue
“Phew…” Exhaling, I wait lying on top of a cliff, while observing an unusual

beast. It walks on four spider-like legs, has a chimp-like body on top, and with

two muscular gorilla arms attached. It is a Monkey-spider. They’re as large as

horses and live in packs — this one is patrolling the perimeter.

I have my [Stealth]-ability active, so it won’t notice me as long as I don’t move.

It’s thanks to the [Camouflage]-skill. [Camouflage] changes the color pattern of

the user and their equipment to match their surroundings, but it consumes a lot

of SP (Stamina Points). The problem is: if you move, it won’t change again to

match your new background.

At the moment I  probably look like grass and rocks.  Since monkey-spiders

don’t have a keen sense of smell, it should be enough to hide my presence.

My name is Katsuragi Kenta and I’m a [Scout]. At least, that’s my [Class] at the

moment.

After an incident, my classmates and I were transported to another world by a

suspicious being to save mankind – or something like that.

We got some special kind of powers to do so, but before I get into details: It’s

similar to video games, especially MMORPGs. Since I’m a gamer, I didn’t have

too much trouble figuring this out.

Because I’m a [Scout], you probably think that I’m scouting for my classmates,

who have classes like warrior, mage, hero and such. If you do so, you’re wrong.

There are  no classmates  lying in  wait.  It’s  only me,  a spear,  and a  pack of

monkey-spiders. I counted six in the pack so far.
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At least it isn’t my goal to kill them all. I only want to get into their cave to loot

it. Fighting them would be too inefficient, so all I can do is wait.

Patience. Only need to wait until the monkey-spiders leave to go hunting.

You don’t  have  an  idea  how lying  around a  whole  day can  be  boring  and

thrilling  at  the  same time.  It  is  boring  because  you  can’t  do  anything,  but

thrilling because if you do anything, they’ll detect you.

Getting this close was lucky enough. When the monkey-spiders leave the cave,

I can simply climb down and raid it. I don’t know if there is anything valuable

inside, but I do know that monkey-spiders like to collect trophies. Even though

most of it may be junk, at least some treasures might be inside.

…I’m getting hungry… My throat is as dry as a desert. Numbness and pain are

all over my body, since I was lying so long on hard ground. The sun is shining

on me, so I’m sweating like crazy. If I don’t endure it, the monkey-spiders are

sure to detect me and then they’ll kill me.

Great. Really, really great…

But at some point the diurnal monkey-spiders will go hunting. Since I already

waited for four hours, they could go at any moment.

Any moment… oh please…

About an hour later, the monkey-spiders finally gather and go hunting. I wait

ten  minutes,  and  finally  I  start  moving  my muscles  for  the  first  time  after

several hours.

My  status  says  that  I  have  the  [Sore]-condition  and  my  [Attributes]  are

decreased. With the [Starving]-condition, I shouldn’t be climbing down cliffs,
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so I eat and drink first.

After  another  ten  minutes,  I’m ready to  descend.  I  take  a  torch  out  of  my

backpack and light it up. Torches are bad at  lighting things up compared to

modern means, but I have the [Scout]-class, so I have the [Perception]-ability

and its [Darksight]-skill.

Even though it isn’t on a level to actually see in total darkness, it lets me see

clearly to fifty meters (about 54 1/2 yards) with any sort of light source. Even a

matchstick would be enough.

The cave is full of webs and I guess it smells like monkey – not that I actually

smelled  one  before.  Even  though  the  monkey-spiders  are  out  hunting,  I

shouldn’t get careless. Maybe a few were left behind. I have never personally

fought with monkey-spiders before, I know about them only because someone

told me, but they seem to be dangerous. It would be better to try a single one

first.

Exploring a cave isn’t exciting. You see rocks, more rocks, and every step you

take echoes.  That  makes it  harder  to  distinguish noise,  making you an easy

target for mobs, that lurk in the darkness.

Unless you have the [Perception]-ability and its multitude of [Skills].

Quickly, I drop the torch and take the spear in both hands, while turning around

quickly. A monkey-spider has tried to sneak up on me!

With a thrust I force it back a bit, but its movements are really weird. Having

four spider legs makes it quicker than it looks.

Nah, it  just  looks fast.  It  being larger than me would normally give me the

advantage  in  mobility,  but  monkey-spiders  seem to  be  able  to  move  in  all
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directions and in short speed-bursts. Even though the chimp-like upper body

with the gorilla arms isn’t that fast, its erratic movements make it harder to get a

grasp of its speed.

It is much like a fly. A fly isn’t that fast, but as it moves in an irregular manner,

you  have  a  hard  time  following  it.  Even  though  the  monkey-spider  can

accelerate for a short bursts of speed, that doesn’t mean it’s actually that fast.

How  do  I  know  that?  I  use  the  [Perception]-ability’s  [Focus]-skill.  Does

knowing that help me? Probably not.

The monkey spider charges in my direction and throws a punch. But I’m able to

dodge it. Looks like I can see through its movements.

At the same time I realize I will have a hard time getting a good hit in with my

spear. My [Strength]-attribute isn’t that high either, so the damage won’t be a

lot. I’m a [Scout], after all.

Maybe I should have bought a bow. Unfortunately, they are expensive and need

arrows, which aren’t cheap either. Either way, I should have totally bought one,

even though I’m currently in a position where I won’t be able to use it at all.

Dammit! Concentrate on the monkey-spider!

It may have its speed-bursts, but I can probably outrun it.

Without hesitation I run back to the cave entrance. The monkey-spider tries to

catch up, but actual running is better than those speed-bursts in this case.

I already see the daylight, but then I hear a strange noise and look back. A white

ball of goo is flying straight at me.

Of course, it’s a ball of web. Should have known that.
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I throw myself to the ground and use the momentum to make a roll while still

holding the spear. Training that move was totally worth it. The web-ball flies

above me, but the monkey-spider is about to catch up.

Now I have it!

I  call  the menu, choose the [Change Class]-option,  and take the [Pikeman]-

class.

With a grin I stand up and lift my spear.

I feel my muscles growing and initiate a [Spear]-skill, [Speedthrust].

Before  the  monkey-spider  realizes  what  happened,  I  have  already sunk  my

spear deep into its chimp-like body, right into its heart.

It falls to the ground, lifeless.

Monkey-spiders are dangerous. Note: Never fight more than one for now.

I  change  back  to  the  [Scout]-class.  Even  though  I  would  rather  stay  a

[Pikeman],  I  lose  my  [Perception]-ability  with  that  [Class  Change],  and

therefore would end up dead before noticing the next ambush.

That was the reason I retreated back to the sunlit entrance, as there I would be

able to actually aim my [Speedthrust].

Now it’s time to resume my search. Luckily, there aren’t any monkey-spiders

left.

At the nest I see some items which might be interesting.

I take a bag out of my backpack and shove anything in that isn’t clearly junk

and leave the cave.
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An hour later, I can finally take a breather.

A successful hunt.

I retrieved some coins, potions and jewelry. And a knife.

When I focus on one of these items, I can see names and descriptions there. For

example:

[??? Knife]

Description: This knife has a slightly curved blade and is made out of metal.

Status: Unknown

Value: Unknown

Not very helpful. At least unless I equip it. When I do it then becomes:

[Steel Knife]

Description:
This knife is made out of steel and is good as a weapon or all-
purpose tool.

Status: +35 Attack, Tool-Bonus

Value: 350 Newgold

Hey, it’s actually pretty good. It has more attack power than my spear, but since

it has a short range, I’d better use it as a secondary weapon.

After I identify an item, I can see its stats whenever I look at it without needing

to requip it.

If I don’t identify an item, I have no idea what it does and how much Newgold I

could get for it. This puts me at a disadvantage while haggling, and there are

cases where you would overlook a rather useful item that you may want to keep
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for a while. This steel knife is a prime example.

So I go through the stuff I found and look at it. Coins and other things you don’t

have to wear can be appraised without further steps.

Unfortunately, the jewelry had to be worn one at a time. Since I don’t have my

earlobes pierced, I can’t wear any earrings. Here I’d have to ask a merchant,

who would surely try to trick me to sell it at a lower price.

“Phew.” There are a lot of rings. You can benefit only from two rings at the

same time, one on each ring finger. That’s the reason why you have to put it on

your ring finger to identify them. If you put a second or a third ring on the same

finger you won’t get any benefits, nor be able to identify them… Game logic.

I put the rings on in pairs, so I would lessen the time needed to identify them.

Most of them aren’t too valuable, even though some have gems or are made out

of silver. But most were copper and rather cheap.

Strange.

I have one of these copper rings on my left ring finger, it have an engraving of a

male lion, so I thought it might be worth a bit.

But the stats are odd.

[Lion’s Cursed Ring]

Description: 

Only few know about the secrets of this ring. It was meant to be a
powerful device, which breaks the rules of the world. But its true 
power is only for those who can understand the proper usage. For
those who don’t, it will suck their power until death.

Status: Curses its wearer. Unremoveable.

Value: 0 Newgold
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…

My mind goes blank, and for some reason my body feels heavy. Before I get

emotional, I should check my status.

[Cursed]-condition.  What exactly does this  curse do? I see a pop-up screen,

which tells me everything:

[Cursed]
Source: Lion’s Cursed Ring

Forced [Class Change] to [Student] Decreased [Attributes]

All [Skills] sealed No natural recovery

0 [Experience points] gain Lose 10 [Max Stamina] each day

0 [Ability points] gain

This is the first time I’m even confronted with something like a magic item and

for some reason, it’s a cursed one. What are the odds?

I realize that I’m as good as dead. I was often confronted with deadly situations,

but this time, there is a certainly to it. Without even looking at the other stuff, I

lay down and rub my temples.

Just how did I get into this mess again?!
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Chapter 1 – Fantasy in Reality
Like I said, my name is Katsuragi Kenta. I was a freshman in high-school and

part  of  the  go  home club.  After  school,  I  finished my homework  and then

played my video games. I had the newest consoles, a decent PC and a lot of

games. Practically all of my allowance was spent on those.

My parents were OK with this, as long I was somewhat successful in school.

And I was. I ranked 19 in the midterms since I studied every evening a bit to

please my parents and increase my overall gaming time.

I  played  different  genres,  but  my  game  library  was  a  bit  unbalanced.  My

favorite  games  were  RPGs  with  either  a  good  story  or  a  good  amount  on

customization.  So,  of  course,  MMORPGs  were  also  included.  For  me,  it’s

important to be either immersed in good story-writing or to be able to try out a

lot of things.

That was mostly all my life back then. No real friends, no romance, no social

life. And I was kinda bullied in school. Just kinda. Not too bad. But when you

talk to a girl and she looks at you as if you were an ugly insect, then you start to

wonder why and ask yourself some questions.

Am I fat? Well, a bit. Not really fat, but kinda round.

Am I ugly? At least I’m not pretty. But I would say my face is average and my

glasses aren’t that eye-catchy.

Physical education isn’t my strong point either, and yes, maybe some other boys

laughs at me when I’m unable to jump over the vaulting horse.

And maybe I’m a bit short, 1.65 meters (about 5’4). But come on, that’s just a
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bit.

Somehow I always had the feeling that the boys were making fun of me, while

the girls were kinda disgusted. Don’t know when it started and why. The things

they did were minor. Like skipping cleaning duty, when paired with me. Or that

nobody voluntarily teamed up with me in anything.

But I didn’t care much, it was school, a place of learning. If I wanted to meet

people, I could play online! If someone would have asked if I would want to

live in a fantasy-like world, I would have clearly said ‘no’.

Too bad that there wasn’t much asking in my case.

―○●○―

It was a normal homeroom that morning. Everyone was present, twenty-eight

students, the homeroom teacher and an assistant teacher.

After taking attendance our homeroom teacher, Saegusa Mamiko, told us about

the upcoming cultural festival and asked what the class want to do there. Then

our class president, Momokawa Kyou, took over.

I didn’t care much.

But  while  my  classmates  brainstormed  their  ideas,  something  seemed  to

change.

First of all, voices began to echo through the rooms and the colors bleached.

Then the contours blurred. Like the whole classroom shifted in existence. And

then an unusual, unisex voice rumbled from the ground.
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«Welcome Heroes,  we need you.  You have to  save the world from the evil

demons, which wage war against humanity and the other races of light.»

Geez,  like  an  old  RPG.  Without  any logic  or  reason,  but  while  those were

games, this was… well, probably fake, too. I thought.

«You’ve been chosen to stand against the demons, but do not fear. People of

your world become very powerful in this one and the reward is great.»

I wanted to say something, but no words left my throat. Probably not only mine.

That might be the reason, why nobody else complained in my place. This is

kidnapping!

«Each of you will have a manual which explains how your new powers work.

The reward is a single, perfect wish for those, who slay the demon lord and end

the war, plus everything you accomplished in that world.»

A perfect wish?

«You will be transported to Feuerberg’s capital,  Esse. Help the king and his

people.»

With an explosion of light a shock went through my body and I closed my eyes.

After the shock subsided, I opened them again and saw a hall. Or more like a

chamber. Like one you would see at a church.

A lot of people were kneeling there and one with a pure-white robe began to

shout: “Thank the gods, the heroes have finally arrived!”

―○●○―
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Well,  it’s  kinda  cliché.  A Japanese  class  is  transported  to  another  world  as

heroes. As a story it’s fine, as a real-life experience it sucks.

We were transported by a god of this world as an answer for the prayers of the

church and humankind.

The only way back was with the help of the gods and since they want us to fight

against the demons, this might be the only way to get back.

This was the general gist of it, even though it was just a brief summary.

Our teachers were the only ones called to the king, but that didn’t even bother

me. Let’s leave this to the adults. After an hour here I realized, that living in a

fantasy world sucks even harder than I thought.

First of all: The meals are bad.

At least I don’t enjoy a riceless meal with a lot of bread and fatty meat. The

water had less quality than common tap water and even though it was called a

feast, the seasonings were so strong, that you couldn’t taste the meal at all.

Second: No toilets! Chamber pots.

That’s humiliating.

After the ‘feast’ to celebrate the arriving of the heroes, we got rooms assigned

and of course nobody wanted to be with me in a room, if possible.

But in the end I got two roommates. The first one was a bit of a nerd, the other a

bit of a delinquent, two other outsiders. On beds with hard mattresses we were

to wait until our teachers were done talking to the king.

That wasn’t much of a bother, since I took my time to check the manual, the

mysterious voice talked about. Even though we didn’t have anything else with
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us, except clothing, everyone of us had a backpack and a manual inside. Even

cell phones vanished!

The manual had 36 pages and described how the power of the heroes worked.

Basically all powers can be categorized into two: Strengthening and Managing.

Strengthening  powers  are  like  the  class  system,  which  enhances  our

[Attributes].

Attributes  are  [Strength],  [Vitality],  [Dexterity],  [Agility],  [Intelligence],

[Persuasion] and [Luck].

Most of them are pretty straightforward, even though I was not too sure how

these will work out in the long run.

As a student, my attributes beside [Intelligence] are pretty low. But after I learn

a new class, I can get a huge boost to some of these attributes. So a warrior

would get a great [Strength] and [Vitality] bonus.

A [Class-Change] should even alter the bodies to match. So if I would take on

the warrior class, I might get actual muscles. But this body-change only occurs

with those class-bonuses, not the actual stat-value.

Why? No idea.

Each class has [Abilities]. These abilities are like [Sword], [Elemental Magic]

or [Thievery]. Each of them have several [Skills], like fighting techniques or

[Spells]. At least everyone of them are kinda special.

And while  you  can  have  only one  class  active,  you can  choose  up to  four

classes  and switch between them. So you may be  a  [Wizard]  normally and

change into [Warrior] when being engaged in melee combat.
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The manual  mentions  several  secrets  in  the class  system, which have to  be

found out by yourself. And I didn’t like it, because there was no reason at all to

keep these secret. If we should succeed in slaying demons, why are the gods so

secretive?

Give me a strategy wiki!

Like games there are some other stats,  too.  Like Health Points (HP), which

shows up our physical well-being, Stamina Points (SP) which depletes with any

exhausting activity and all non-magic skills and Magic Points (MP), which are

solely for spells.

In the end, it looked like I could learn any class pretty easily and earn the skills

equal of someone who actually trained for years. That’s cheating.

This concludes the strengthening powers.

The second set  of  powers  are  for  managing.  Like  a  status  screen  which  is

displayed and used by thoughts  and eye-movements  alone.  Or an inventory

screen,  which  allows  you  to  take  items  from  the  backpack  without  even

searching for them within.  Additionally,  these backpacks have a lot of more

storage due to the [Inventory] than their size would suggest.

These aren’t as interesting, but much more important and useful in my opinion.

Since you can actually see how strong you are in numbers, you can judge how

much you can do.

I guess the ability to change class would be a managing power, too.

There are even level up mechanisms, XP (experience points) to increase your

strength overall and AP (ability points) to increase your abilities you get due

your classes.
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It really is like a game in a sense.

But as a gamer I knew, it wasn’t a game. No PC, no game pad, nothing!

While my two roommates didn’t want to start a conversation, I took the liberty

to leave the room.

Somehow I got the feeling, that I didn’t have any control over that situation.

It would be easy to say that I should just do whatever have to be done, but I

couldn’t accept it.

This was not a game.

So should I blindly follow a presented path?

Normally, the teachers would not like us to get involved, if this would be a light

novel or such.

Normally, the students would start to form parties to level up and prepare for

the real deal.

This  would  be  good,  but  something  was  odd.  Even  though  it  may  be  my

imagination,  something  inside  of  me  resisted.  I  couldn’t  point  to  it,  but

somewhere seems to be a flaw.

While thinking about it, I started my preparations.

―○●○―

Next morning, the teachers called us. The room we were in was a small dining

hall.
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Homeroom teacher, Saegusa Mamiko, started her speech. She was a tall, young

woman with glasses, which gave a bit of a sexy secretary vibe.

“We talked to the king of Feuerberg and it  seems that  we’re stranded here.

We’ve been welcomed to stay, but everyone who is not helping out the kingdom

has to pay for their hospitality. After talking it over with Taniguchi-sensei we

came to the following conclusion, we can’t tell you what to do.”

I see, so they couldn’t handle the situation. Well, taking responsibility for 28

students in this mess was too much to ask for.

Thanks for abandoning us, bastards.

“Taniguchi-sensei and I will support the kingdom with our knowledge of our

own world. Everyone who wants to help is welcomed to.”

Well, Saegusa-sensei is a science teacher and Taniguchi-sensei teaches math.

These will most likely come in handy.

A real life-saver for the two of you, huh?

“The king established an instructor for those who want to fight for the kingdom.

I would rather ask you not to, but this seems to be the only way back home.”

Since  the  teachers  wanted  to  go  home,  too,  but  were  unwilling  to  fight

themselves,  they  tried  to  lure  us  to  do  it  for  them.  At  least  that  was  my

impression, but I’m generally negative.

In the end, 20 of the 28 students formed the combat group. Everyone who can

actually help otherwise had a talent which was useful in this setting.

Being good at sports? Combat group.

Being popular? Combat group.
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Being good at PCs? Definitely combat group.

Able to cook on a professional level? Non-Combat group.

As most of us didn’t have talents which worked outside Japanese culture, we

didn’t  have  much of  a  choice  there.  Otherwise  we would  pay for  our  life-

expenses without any useful skills to do so.

Of course I was part of the combat group, too.

And it sucked.

The most popular boy in class took the lead. The name is Inoue Masahiko. He

was a pretty boy who was good at sports and at least above average in studies.

I  don’t  like  him.  I’m sure  he’s  just  faking this  delightful  smile  and honest

personality.

Like I said, I’m generally negative.

He and his friends took charge of this class.

The class president, Momokawa Kyou, was one of them. She was voted for

popularity and I’m sure she was just doing it for her records. Needless to say

that she’s very pretty. Seems to be a prerequisite to be popular.

Inoue, Momokawa and their posse ruled the class before coming to this world

in a sense, so it seemed only naturally that they do it now, too.

I got a headache.

I guess Inoue spoke some encouraging words about justice, being chosen and

such, but honestly, I don’t remember a single word, since I tried to ignore it.

Don’t lie to me, fake!
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The military instructor  showed us  the  basics  of  how to  fight,  but  everyone

sucked. Push-ups and such were a pain, swinging wooden sticks made us look

stupid, we’re just a bunch of modern teenagers!

Of course ten minutes exercise would bring those down who didn’t participate

in a sport club. Like me.

“Strange. Shouldn’t heroes be able to do that much?” The instructor said, while

I was gasping for air.

“Of course *pant* not. *pant* Didn’t change class.” I already realized that as

long  I  have  the  [Student]-class,  my  physical  strength  is  about  as  much  as

always. Even though I could muster more of my stamina than usual. Probably

due the SP-system.

But after another fifty minutes of exercise I was wasted. I tried my best, but

there had to be an easier way.

On the  other  hand,  the  other  students  talked to  each other  as  if  this  was  a

wonderful experience. Didn’t they realized, that this is not a school trip?

And then it hit me: They didn’t.

Thinking back, maybe the students weren’t as aware of the situation right now

as me? Maybe because it was so sudden and those game-like elements? Shock?

Ignorance? Stupidity?

The instructor didn’t know about the heroes’ powers. Their knowledge about

heroes was even inferior to ours.

That  night,  I  didn’t  sleep.  I  thought  about  everything  and  read  the  manual

several times. Afterwards I decided what to do.
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I already collected some stuff yesterday evening, like food, water and a blanket.

Now I even took the mattress and put it into my backpack. Then I changed into

the world’s peasant clothing I stole from the servant’s laundry and snuck away.

I had my gaming knowledge, which might come in handy at the beginning. And

I had realized that this is no game, so I didn’t want to waste my time to pretend

this is a school trip. The only thing in my mind was returning home.

―○●○―

Even though the heroes’ powers  made it  look like  a  game,  it  wasn’t.  Most

elements reminded me of a MMORPG, but they were missing some crucial

basics.

Like a party system. Every monster I kill becomes power to enhance my stats

and is expressed as experience points (XP). Even if I kill a monster and get XP,

anyone I teamed up with to kill said monster won’t get any. And there are only a

few ways to get them. Killing monsters is the easiest one, but seemingly there

are crystals and other objects which are able to give you XP/power, too.

Therefore, partnering up with someone else would drop your own XP-gain in

the end and there is no way to ensure a healthy party balance without problems.

Since it’s all about the kill.

So it made no sense to hunt in a group, unless you need the safety. Solo-hunting

would be one of the things I want to try out first.

At least after I get a class other than [Student]. As a [Student], my abilities were
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[Academics] and [Recreation]. I had already Ranks in both, but there were no

skills related to those abilities.

Maybe because it’s not something gained by the heroes’ power?

In the end I needed either combat abilities or means to earn money.

After leaving the castle at night, I walked around in Esse, the capital of the

Feuerberg-kingdom. Since it was nighttime, the city was lighted with lanterns

and torches,  which only shed dim light.  I  couldn’t  see well  and only a few

people were out there.

I  thought  about  how  to  start  my  career.  In  the  end,  survival  stands  above

everything, since no revival mechanic was mentioned in the manual. Means that

I have most likely only one life. But to secure that, I had to be able to ensure

food, water, and defense by myself.

I would like to pick something like a woodsman-class, which would ensure that

I can survive on my own in the wilderness.

Or at least to be able to act independent.

I didn’t trust the king whom I’ve never met, nor my classmates. I would never

blindly follow them. I didn’t need to learn how to fight like someone from the

military,  but  the  cunning  and  skills  to  take  on  enemies  alone  under  all

circumstances.

And maybe it was just dumb luck, but I found some hunters at a tavern, who

just sold their quarry and celebrated their hunt. So I asked them, if I could be

their apprentice.

First I was laughed at, since I was too old.
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Normally  you  would  gain  apprenticeship  when  you’re  ten  years  old,  while

someone  at  my  age  would  already  be  full-fledged.  But  since  hunting  isn’t

exactly a craft, a few people consider to take on the job after learning another

one before.

To show my determination I was tasked with all the minor stuff. From carrying

equipment to making campfire and such.

Of course I failed at everything, but one of the hunters, Meldorn, took care of

me and taught me. How to organize equipment, how to make a fire, what things

to consider if you build a camp.

Meldorn  was  a  simple  man  who  had  lived  in  the  woods  forever  and  just

couldn’t fit in the city. But at least he was good at hunting.

He was the one who decided to take me in. Under the premise that he will

abandon me if I ever complain. So I just kept all complaints in and did the job.

It was hard!

We left the capital the next day and took a hunting tour. After two weeks of

minor tasks and learning survival basics, I began to learn about the world first

hand.

First, there are bears, deers and other animals I know from my world. Even

though everyone of them was a bit different. Like the antlers of a deer, which

had barbs, or the bear, which had very long hair. Minor changes, but somehow

still the same.

And there are monsters which seems to be chimeras, combinations of several

animals.

I had a lot to learn.
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But it did raise my [Academics]-ability and I gained the [Fast Learner]-skill. So

I could get skills with my [Student]-class, after all. With [Fast Learner] it was

much easier to learn all this stuff.

After  a  month  of  apprenticeship,  I  got  a  chance to  select  my second class:

[Scout]. I thought I would learn to be a hunter, but somehow it turned out that

way. Maybe, because I was still lacking actual hunting skills?

But the important thing was, that I got another class and I tried to change into it.

A message window came up, that choosing this class will take up one of my

three remaining class slots.

I said it’s OK after leaving the camp, so my hunting buddies won’t see me.

And suddenly I became more skinny and got some muscles, while my vision

became much sharper. My glasses actually got in the way of seeing clearly!

This [Class Change] shaped my body into one of a well-trained survivalist in

just a month!

The next thing I did was to change into [Student] again and return to the camp.

I had no reason to finish the tour, except a sense of duty. But saying goodbye

would be better, especially since I didn’t need to return to Esse.

Even though we came back a few times, I never went back into the city itself.

Meldorn and the other hunters thought that something in my past had to do with

it.  Especially considering that I was clearly a foreigner,  being an Asian and

everything.

“I need to do something. You really helped me out. Thank you!”

I left the hunters and went south. After these preparations I could finally start

the ‘game’. I didn’t know anything about demons and the war, I don’t care.
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Maybe they’re pure evil, but in the end I wanted to go back home.

I needed to.

And finally I had the means to start the journey.

―○●○―

Another month passed and I’m here now, wearing a cursed ring.

The preparation-time with the  hunters  was valuable to  learn how the  world

works.

And the heroes’ powers.

Like  there  are  actually  two  kind  of  points  to  get  stronger:  XP for  slaying

monsters and taking in their powers, which will enhance your stats in levels

which  gives  minor  attribute-bonuses  overall.  And  Ability  Points  (AP)  to

enhance your abilities and learn more skills, which are gained by training in that

specific area.

My skills and classes are currently:

Class: [Student]

[Academics]-skills: [Fast Learner]

[Recreation]-skills: [Relaxing]
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Class: [Scout]

[Armor]-skills: [Chain], [Cuirass], [Leather], [Hide]

[Perception]-skills: [Darkvision], [Dormurnal], [Farsight], [Focus], [Pitch]

[Stealth]-skills: [Camouflage], [Distraction], [Hide Smell], [Sneak]

[Survival]-skills: [Camping], [Foraging], [Set Traps], [Track]

Class: [Pikeman]

[Armor]-skills: [Chain], [Cuirass], [Leather], [Hide]

[Spear]-skills: [Speedthrust], [Throwing], [Whirlwind]

There were other abilities I could learn, but didn’t had enough AP there. Like

[Bow] or [Phalanx], since I didn’t had a chance to train it, so far.

You can divide skills into active and passive ones.

The [Hide]-skill of the [Armor]-ability is a passive one and make it easier to

move around while wearing a hide armor, like I do now. As long I wear and use

it, I gain AP in the [Armor]-ability, even though slowly.

And both classes, [Scout] and [Pikeman] use the same [Armor]-ability, what I

gain in one I gain in both, as long I have either class equipped.

Active skills are like [Speedthrust], which unleashes a powerful spear attack.

Each ability will use up stamina or more specific SP, passive ones less than

active ones. So I have to keep an eye on my SP, since I might actually die if it

ran out. Who knows what happens when you totally run out of stamina?

So normally I take a break whenever there is only half left since I’m exhausted

then, too. I could push myself further, but there is no reason to do so.
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When traveling with the hunters, I got a spear and after using it for a while as a

scout, I could choose the [Pikeman]-class.

If  I  stayed in  Esse,  maybe I  could have learned more classes  like this,  but

actually I prefer the [Scout]-class, since it makes me more aware and helps me

in being cunning.

Problem is… now I’m stuck at the [Student]-class.

I feel weak, since all of my attributes dropped. And my belly back. I realize that

I won’t get any XP or AP, no matter what I do. I couldn’t use any skills and

even though I rested, I didn’t recover any SP at that time, I had to use items for

this.

And it looks like that each day my Max SP drop, so I will exhaust faster and in

the end, might end up dying.

I panicked first, but I had to do something about it.

Maybe cutting off the finger might help, but I couldn’t do this to myself. Sorry,

but I lack the guts.

Finally I came to a conclusion: I have to return to Esse.

I have the best chances to lift my curse there or at least get an idea what to do

next. If worse comes to worst, I can hire a doctor to cut of my finger cleanly

and a magic user to reattach it afterwards. Maybe. Priests seems to be able to

channel divine power for healing spells, even though they’re expensive.

Well, I did get some valuables in the monkey-spider cave, so getting a carriage

back to Esse and a way to remove the curse seems to be possible.
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―○●○―

“Phew.”

Riding a carriage back to Esse was costly, but as a [Student] I haven’t much of a

choice. I’m currently unable to protect myself properly.

But now I’m here.

Esse is a city built at a mountain. It has several levels and at the top is the

castle. It’s a breathtaking sight, but it seems pretty impractical.

Well, first time in two months I’m in the actual city. Maybe my classmates are

still there, training. Maybe they’re already out there, fighting. Or maybe they’re

dead.

No idea, don’t care too much.

But I have to go to the castle, since the greatest church of the kingdom was part

of it. And they might know something about cursed items.

I hate it. But it’s the most logical thing to do.

I arrive the castle and the guards looked at me with suspicion. Of course they

don’t remember me. “I’m a pilgrim who wants to visit the church.” The church

was  an  annex inside  the  castle  walls,  so  as  long  as  I  don’t  enter  the  main

building, there would be no problems.

At the church, I ask the next person who wears a clerical outfit. “Excuse me,

please, but I’ve a request. I’m an explorer and found a ring. After putting it on

my finger, I can’t remove it anymore and I feel weak. Maybe it’s cursed.”

And so the trouble begins.
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The priest I talked first tried to analyze the curse, but it was too powerful. Then

I was handed over to another priest, who specialized in dispelling curses, but he

needed two hours to analyze this one.

“Rather unique. Normally a curse like this would not be a problem, but it seems

to be intertwined with your very soul. To dispel a curse this far reaching, you

must me bring holy water of the Heißquellen.”

“If that water is so powerful, why don’t you have some in reserve?”

“It’s  not  the  water  itself.  It’s  about  the  divine  ritual.  After  you  made  your

preparations, I will cast a spell on you, which will start to grow stronger during

the pilgrimage. Each step is part of this ritual and will build up a reservoir of

magic power which I’ll harness later to dispel the curse.”

Basically, it’s not about the water, but the quest itself.

“I understand. The details?”

The decurse-pilgrimage itself is simple.

First, I can hire people to protect me, I don’t have to do it alone.

Second, I have to start the journey at the church and get a spell cast on me,

which will grow stronger with each further step.

Third, I have to stop at every shrine on the way and pray to the gods there.

Fourth, I must to climb the Vulkan-mountains to get to the Heißquellen, which

are hot springs. There I fetch some water and bring it back to the temple in

Esse.

Finally, the priest will end the spell and lift the curse.

A very simple matter and something which have to be done within two weeks. I
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would rather start today, since my Max SP is currently exactly 350 and I lose

ten points every day.

I hope lifting the curse will restore it back to normal. It would be bad to have

my Max SP permanently lowered.

But one problem was at the whole pilgrimage: The price.

“300,000 Newgold?!  Your  prices  are  insane,  I  could  buy a  house  with  that

amount!”

“It’s  not  a  price.  It’s  a  donation,  which  will  satisfy the  gods  and  raise  the

chances of success.”

I hate you!

“What about cutting off the finger, removing the ring and put the finger back

with magic?”

“… What a sick idea. How could you come up with that?”

“But would it work?”

“No. This curse is too strong and it  will  definitely go berserk, if you try to

remove the ring with any kind of force. Like I said, it has become intertwined

with your very soul.”

Damn it!

Maybe the priest just tells me this, so I would donate these 300,000 Newgold.

Or maybe he’s right. I can’t take that risk and he knows it!

“I’ll come back later.”

“Be aware, your curse is deadly. You don’t have much time.” And now he uses
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my fear of death. This church sucks!

I leave it and sit down at the courtyard.

Problem is, I don’t have enough money. I do have most, as I was saving for

good equipment, but I’m still short around 20,000 Newgold for the decurse-

attempt.

After selling the treasure, I got a lot of coins and because of my ‘gameplay’, I

could hoard that much in only 2 months. Everything I spent was for cheap gear

and items to increase my farming time.

Nonetheless,  20,000  Newgold  is  a  lot  of  money.  Even  if  I  sell  my ‘starter

equipment,’ I won’t be able to raise that much.

And without my gear, I won’t have any kind of protection. Well, even with it I

can’t  properly  protect  myself  currently.  I’m  a  [Student]  without  any

regenerative power after all.

What should I do?

“Katsuragi?”

Someone calls my name. I turn around.

“Momokawa?!” The pretty class president.

The fake (most likely).

She is wearing some kind of cloth armor and has a long scarf around her neck.

She looks a bit like that church-folk with it, even though her black hair and eyes

stand out among all these bright haired, bright-eyed people.

“It’s really Katsuragi! Where have you been?”
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I  didn’t  want  to  run  into  my  classmates,  because  I  thought  it  would  feel

awkward.

And it really is.

“Away.”

Silence. I can’t bear it.

“Erm… how are you doing?”

“…” She avoids eye-contact.

Wait a minute, she made eye-contact before? Something is odd.

“Where are the others? Why are you alone?”

She was never alone before. Of course I met her only at school, but something

seems to be wrong.

“Away.”

I’m not a nice person. I’m calculating and do things to get advantages. I studied

at home since I wanted to get results in tests, so my parents won’t bother me, if

I play games every other minute. I didn’t socialize in class, since I don’t care

much about other peoples and most of my classmates are boring.

Some might call me an a-hole and they won’t be wrong with it. And since I was

a bad person, I already made up a plan.

Since Momokawa seems to be troubled, I will use her.

Instead of talking in the courtyard, we moved to a tavern in downtown. After

some questions, Momokawa confessed her side of the story.

Aside from Momokawa, my classmates aren’t here anymore. As the combat-
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group raised their levels with weak monsters around here, they were traveling

in groups to other regions for training. The non-combatants were sent to another

town, where a research facility was built for them to conduct experiments and

such.

Only Momokawa remained here.

Because she’s weak.

She has already filled all of her class-slots: [Student], [Cook], [Healer], [Priest].

She misunderstood the [Healer]-class, which first appeared for her. She thought

it  would provide magical  healing,  but  no:  The [Healer]  relied on herbs  and

physical treatment. A normal medic.

She learned the [Priest] afterwards and got the hang of healing magic, finally

she wanted to be able to provide the party with something useful and learned

the [Cook].

The idea was, that she would be the supporter of the party of Inoue and his

friends.

But there was one problem.

Like I already mentioned; there is no party system.

A pure supporter won’t be able to slay monsters and get XP that easily. She

wasted all her class-slots and fell behind the others.

Since she would not be able to withstand a single blow of a stronger monster

like that, she was left behind in Esse, so she could raise her level by herself.

But she was alone, so she couldn’t  take on many monsters per day and she

seems to hate to fight in general. That’s the reason why she wanted to be the
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supporter in the first place.

If you hate to fight, why did you join the combat-group? Well, she can’t do

anything else for the kingdom, I guess.

But Momokawa is very irritated about the whole story. “How dare they! Just

because Masahiko-kun thinks it’s too dangerous, they dump me and now the

shitty king is giving me crap about what to do with me!”

“Figures.”

She is unnerved and don’t even show the slightest bit of interest towards me.

But I want to use her.

“So you need to level up, to show them how wrong they are. Do you want to

team up?”

She looks at me, as if I have killed her pet.

How much of a low-life do you think I am? I continue, nevertheless. “I have a

problem, too. I’m cursed and can’t get any XP and have not enough money to

remove it and lack several means. If you help me, I will teach you how to level

up faster.”

“You’re just Katsuragi. How could you ever help me?”

“I’m a gamer, remember?”

I open up my status screen and use an option to make it visible for others. Then

I show her my status.

“Level 37? In two months?! Even Masahiko-kun was only level 18 a  week

ago.”
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“You’re just bad at this. I’ll teach and help you, while removing this curse and

even afterwards. Methods casual gamers won’t even try. This might not be a

game, but at least the strategies work.”

But  her  level  is  5.  She  is  weak.  I’m still  stronger  than  her,  even  with  the

reduction of my attributes due to the curse.

I have a problem she could take advantage of. And the nice class president is

only a facade, I’m sure of it.

And yes, an evil grin begin to spread on her face. On mine as well.

This is the beginning of an exploitative partnership.

―○●○―

As a hero Momokawa had an allowance, she also did some part-time work at

the church. She saved about 23,000 Newgold this way.

Combined with my little over 280,000 Newgold we have enough for the so-

called ‘donation’.

Since Momokawa is using her life expenses in our joint project, she’s adamant

about being in charge. I submitted myself to it.  As long she thinks she is in

charge, I can do the actual work.

Momokawa  has  three  things  I  need  for  the  pilgrimage:  Money,  restoration

magic and, after some training, the means to protect me.

I can’t recover HP, SP or MP anymore, but I still can be healed.
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Consumable items like potions work, too, but I don’t have enough left for my

usual tactics and without any skills, soloing everything is out of the question.

After visiting the church and ‘donating’ the money, both of us were infused

with divine power.

The  priests  know Momokawa because  of  her  part-time  work.  Actually,  her

[Abilities] are relatively high-ranked, but sadly the level determines the base

strength. So she has practice without much power behind.

The ritual was cast and the journey began.

We are traveling on the west road. And I talk about tactics.

“The basics are easy. I’ll pull the enemies and weaken them and afterwards you

kill them. Since XP goes to the one who killed the enemy, you gain everything

without much worry. Afterwards you heal me and we repeat.”

“That’s… underwhelming.”

“You need some levels, first. All your classes are weak in combat. Even though

you gained a lot of AP, your level isn’t high enough to act on your own.”

In fact, Momokawa has some abilities and skills, but only basics. Looks like the

number of skills also depends on level, so even though her [Divine Magic] has

some ranks, she still has no offensive spells.

Do [Priests] have offensive spells in the first place? Don’t know, don’t care.

[Cook] might have the [Knife]-skill, but it’s not even unlocked yet and it’s still

a weak class, of course, she wouldn’t use it for hunting, as soft as she is. So she

stuck to [Priest], to be able to heal herself at least, I guess.

Kinda smart generally, but bad for building up your basics.
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Of course, Momokawa isn’t pleased with my strategic proposal. Most likely,

because it’s so simple. “We could have done that much alone.”

“But you didn’t, right?”

Inoue and his friends didn’t either realize this easy trick or didn’t care. Or they

didn’t want to use it, so they could grub all the XP for themselves. Since I can’t

gain XP at the moment, I don’t care about the distribution at all.

Momokawa clearly wants to refute what I just said, but in the end, she just rolls

her eyes.

So I just go on. “We try it on the next mob.”

We don’t have horses to travel or a carriage. Only our feet. As long as we don’t

dawdle, we should only need a week for the whole journey. And we’ll take on

every enemy we meet.

The first ones are wolfhoppers. Hairy insects with canine mouths, about as tall

as a  wolf.  There are  some game-like things in  this  world.  But there are  an

overwhelming amount of differences as well.

Like, you can’t simply pull a single mob at a time, you have to take on the

whole  group  usually.  Two  wolfhoppers  at  the  same  time  and  I’m  only  a

[Student].

But wolfhoppers are weak and stupid. I hunted them for their pelt two months

ago with Meldorn and the hunters. They’ll simply attack the one who makes the

most noise and ignore the rest. So I yell and ready myself.

Wolfhoppers jump only directly at their target, having a spear makes it much

easier to damage them. But I won’t kill them, for Momokawa.
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I hold my spear in front of my and let the first wolfhopper jump right into it.

And get pushed back in the process. The wolfhopper have a large cut on its

face, but I forgot something… I’m still a [Student] with a [Strength] debuff.

So even if I try to, I can’t kill them outright.

I lost some HP, scratches. And some SP, taking a blow is exhausting. Have to be

quick.

The other wolfhopper jumps at me and this time I just use all my weight to

unleash a thrust. Yes, full strength is the way to go!

I aim right under the jaws and the spearhead pierces its throat.

“Momokawa, this one is about to die.”

While she would kill that one off, I’ll handle the other. In the end the task is

easy,  but not recovering SP myself is scary.  Even if I wait and see, I won’t

regain my strength.

Combat is over, and Momokawa is wiping her forehead with her sleeve. “That

was easy.”

Easy to say, if you only deal the final blow!

Momokawa cast a spell to replenish my SP. Considering I only have scratches,

she refrains from healing my HP before we rest.

Well,  let’s  go  to  the  teaching  department.  “It  was  easy,  because  I  know

wolfhoppers. When hunting mobs, you should learn their movements first. If

you get the pattern down, you can deal more easily with them.” I guess up to

four wolfhoppers won’t be problematic at this point. I do have a bunch of HP, at

least. “Which mobs do you know, Momokawa?”
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“Well… wolfhoppers, stirges and violet snakes.”

“Those  are  only  the  few  kinds  around  here…  You’ll  have  to  know  about

rockingers, glass-spiders and magslugs, too.”

Rockingers are turtle-like monsters with a rock shell, glass-spiders are hard to

perceive spiders, which hunts at night, and magslugs are giant slugs, which live

in the volcanic regions.

The closer you are to a town, the less dangerous mobs becomes. At the capital

are  the  easiest  ones,  because  soldiers  take  care  of  monsters,  which  are  too

dangerous. The ones left are more like animals and not that lethal.

Normally  every  wagon  heading  to  the  capital,  loading  crops  to  people,  is

guarded well enough to deal with the remaining mobs.

Wolfhoppers are the most dangerous mobs around here and will leave if you

manage to stay quiet for some time. So no real threat.

But there is one thing, which is really bad.

Traveling.

This is not a game. At home, I would complain about load screens, but actual

travel from one place to another consumes a lot more time. Normally it isn’t too

bad, you just switch off your brain and walk.

But somehow it’s more difficult if you’re traveling with another person.

At the beginning, I taught Momokawa about the coming dangers and how to

deal with them. Then we talked about our skills and how they work, to enhance

the teamwork.

Afterwards… nothing.
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No topics,  no interest,  but  all  this  silence despite  being next  to  someone is

irritating. When I traveled with the hunters, we would always be quiet during

the trip, but that was professional. Now it’s awkward.

Maybe because Momokawa and I would never do something as a team, under

normal circumstances.

After two hours of traveling, we make the first break and I’m already mentally

exhausted. We ran into some more wolfhoppers on the way and I was thankful

for every encounter since this awkward silence would be interrupted.

“Phew, how is your level doing?”

“Still 5.”

“I see.”

Awkward.

“What about yours?”

“Still 37. No level up in sight.”

Double awkward.

Put two people together and if they’re not compatible, this happens. But in fact,

there is something I like to know.

“After I left, what happened exactly with you and our classmates?”

“Now you’re showing interest… Well, I can tell you.” She suddenly acts like

she’s important and grants me a big-time favor, but whatever. “The first ones

got homesick and didn’t want to do anything. But we talked to them, we tried to

motivate them, even though I’m sick of being in this world, too.”
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“Homesick…” I want to go home, but somehow homesickness don’t show up in

a way, that would be severe. It’s more like missing home, instead of being sick.

“Then the ones who didn’t join the combat-group left for a research facility, so

they could use their knowledge of home to get by and win the war without the

need for us to fight.”

“Yes, a war we know nothing about.” In fact, I didn’t meet a demon so far and

around the capital, you don’t feel anything war-like. The borders, on the other

hand, are said to be hell.

“How much choice do we have? Masahiko-kun tried his best to keep everyone

motivated and then he mentioned the words of the voice, who transported us all

here.”

I remember those words. The reward of a perfect wish.

“And somehow instead of being homesick, everyone got strange.”

“Strange? How?”

“Don’t know.”

Let’s think about it. I didn’t get homesick, but I guess I’m broken in a way. The

obsession of ‘mastering’ this not-game might have to do something about it.

Strangely, it’s too easy, now that I think about it.

“Maybe something other happened, when the gods granted us power?”

This thought haunted me since the first day, even if I couldn’t put my finger on

it back then. If they can grant us powers, why wouldn’t they alter other things?

Why are we adapting so fast? Are the inhabitants of this world even speaking

Japanese or did someone planted something inside us which gave us knowledge
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of this language into our heads?

Why us? If they’re able to transport a bunch of high-school students to this

world, wouldn’t they be able to…

Maybe there is a good explanation. Or maybe everything is a fraud.

“Here he goes again.” Momokawa sighs.

“What do you mean?”

“You don’t know?”

“Why are you looking at me like I’m trash?”

I hate that look!

“I’m not… Forget it.”

“Hey!” I feel a burning in my stomach and anger is welling up.

“We have to break that curse, right? You will teach me, I’ll accompany you on

this stupid pilgrimage, and afterwards, we will have nothing to do with each

other! So forget it.”

She seems to regret to team up with me, but she’s right. We don’t need to like

each other or share our thoughts.

It’s better that way. We both just want to take advantage of each other.

―○●○―

Momokawa and I  continued our  pilgrimage and here  and there we found a
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shrine on the way. We stopped at those and I began to pray, normally something

like this.

< I want you to release my curse, you shitty gods! >

I’m not pleased! But every time I made a proper prayer after my truthful one,

just in case.

After three days of pilgrimage, Momokawa gained three levels. Even if we just

traveled,  this  form  of  approved  Kill  Stealing,  sometimes  called  ‘the  bus’,

proved to be pretty effective.

The teamwork less.

“I told you, you have to get the attention of the rockingers, so I can flip them

over!”

“And I told you, that I won’t risk being hit by accident! You are the one who

told me, they could probably kill me in two hits!”

“I won’t let them hit you, so you don’t have to worry!”

“Oh, and what if you are too slow? Or just mean and want to get revenge for

something stupid?”

“As if!”

We reached the Vulkan-mountain range, which had some volcanoes within it.

But the monsters here are too strong for Momokawa, so she needs to stay as far

back as possible.

Sadly, if I try to take on a rockinger alone, it wastes a lot of time.

Rockingers are large turtle-creatures with rock-shells. They can spin around to

make a slam attack. Just like in a game or anime. The easiest way to make them
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helpless is to flip them upside down.

But  as  long  as  they’re  aware  of  you,  they  try to  avoid  that  sorry fate.  So

someone has to get their attention, while another try to flip them.

The actual danger lies in flipping them because they can hit you if you get the

timing wrong.

So it’s only logical to let Momokawa pull them, so I can flip them and then she

deals the killing blow to the helpless rockinger.

Why can’t she understand this?!

Well,  this  is  not  the first  fight  we had. At the Vulkan-mountains,  it’s  much

hotter and the enemies are tougher as well. So every provocation lets us blow

off some steam. But at least it’s easier to initiate a conversation this way.

“OK, OK. Let me think about another strategy.”

I could try to flip them over if they use their spinning-dash against me. But if

that  doesn’t  work,  it  will  hurt  like hell.  Even though we have  HP,  it’s  still

painful to get hurt. Scratches and such can be ignored for a while and there are

magic and potions, which let us regain HP and makes the pain disappear.

But pain still hurts!

“Guess, there is no other choice. Momokawa, be prepared to heal a lot of HP.”

After meeting another group of rockingers, I learned that two of them would

deplete half of my HP since it’s hard to get the timing right if I’m on my own.

Even though I clearly out-level them, the curse and the [Student]-class are that

much of a handicap.

I don’t want to use my spear as a lever to flip them since it might break. But
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doing it bare handed is painfully difficult.

“Ah, I have a level up.” At least that tyrannic class president is pleased. A level

9 [Tyrant], huh?

But there are also some upsides.

Since Momokawa cooks at camp, my meals were much better the last few days.

Even though there is no rice, it still beats the meat I used to grill over a fire and

the herbs, I collected.

Since Momokawa is a [Healer], she can brew some potions and poultices, so we

have some resources in emergencies.

She never trained her [Healer] class, since she thought it’s a waste, but creating

your own consumables can be a powerful tool.  Even though she need some

more skills to make real useful ones.

Another benefit of hers is magical healing, of course.

Normally, I would take my time to study my enemies and attack, if I’m sure to

get the least damage possible. Now I can take risks and be healed afterwards.

Too bad that I don’t get any XP since it would make grinding more effective.

And the moment the curse is lifted, there is no reason to slow me down by

helping Momokawa leveling up. So this method will never work.

Momokawa should be glad, that I take my time to explain her some tricks. Most

of the ones I taught so far were strategies I learned from Meldorn, while others

are from games.

Like how to decide, which farming grounds are the best, time and risk-wise.

How to raise money.
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But I left some out.

Like pulling, since enemies always attack in groups. Or concentrated fire, since

it doesn’t work that effective in real life. HP aren’t like in a game. HP are a

numerical  value  of  the  current  health,  nothing  more  and  nothing  less.  The

wounds are still real. If you lose 10 HP, you might have a lot of little scratches

or a flesh wound.

While a flesh wound is hurting, multiple scratches will bleed you out faster.

That’s the reason, why concentrated fire doesn’t work: You can’t avoid harsh

wounds if you don’t keep every enemy busy.

There  is  the  [Vitality]-attribute,  which  lessens  the  impact  and  the  resulting

wounds of attacks. So a sword-cut, which might be deadly, may leave a flesh-

wound instead. As long no vital area is hit.

Hits to the head seem to hurt as much as ever and you might lose conscious for

some time. [Vitality] is more like additional armor, it protects, but doesn’t make

getting hit safe.

It’s  all  incomprehensive.  Why are  some  things  game-like,  while  others  are

realistic? It’s confusing!

Nonetheless, our team-up works somehow. We keep it at a professional level

and bear with each other.

“Katsuragi, how long are we supposed to climb this path?”

“About a day, still. Then we arrive at the shrine of Heißquellen and afterwards

it’s back to Esse.”

“Great…”
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Mutual displeasure is our constant companion. Like a third party member.

Evening. We build up a camp and look over the things we collected the mob

loot.

“Rockinger shells are pretty cheap, but if you sell them in the southern regions,

the price will rise… Remember, tomorrow we might encounter magslugs: Don’t

touch them directly, they’re poisonous. Their eye stalks are valuable, we have to

collect them. Do you have any bags in your inventory?”

“No.”

“Here, take one.”

“How much?”

“A rockinger shell.”

“Here you go.”

We divide the loot 50/50, but since Momokawa isn’t used travelling far from

the capital, sometimes I sell her some of my items.

Vice versa she charges me for her cuisine.

Everything which isn’t part of our contract is charged. A pragmatic relationship.

“I’ll take the first watch.”

Normally, I would just go to sleep, since my [Dormurnal]-skill makes me as

aware of sounds as when I’m awake, but my skills are sealed along with my

classes.

Half of every day is camping since both of us need hours of sleep and mobs are

around, we can’t let down our guard completely.
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Back home, I would spend the evening playing games and maybe study a bit, if

I’m  waiting  for  events  or  parties.  Now  I  look  at  my  status,  rearrange

[Inventory], while planning further steps.

Momokawa brought  some books,  but  I  can’t  read this  world’s  letters.  She’s

willing to teach me for monetary compensation, but since my [Fast Learner]

was sealed, it would take weeks alone to learn the alphabet.

[Fast  Learner]  allows  you  to  remember  and  learn  information  without

repetitions.

Since I’m usually in the [Scout]-class, I don’t use it that much. The [Scout]

doesn’t have the [Academics]-ability, so I can’t gain AP in it as well.

Even though my [Attributes] are still much higher than before, I feel like an

actual student again. A student with no means to survive on his own and this

time without hope to get over this phase.

But tomorrow we should get to the Heißquellen and then everything will be

fine.

Another  night  without  enemies,  after  some hours  I  switch night  watch with

Momokawa and take some pelts from my [Inventory] as a mattress, additionally

to my blanket and pillow.

I had problems at sleeping on the ground first and Momokawa still has. But at

least in these mountains, the ground was warm, so it won’t be cold.
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Chapter 2 – The Chasm
Next day, Momokawa and I arrive at the shrine of Heißquellen.

We’re standing in front of something like a gateway, which is the only way to

get pass the shrine’s walls. There are few buildings inside these walls.

But something is strange about it, it’s a gut feeling. And the fact, that the shrine

looks abandoned. I can’t see or hear any activity, plus there was no one at the

somewhat gatehouse.

Even Momokawa is suspicious. “Are you sure, that this is the right one?”

“You heard the directions? Then, this has to be the place.”

“Seems… scorched.” She’s right, these marks look and smell like that.

“Maybe it burned down? We only need the hot spring water, it doesn’t matter

much.”

“But this is a shrine, too. You have to pray here.”

Again she’s right and I don’t like it. “Well… let’s get inside. And keep your

weapon ready.”

Since using a spear in a building won’t be easy, I put it in the backpack and

draw my steel knife. Momokawa is using a dagger as a weapon. Fast and short

weapons, perfect for buildings.

There  were  three  buildings  here.  Most  likely  quarters,  praying  hall  and  a

building for the hot spring itself. The one ahead should be the praying hall, so I

take a peek.

“Bad news.”, I whisper back to Momokawa.
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“What?”

“Lizardmen. Or something like that.”

“We’ll retreat.”

“OK.”

Momokawa gives the call  and I  agree.  We don’t know if  the lizardmen are

hostile, but no risks here.

We can wait some days if needed. We have that timeframe.

One of the first things I taught her was not to attack an unknown enemy. And

there are at least seven of them inside the praying hall.

…Plus  four  more who just  spotted  us  while  coming from another  building.

They  tilt  their  heads,  wondering  what  they  just  found,  but  there  is  only  a

fraction of hesitation before they draw near.

“Run!”

With that command, Momokawa and I run as fast as we could. We might still

outrun them!

Suddenly, a fire blast appears right in front of us. The heat is intense and I can

practically see my HP and SP drop before my eyes.

The blast is bright and dazzling. I cover my eyes and try to think about the next

step. The exit should be right in front of us, the-

“We surrender!”

Momokawa speaks loudly.

“What?!”
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“We don’t have a choice and I’m in command!”

“Argh…”

Anger wells up. This is humiliating! Especially, since she’s right. I can’t see

much, they seem to have magic-users and I’m weakened. Also, Momokawa is

weak in the first place.

More of the lizardmen are coming from the praying hall. Our situation is pretty

bad.

I hate it.

I  hate  it,  I  hate it,  hate  it,  hate-it,  hate-it-hate-it-hate-it-hate-it-hate-it-hate-it-

hate-it-hate-it-hate-it!

This is frustrating.

I… I lost!

I don’t lose!

Running away is winning! But I can’t guarantee a safe escape, someone is able

to cast fire-spells!

Defeating your enemies is also winning! But this is risky.

Surrendering is losing…

“I will not!”

Be it stupidity or something else, but I don’t want to admit defeat.

“Idiot!”

Without caring about Momokawa, I swing my knife at  the barely detectable

shapes of the Lizardmen, my eyes are still dazzled, and feel some scales, skin
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and flesh cutting apart. Take that!

Then I get a blow to the stomach. And another one. Something trips me and

after some additional hits, my whole body is covered in pain.

Everything turns black. Ah. So this is how it feels to pass out…

―○●○―

“Idiot.”

“Sorry.”

I lost my cool back then. I want to load my save file! I know I can’t, this is real

life!

Momokawa and I are in a shed. There are no ropes or shackles, but the shed is

locked. No illumination.  Momokawa tells me, the lizardmen will  decide our

fate  later.  They  took  our  equipment,  including  backpacks,  belt  pouches,

weapons and armor, just our clothes are left.

“But maybe it doesn’t matter. We might be killed either way.”

I’m negative again.

“Maybe. Or you just killed us.”

“Ugh…”

That hurts. Also, she’s totally right. I hate it.

If I have to guess the strength of the enemy… “We have to presume, that a

Lizardman is stronger than you and about as strong as me right now.”
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Since I don’t recover HP or SP, I could simply check my status to guess their

power level. I seriously hurt one with the knife and they needed some blows to

knock me out.

In my weakened condition, I should still be on a level of a common soldier, at

least in terms of raw strength. It’s just a wild guess, but overall these lizardmen

are probably along those lines.

But  there  is  another  problem:  “Additionally,  they  have  magic-users.  Fire

doesn’t appear out of nowhere.”

Momokawa, who actually had something of a conversation with our captors,

added: “We can communicate, but they don’t like warmbloods.”

“What did they say?”

“Something like: ‘The warmbloods are stupid to think, that they can fight us.’

And something about someone who will decide our fate. And some other stuff,

that doesn’t make sense.”

Of course, she didn’t select her [Student]-class back then. So no [Fast Learner],

huh? But is it  that hard to remember some details on your own!? Our lives

might depend on it!

“Phew…” No reason to count on her in the first place. “We might escape from

the shed.”

“And you think it’s not guarded?”

“… You’re right.”

“I’m right again.”

Women really love to be right.
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“There has to be a way. I’m looking for a secret door.”

“Game-knowledge?”

Momokawa is full of despise.

“The only thing I have in mind right now.”

“I shouldn’t have agreed to come with you.”

“Well, level-5-san, I nearly doubled your level in just four days. And how long

did you need to reach level 5? Two months.”

“But at least I wasn’t part of the menu!”

“Sometimes risks are needed. This simply didn’t pay off this time. It’s not my

fault.”

“Oh, it is! You’re the one, who got me into this mess! Actually, it’s all your

fault.”

“And I try to get us out of here, so shut up and think about a plan, class rep!”

“Now you’re calling me class rep? This is the first time, you ever called me

that!”

“For I don’t care!”

“You stupid…”

She slaps me. I was about to do the same, but in the end, she’s still a girl.

“Bitch!”

“Nerd!”

“Fake!”
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“Loser!”

“Whore!”

“What did you say?!”

“I see through your facade! You’re just an easy girl, who will use her looks to

make people do what she wants them to!”

“You…”

“You act nice, but you’re just after getting records! A perfect fake!”

“I…”

“And do you know, why your friends dumped you? Because they’re all  the

same, all are egotistical jerks, who only act nice to get what they want, while

looking down on everyone else!”

“…”

Momokawa’s eyes are full of hate. I hit a nerve.

But there are tears as well.

Damn it!

Now I’m feeling almost guilty. Crying is unfair!

“And what  about  you?!”  Her  screams are  shrill.  “You hate  other  people.  If

someone is nice to you, you assume that he wants to exploit you! Every time

something  doesn’t  go  your  way,  you’re  throwing  tantrums  and  destroys

everything!” What did she say!? And it doesn’t stop there! “You’re the one,

looking  down  on  others!  You  ignore  people  because  you’re  thinking,  that

they’re not worth your time. You disdain everyone who doesn’t agree with you
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and you’re the worst person I’ve ever met!”

My blood is boiling. She definitely didn’t hit a nerve, because what she says is

not true! She’s just a bitch, which doesn’t know what she’s talking about!

“Let me go!”

I realize, that I grabbed her wrist. My head is burning and I was about to do

something, even though I don’t know what.

But- “Eskuse us. Bud we chall bring you to Muaotef.”

Two lizardmen are standing awkwardly at the now open doorstep. When did

they open the door?

“Zis be mating ritual?”

And now my face was burning for a different reason. I let go of Momokawa and

look down to earth.

“Bring us there.”

Momokawa, on the other hand, regains her cool, but every look she gives me

hurts.

We arrive at  the praying hall,  where the leader  is  waiting for us.  A normal

lizardman is about 1,9 meters (6’3) tall, this one was much larger, about 2,3

meters (7’7).

“Me be Voice of Muaotef. The Great One will noaw talk to you.”

The eyes of the lizardman begin to glow in a strong orange light, almost like

fire. His voice changes from deep to strange, which seems to resonate with the

whole room. This voice is also burning if this makes any sense.
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«We’re Muaotef, the Great One, the Flame of the Earth and Bringer of Decay.»

I’m definitely scared. Something about this voice makes me all chilly, despite

feeling the fires of hell.

«We see. So you’re the ones. Something is unusual about you, but We know

what you are. The so-called heroes. It will be a pleasure to see you dead… But

wait… Not only heroes, you bear a great amount of divine power.»

We do what?

Wait, wasn’t the whole thing about the pilgrimage to collect a bunch of divine

power on the way? And now it backfires?!

«You will not be killed. Yet. Bring them to Our chasm.»

The tenseness in the air vanishes. The light in the eyes of the large lizardman

subsides. Is that… sweat on his scales? He looks like he just ran a marathon.

“Muaotef spoke.” His voice is back to normal.

It could be only my game-knowledge, but it seems that this lizardman is not

Muaotef, only some kind of medium. Might Muaotef be an actual god?

At least this way of talking is familiar, not caring about the recipient at all, a

typical villain monologue. And similar to the one, who brought us here, even

though the voice was clearly masculine, instead of unisex.

But we are lucky so far.

As long we don’t count getting captured in.

―○●○―
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Great. Simply great.

Momokawa and I  are  bound and led  by five  lizardmen.  We don’t  talk,  but

somehow she manages to burn me with stares of hatred along the whole way.

As if everything is my fault.

Maybe it is. Or maybe she’s just bitching around. Most likely just bitching.

So I  take the liberty to  repay those stares with sneering and other gestures.

Somehow I feel guilty for making our guards feeling awkward all the time.

“You know, wen wanting mating wiz female, you show you strong!”

“Beat up someone.”

“Or lifding a big rock.”

“Slaying rockinger aloone.”

I just wish, our guards would remain quiet. But maybe they think it would be

easier to give me advice than enduring the mood between Momokawa and me

silently.

The last one is most likely female, and she talks to Momokawa. “Your male

stronghearted. Fight against ss’rak even alone, despait the hopelezznezz.”

Ha! Even that lizardwoman is on my side! Wait, this is not the point!

But they acknowledged my resistance, even though it was futile.

This  is  the  chance  to  learn  something.  “Do we really  have  to  go to  this…

Muaotef?”

“Ss’rak do what Great One says.”
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It seems that the lizardmen are called ss’rak. And they follow someone named

Muaotef.

“What is Muaotef. Another ss’rak?”

Oh, they want to kill me with their eyes!

“Muaotef be god! No mortal!”

So he really is a god… or maybe just referred as one. In both cases bad news.

But I expected it, after seeing him taking over this large liza… ss’rak. The so-

called voice of Muaotef.

How do I get us out of here? My SP are quite low, Momokawa didn’t replenish

them. I’ll probably collapse if I fight now.

Well, that girl is pissed.

I have to apologize later. To please her, of course. I’m not wrong, but if a cheap

apology can increase her mood, it’s nothing to be ashamed of. Especially as I

need her spells.

But not now. We’re under observation and the ss’rak are serious about it. Even

though they give me advice about mating rituals, which I don’t want to hear at

all.

The journey doesn’t last that long, maybe two hours. Now we’re standing above

a  giant  hole  in  the  mountain  range,  it’s  so  gigantic,  that  it  looks  like  the

mountains were wounded and a part had to be amputated. The other side of this

cleft is far away and since it’s so misshapen, it’s hard to guess its expanse.

It’s windy or more like gusts of hot air flies up from the bottom of that pit.

“This is the chasm?”
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“Yes. You be on my back.”

I’m bound on the back of one ss’rak and nimbly he climbs down. These cliffs

are steep! But this doesn’t seem to be a problem for the ss’rak. They climb fast

and surefooted on all fours, which makes me realize, that I couldn’t climb back

alone. Not without proper equipment.

After reaching the ground level, I’m released. Completely, no ropes left.

Even though I still don’t have my backpack and other equipment back, only

clothes. And the cursed ring on my left ring finger, of course.

The same for Momokawa, just without the ring thing. She rubs her neck as if

she’s missing her scarf.

She should be glad to not have it right now, it’s really hot down here, it’s like a

hot summer day in the south.

Are volcanoes here? They should exist in this mountain range, so that might be

the reason for that unreasonable temperature.

“You now down. Ss’rak go back.”

“Wait… you’re leaving us in that chasm? What if we escape?”

“All cliffs in chasm be too steep for humans. No escape.”

And we are left behind. But let’s stay calm. First, we need to plan out, what to

do.

“Momokawa, we should… Momokawa?”

Without a word, Momokawa walks in a random direction.

“Where are you going?”
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She remains quiet.

“Momokawa, we should stay together.”

No reaction. Should I already apologize? Seems to be too early. I just have to

follow her.

And now she runs. No choice but to start running as well.

The air feels heavy, it’s hard to breathe, the temperature in this chasm is getting

me.

This…

Shit, my SP are drained. And I have only few left!

I have to apologize.

“Momokawa, I’m sorry.” No reaction. “Really.” We both know that I’m lying,

but at least she can pretend to forgive me! “Momo-”

My SP.

The last time I had so little left was at the training with the instructor, back in

Esse. I’m panting and coughing, my running speed drops and I get dizzy. If this

keeps on, I will die!

“Momokawa! Please, forgive me! If you do not…”

“Like I care!”

That’s not the answer I want to hear!

“Momokawa…”

My legs are softening and I trip. I try to catch myself with my arms, but they

are like made out of lead. Ah, I’m finally dead.
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“I hate it…”

Blackness.

―○●○―

This  has  to  be  hell.  I  regain consciousness,  but  it’s  hot  and heavy and I’m

sweating like crazy.  With these pieces of information,  I  recognize hell  even

before opening my eyes.

Only one question remains: “Is this the hell of the fantasy world or the hell of

my world?”

“Neither. This is just a hot chasm.”

This is Momokawa’s voice. So she’s here, too.

“Ah, of course. If I go to hell, you will, too!”

“You’re not dead!”

I open my eyes and find myself at the point where I blacked out. Momokawa

sits on her heels beside me, her elbow on her knees and her head in her hands.

“How long?”

“About an hour.”

I check my SP. Momokawa has replenished some.

“…It could be more.”

“Excuse me?”
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There is a hint of danger in her words.

“Thanks?”

“Good boy. But it’s this place. This has to be almost 40 degrees (Celsius, 104

Fahrenheit). Even I lose SP continually.”

So she restored  all  of  them, but  the heat  drained some over  time? No,  she

restored most likely only something like half.

“How are your MP?”

“I can keep myself alive, as long as I don’t move.”

So she regains enough MP to cast the [Stamina]-spell often enough to replenish

her own SP, but it won’t work as long as she has me as a dead-weight.

I hate it!

And I have no Mana Potions stored since I don’t have skills that use MP. Wait, I

don’t have my backpack right now anyway, so I don’t even have any pots or

other means of restoring my HP or SP myself, in the first place.

I’m totally at her mercy! I really hate it!

But why did she save me? “You replenished my SP.”

“After seeing mobs here.”

“I see. What kind?”

“Magslugs and a weird looking bear, which eats them.”

So we are back to square one. To survive, we need each other. Even though this

time there is no alternative.

She may survive on her own. It’s risky but possible. When she includes me, she
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will run out of MP and SP at some point. So I have to be sure.

“The ss’rak said there is no way out. Are you sure to risk everything to prove

them wrong?”

Momokawa nods. We both understand. They told us there is no way, but we

don’t want to die. So we have to find one.

“Let’s take a look at that bear. Change to [Cook], so you can see if it’s edible.

We need as much nourishment as possible.”

If we can kill the bear and eat it, it might give us enough SP to survive a day or

two. But in the end, my curse will kill me, if I don’t get rid of it. My Max SP

drops every day, after all.

“And we have to study it.” Important rule: Study a mob before attacking it.

We approach the bear, which is at the end of some twists and corners, and watch

it from afar. The bear has crimson fur and yellow eyes. It is twice as tall as a

normal bear and it eats magslugs like these poisonous molluscans are delicious.

“Katsuragi, it’s edible.”

Momokawa eyes are full of greed and hunger. I guess my own eyes are the

same. This might be the first time, both of us are facing death. Of course, there

has been always a chance to die, especially when I was out there soloing. But

seeing your SP falling and knowing that we have little means to regain those,

we are experiencing a death clock.

When it gets to zero, it’s over. A final countdown.

“We have to watch it. See how strong it is. And if it’s too strong… it will sleep

at one point!”
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We need this walking food, but we have to kill it fast and without wasting much

HP, SP and MP. But sadly, our impatience is leaking out. The bear turns its head

to us and lets out a big growl. It stands up on its hind legs and spread its arms.

We don’t have weapons and no attack spells or skills. Retreat is no option, due

to the hotness of the chasm, we can’t  run as long as we want and need to.

Especially Momokawa, as her Max SP are still quite low.

No choice.

“Momokawa, be ready.”

I step forward and spread my arms as well.

“AAAAAAAAHHHHHHHH!”

I yell as loud as I can and put every ounce of spirit into my battle cry. And the

bear… flinches.

“I SEE!”

I laugh. That bear is big. A big coward!

“WE’RE HUNGRY!”

Maybe it can understand my words. The bear backs off and ran away.

“WAIT, FOOD!”

I was about to chase it, but Momokawa holds my arm with both hands. She is

right, I should not waste SP. Especially, since the bear is running fast.

“Phew.”

“You do it a lot.”

“What?”
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“That *phew* sound.”

A faint snicker escaped my mouth.

“Maybe.”

I just feel good right now. Even though we remain hungry and exhausted, but at

least I’m relieved that I don’t have to fight a bear barehanded.

―○●○―

Nighttime.

We found some rockingers along the way and even though they didn’t have

much meat, we could eat them. This time Momokawa approved of being the

decoy. I flipped the rockingers and she dealt the final blow with a heavy rock

we found.

I broke some of their bones to get something like weapons. But they weren’t

steady, so most likely one or two hits, before they’d break.

We couldn’t start a fire without something to burn, we ate the rockingers raw

and even though we could use their bones to remove the guts, it  wasn’t too

pleasant.

At the end, we got some SP back without magical healing.

I guess, it will take some days before the first one of us dies, as long as we keep

hunting rockingers. And of course, it’ll be me, who will die first. Momokawa

can concentrate on herself afterward and will be most likely be eaten by a mob

within the same day. Precious.
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But now we need to sleep. We found a cave, but it’s most likely one which is

already known to the dwellers of this chasm. We have no light source, we can’t

see anything in this cave. To not lose each other, we hold each other at the shirt.

“At least we don’t need blankets.”

Even  at  night,  it’s  still  hot  here.  Are  we  maybe  on  top  of  a  volcano?

Additionally, the cliffs we found so far are really too steep to climb. The ss’rak

are right!

“What about night-watch, Katsuragi?”

Normally we should take turns like always, but we don’t have time to waste, so

sleeping in shifts might be a bad idea in the long run.

“What do you think, Momokawa?”

She wants to be in charge, so I let her decide.

“I… what do you think?”

Cheap!

“If we hide well  enough, we might not be spotted.  Or have at least  enough

chances to wake up, before they ambush us.”

“Idiot. We can’t find a good hiding spot if we can’t see.”

“Right… Then we should at least lean on the wall.”

“Guess there is no point in staying awake if you can’t see.”

“Guess so.”

“Katsuragi? Put your hand on the ground.”

“Hm?”
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I do as she tells me.

And I feel something warm, which lays on top.

“So I can tell if you run away.”

“As if I would.” She’s the one who keeps me alive. Without her, I would run out

of SP soon.

But  feeling  her  hand  is  relieving.  I  guess,  sometimes  it  is  good  to  know

someone else is there for you. Maybe I begin to feel a bit guilty for bringing her

to this place.

Well, rather than that, I feel sorry for myself.

“Katsuragi, are you awake?”

“Yes.”

“Are we dying here?”

“Probably.”

“You suck at comforting.”

“I know.”

“You should say something like: ‘Of course not, I’m here to protect you.’”.

“Would you be pleased, to hear that from me?”

“No, rather disgusted.”

“Because it’s so corny?”

“Because it’s you.”

“I see. Only your face is pretty.”
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“Huh?”

“Your personality is as wicked as mine.”

“It’s not.”

“You only are talking sweet to me so I will not leave you behind.”

“You call that sweet?”

“It has to be some tactic to manipulate men.”

“That’s stupid.”

“I will not fall into your traps, like a thousand guys before.”

“I don’t do that.”

“Of course you do. But don’t worry.”

“Huh?”

“I won’t leave you.”

“Katsuragi?”

“Because I need you.”

“Because of my healing spells.”

“Exactly.”

“…at least you’re honest. And a terrible person.”

“And you’re dishonest and a terrible person.”

“Idiot.”

“You too.”
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We are both exhausted, but still arguing each other. Even though the voices are

powerless.

“Goodnight, Katsuragi.”

“… Goodnight, Momokawa.”

This is the first time, we say ‘Goodnight’ to each other.

―○●○―

Next day.

We  weren’t  night  attacked  by any mobs  during  our  sleep,  but  I  feel  more

exhausted after sleeping than before. Only the drowsiness is gone. There is also

the  strangeness  of  waking  up  beside  Momokawa,  even  though  we  camped

before, we slept apart of each other so far.

Momokawa cast [Stamina] on me, but she looks terrible herself. Her hair’s a

mess and her face dirty. Maybe I’m the same.

“Where are we going, Katsuragi?” Her voice is hoarse, she’s as thirsty as I am.

It seems that Momokawa is sick of being in charge.  Even though it  doesn’t

really matter who give the calls at that point.

“I don’t think, that the ss’rak were lying. We won’t be able to climb the cliff by

ourselves. So we have to explore the chasm. Maybe there is a tunnel or such

they don’t know of.”

The whole area is full of rocks and fissures, some large enough for humans to
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descend. There are several paths and the only way of orienteering was the sun.

“We should try to get to the inner area. It’s risky, but we will die here in a few

days otherwise.”

“I see.”

Without objection Momokawa consents. That’s unusual.

“Why are you so… complying? Didn’t you want to be the leader?”

“I don’t care anymore. I guess, I don’t really like leading.”

“Aren’t you the class-president?”

“There is less leading and more complying.”

“I don’t understand.”

“Of course you don’t. Let’s move on.”

Something inside of her may be broken. Or it’s just the exhaustion.  I really

wouldn’t care to follow anyone, who had an idea what to do, but since it’s only

the two of us and she’s in that condition…

Strange.

Normally I would think, that Momokawa is just used to let other do the work,

while she reaps the benefits. But somehow I do not. At least this time.

Fatigue?

“Do you have your stones and bones, Katsuragi?”

“Yes.”

Each of us is equipped with 4 bones with splintered ends and some stones for
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throwing. If we need a larger rock for smashing, there are a lot laying around.

We are as ready as possible.

I lead the way back to the place, I scared off the bear yesterday. I want to try to

follow his trail. If there are so many mobs living here, there has to be water

somewhere. This is the second priority.

The first would be finding a way out of here.

We are back and the trail of the bear is easy to track in the dirt, even without

any skills. I learned a lot from Meldorn. I really have to thank him, if I get back

to Esse.

If.

The trail leads further into the rocky area. We encountered some rockingers and

magslugs, but magslugs had a weakness: Big rocks. There is no finesse there,

but it works. After throwing two or three on one, Momokawa will kill it off with

her splintered bone.

It’s exhausting as hell, but since we couldn’t kill them in one shot, I could let

Momokawa get those XP.

Even  though  we  don’t  really  care  at  this  point.  But  doing  this  keeps  us

optimistic. Makes us actually think that we would survive. Comforting.

At midday we finally find something.

“A hot spring.”

Of course, we drink the water right out of the spring. It is hot, filthy and most

delicious.

After quenching the thirst, Momokawa take a look at the spring.
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“It seems to be deep enough to bath.”

As Japanese it seems to be appropriate to take a dip into the spring, but I’m

hesitating.

“We don’t have time for this.”

“But check your SP.”

I take a look at my status screen… and all my SP are back! Except those MaxSP

I lost due the curse over the days.

“I don’t know why, but this spring is revitalizing. As long as we have this, we

can survive indefinitely.”

“Except food and the fact, that the curse will kill me in some weeks.”

“But we do have those weeks now!”

She has a point.

“And what have bathing to do with this?”

“Because I want to.”

“Alright, alright.”

I give up. At least I can rinse my sweat and take a short dip.

Momokawa glances at me.

“…Go away.”

“Why? If you take a bath, I want to take one too then.”

“You want to bath with me?”

Her eyes are condemning.
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“Why are you complaining about this.”

“You… you’re a boy!”

“Of course I am. What do you… Oh.”

“You forgot?”

“Erm…”

“You forgot, that I’m a girl?!”

“…No.”

“You’re lying.”

She’s right. Since it wasn’t important, I didn’t really think of Momokawa as a

girl before. There were some points where it was obvious, like the scene when

she was crying, but her sex didn’t had much on an impact so far.

I like to take a piss without someone looking at me and grant the same favor to

other boys, so bathroom breaks in the past days weren’t that impactful.

Also,  I  don’t  like to  be  seen when changing and of  course would leave,  if

another boy wants to change. Since I don’t interact with others much, it’s just

natural.

But now, when I’m mentally exhausted and can’t stop worrying, I wouldn’t care

anymore,  if  a boy watches  me changing or taking a bathroom break.  And I

wouldn’t care about their privacy either.

But Momokawa is a girl. And there is a line, between boys and girls.

“You got twenty minutes, I will patrol around here. Scream if something is up.”

“No, you will just go behind that boulder and wait.”
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“Why?”

“Because I say so!”

And now she’s bitching around again. I guess with her SP, she got her spirit

back, too.

But in the end, I comply. I sit down behind a huge boulder and lean back. The

noises of the bathing Momokawa are… stimulating. Especially if I swap her

face with one of my favorite female game-characters in my mind.

“You’re there, Katsuragi?”

“I am.”

“Any signs of mobs?”

“None, can’t search for them, if I don’t take a look around.”

“Don’t move. Just wait.”

This sucks.

And  I  couldn’t  even  relieve  myself.  She’s  just  doing  it  to  force  me  into

submission. I’m sure of it. The moment I peek, I lose. I have to endure it.

After about 20 minutes of mental and physical torture.

“Katsuragi, you can go in.”

“Finally.”

I take a peek behind the boulder, Momokawa have already her clothes on. The

clothes are damp and emphasizing her body lines, her wet hair made her look

especially sensual.

Too much stimulus. I keep hiding behind the boulder.
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“Now you have to give me privacy.”

“I don’t want to.”

“How am I supposed to take a bath, then?”

“I could turn around?”

This is so unfair!

“Keep watch, please.”

“I will just go behind the boulder now. Fair dos.”

Shit, if she sees me now, she will know, that her plan to manipulate me using

sexual charms have almost succeeded. I have to time it right, so she won’t see

the uprising god. If she walks around the boulder, I will walk around the other

side and she will never catch a glimpse.

Not yet. Not yet… Go!

With a swift movement, I walk pass her, undress quickly and dip into the hot

spring.

“Did you want to get into the hot spring that much, Katsuragi?”

“…”

Now I feel like a fool. But at least it’s comfortable inside the spring.

I  take  my  glasses  off,  since  they  are  fogged.  Only  the  [Scout]-class  have

heightened senses, normally I need those glasses, since I’m nearsighted. For

battle I can take them off, so it won’t hurt much, if I switch from [Scout] to

[Pikeman]-class, but right now there is no reason to not wear them.

Without glasses, without clothes, and without worries for the moment, I enjoy
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my first bath in a while.

I begin to sink in and blowing bubbles underwater.

“Katsuragi, are you drinking my bathwater?” Her voice is full of disgust.

“*Prrrrr…* *Cough, cough*”

―○●○―

“This hot spring seems to be part of an underground river.”

It’s hard to see in the water, but after some swimming, I can tell that much.

“Does it help?”

“Probably not.”

Even though it may lead to an underground river, the tunnel might be too small

for a human to swim through and I might suffocate whilst down there.

“But maybe it’s an actual part of the Heißquellen? Because water that recovers

all SP sounds pretty holy to me.”

“We can’t transport it.”

“Right.”

We have no spare waterskin, nor bottle, nor any other type of container. We

could hunt a rockinger and use its shell, but that would be too cumbersome.

Survival comes first and for survival, mobility is the key.

“Well, let’s take a look… around.”
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“What’s wrong, Katsura-”

While we were inspecting the spring, we had totally dropped our guard. Having

just had a bath, we were too relaxed and didn’t notice that ostrich-like birds

with long, curved beaks were in the middle of surrounding us.

They have a camouflage pattern in reddish-brown and gray on their feathers, so

they fit well in this rocky area. There are at least thirty of them.

““Retreat.””

Without any prior arrangement, both of us are running towards the only spot

that the birds haven’t covered yet.

They begin to  chirp loudly the moment we passed them and we hear  more

chirping coming from in front of us as a response.

This is like a pack of hunting wolves!

“Quick! To the right!”

We enter  a  trench that  was  there,  and hear  a  strange galloping sound from

behind us. Like ostriches, these mobs are running birds!

Dammit!

There has to be a way out of this situation. There’s more chirping from in front

of us. Have they cut us off? How many of them are around here?

The trench is branching! Left or right? Where is the chirping coming from?

We have to decide quickly. But Momokawa is already exhausted. Even though

she has still her natural SP-regeneration, my max should be still quite higher

and both of us started at full SP. So, of course, she will be the one who will hit

the wall first.
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But I need her to regain my spent SP later! Shitty curse!

“Sorry.”

I reach out and grab her hand to pull her along with me as I run down the path

on the right. She doesn’t resist. We have no choice but to be as fast as possible.

But hope is fickle. Because after a minute of dashing we arrive at a cliff. Inside

this trench is a cliff leading to an underground cave!

We don’t have light sources and no valid alternative. We could try to climb up

the trench, but this just seems to be impossible.

But looking back… We don’t know how many ostrich-like birds there are but

based on their chirping, there are a lot of them. We don’t even know how strong

they are, but their numbers alone will be more than enough to crush us in battle

in our current state.

Nowhere to  hide,  nowhere to  run.  Except  underground that  is.  By climbing

down a cliff.

Precious!

“Momokawa, we have to climb down.”

She looks into my eyes and nods. She already knows what little chance we

have. As long as the strange birds don’t follow us down there we might still

survive.

Both of us run towards the cliff, but the birds have already caught up. About a

hundred I would have to guess.

As the first ones push forward, I use my splintered bone to attack one of them.

It is wounded, but the bone breaks in the process.
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I draw the next bone weapon.

These birds aren’t hard enemies by themselves, I guess. I kick one of them and

it’s flying some distance.

But there are too many, and that’s the problem.

Momokawa  and  I  fight  side-by-side,  but  sadly,  our  teamwork  still  needs

improvement. The most we can manage is a tag team where Momokawa helps

me out while I regain my stance after a struggle and ready myself to take over

again.

She isn’t used to fighting. And we’re pushed back. Ten birds later, we have been

driven to the edge of the cliff.

“Momokawa, look for a ledge down there. I’ll hold them off.”

The last line of defense. Me versus around twenty angry birds, not to mention

that the enemy reinforcements are still waiting right behind them. I feel like an

action hero, only less heroic but more of an urge to piss my pants.

I’m already wounded in several  places  and I’m bleeding.  Maybe five more

seconds before I’m overwhelmed by them.

“There is one, Katsuragi.”

I look to the place Momokawa is pointing to.

“Let’s jump.”

She nods. We take each other’s free, left hands and jump together.

The ledge is small. However, I land on it.

Momokawa doesn’t.
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I feel the pull of of another body, so I drop the bone in my right hand and push

myself against this weight. No falling here!

“Katsuragi!”

Momokawa is panicking. I could see her clearly, how she is hanging on my

arm, while under her dangling feet are several meters of free-falling. Seeing the

bottom makes it really scary!

“Please, don’t let go!”

“I won’t!”

“Don’t let go. Please!”

“I won’t!”

She doesn’t hear me. She’s not even looking at me but rather at the abyss under

her feet.

“Please! Don’t let me go, don’t leave me behind!”

“MOMOKAWA!!!”

After yelling her name, she finally reacts.

“Look at me, Momokawa!”

She lifts her head to look up to me instead of down to her doom.

“I won’t let you go. I won’t leave you behind. I need you.” < To heal me and

keep my alive. >

“I need you, too, Katsuragi!” < To pull me up the ledge. >

“We will do all what comes, together!” < Until my curse is lifted. >
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“Nothing shall separate us!” < Until we’re back in town safely. >

“You and I, we will conquer all what comes!” < So we can survive. >

“And we will defy death itself!” < Who likes dying? >

While  we  encourage  each  other,  our  looks  reveal  our  real  intentions.  But

something is strange. My left  hand, which is holding Momokawa, begins to

glow. Or more precise, the cursed ring.

The following message pops up.

Curse temporary lifted.

Without hesitation, I change my class to [Pikeman]. My arms begin to grow

thicker and stronger and I easily lift Momokawa up onto the ledge. It’s a small

ledge and above there are a bunch of angry birds…

And now the angry birds jump down and try to attack us!

“Wait a minute,” I declare.

Momokawa’s  mouth  is  gaping  open,  while  she  looks  at  me.  I  pick  up  the

splintered bone I dropped earlier and even though it was more like a bad parody

of a spear, I seem to be able to use [Spear]-skills with it.

“Duck!”

Momokawa takes cover, as I lift the bone to unleash a [Spear]-skill.

“[Whirlwind]!”

[Whirlwind] is a sweeping blow, a melee AoE.

It’s weak but it pushes enemies back. The birds are flying away from the ledge
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and before the next one could try, I climb up the cliff. With an athletic body like

this, it’s not a problem.

Ah, they’re waiting. Fine with me.

Let’s begin the slaughter.

It took ten minutes before the angry birds finally understood that they would be

wiped out by me. I may have broken my bone weapon earlier, but my level 37

body was more than enough to take care of those feather dusters.

They  attacked  me  relentlessly  but  despite  that,  they  could  only  give  me

scratches. As for me, a single strike was enough to break their avian bones. This

is too unbalanced.

Before they could retreat, I had killed around half of them.

“Phew. That  was  close.”  I  take  a  look over  the  cliff  and see  an  open-eyed

Momokawa on the ledge. “Momokawa, are you alright?”

“Katsuragi, is that you?” I guess my buffed self in the [Pikeman]-class gives off

a different vibe than usual.

“Of course. I’m coming down.”

Even though the ledge is small, there is no need for Momokawa to climb up yet.

“What happened?”

“No idea, but I got a message saying that the curse was temporarily lifted, so I

did a [Class Change].”

I open my status window and… I’m getting SP back! Slowly and I lose them

again due to the hot climate here,  but I’ve got my normal regeneration rate

back!
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And my Max SP is back to normal! Even though it may be only temporarily, it’s

still wonderful.

Welcome back, [Attributes], [Abilities], [Skills], HP, SP, MP and WP.

Wait, WP?

“Katsuragi!”

“What?”

“Look.”

Momokawa shows me her hand.

“What about it.”

“A ring.”

“Huh?”

Momokawa was in fact wearing a copper ring . Did she take over the curse,

instead?

I look at my left hand and the cursed ring is still there. Momokawa’s ring is

similar, but the design is a bit different.

Mine has a male lion. Hers, a lioness. Are they a matching pair?

“Katsuragi… don’t they look like wedding rings?”

“Come on, that’s stupid.”

But as I say that, something new pops up.
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Congratulations! You have just wed Momokawa Kyou.

As  long  as  your  married  life  is  fulfilling,  the  curse  will  remain  dormant.

Additionally, you will be granted various bonuses as wedding gifts!

The more you deepen the relationship, the more WP (Wedding Points) you’ll

acquire and more bonuses as well. Check out your new status window, which

contains a WP-bar, a list of actions which will increase your WP and a menu to

buy bonuses with your WP.

You lucky bastard!

…

In games, the characters would usually react in an over the top way to this. Like

crying out with a ‘Hueeeeh!?’-sound or something like that. That or they would

lose it, constantly asking questions like ‘why, how, what’.

I, on the other hand, am too shocked to react in such a way.

“Katsuragi… I have some strange pop up in my status screen… Katsuragi?”

“… Give me a minute.”

“I see, Then give me two.”

Under  normal  circumstances,  we should  be  relieved  to  be  alive  after  being

chased by a horde of strange and aggressive birds. But instead,  we’ve been

dumbstrucked by the surprise and shock.
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“Katsuragi? My level increased.”

“Did it?”

“Yes, I got two more levels.”

“Since yesterday?”

“Since bathing.”

“I see.”

The  interesting  thing  is  that,  it  doesn’t  surprise  me.  Because  nothing  will

surprise me for a while.

―○●○―

I, Katsuragi  Kenta,  and Momokawa Kyou were married unintentionally,  but

neither  of  us  know  how.  Only  that  that  the  cursed  ring  is  at  fault,  and

Momokawa can’t remove her ring either.

So now she blames me and wants a divorce.

“At  least  until  we’re  out  of  here.  My  curse  will  be  lifted  for  as  long  it

continues.”

And there are already some other bonuses to it.

For one, we can check out each other statuses like they’re our own, which will

come in handy. So Momokawa doesn’t need to ask me how hurt I am and I can

get an idea how to best manage our healing.
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Additionally,  as  long  as  we  stand  next  to  each  other,  we  get  some  small

[Attribute]-bonuses, which will also help Momokawa primarily.

And quite obviously, we get shared XP.

Yes, we actually have a party system now.

Whenever I kill something, Momokawa will gain some XP for it. That’s the

reason why she leveled up after I defeated those birds, I don’t know the ratio

yet, but it might be 50/50.

“You see, it’s not all bad. And since we’re about to lift the curse anyways, we

only have to deal with it until then. Plus, we don’t even know if we can simply

divorce.”

Somehow it’s strange to talk about divorce as a high school student. But in a

sense, I’m a married man now.

“You seem oddly calm about it, Katsuragi.”

“It’s not my first marriage.”

“It’s not?”

“Of course not. Marrying is a normal thing in games.”

“I should have known it.”

“Just think of me like a boyfriend you took out of convenience.”

“That’s even worse. You enjoy this, right!?”

“Kinda. There are a lot of benefits, so we can simply declare it as a partnership

of convenience.”

“So you think so lowly about me.”
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“Come on, this is just a means to an end. But you should take a look at your

[Divine Magic]-ability of the [Priest]-class. You got a new skill, [Torch]. This

might be a way to explore this underground passage.”

“Don’t look at my status menu!”

“You can take a look at me if you want.”

A vein pops up on her temple. She’s pissed!

“Momokawa, I’m against domestic violence.”

Saying these words, I get a slap across my cheek.

You gain 1 WP.

Teasing your wife is a fun thing to do, but don’t get carried away.

That is strange.

I have to check the lists at a later time, but maybe there are still some things

which can be exploited there.

I’ll just ignore the ‘marriage’-part for now.

After some time of calming down, we climb down the cliff and Momokawa

used her brand new [Torch]-spell. A white ball of light appears on her palm. It’s

as bright as a real torch.

I switch to [Scout]-class.

“Katsuragi, your entire body seems to reshape whenever you switch classes.”

“That’s normal.  Since [Scout] has much more [Strength] than [Student]  and

[Pikeman] even more than [Scout], my muscles have to adapt to this. It’s all in
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the manual.” Actually, it depends on the stat-boosts of these classes, and their

[Attribute]-growths, but it’s easier to explain it like that.

“But our classmates doesn’t change much.”

“Maybe  because  they’re  all  choosing  what  they’re  used  to?  I’m  not  very

athletic,  you know. So if  I  change to  a  fighting  class,  of  course,  I  will  get

muscles. I’m sure that the Judo Musclebrain took something like [Grappler] as

a class and so on.”

“That… might be right.”

“See.  But  let’s  concentrate  on  what  lies  before  us.  I  will  lead.  I  have  the

[Darksight]-skill, so I will be able to see well in the dark. We still don’t have

weapons aside from rocks and one bone each, so it’s better to let me handle

everything.”

“I  was  going  to,  If  I  get  XP by  doing  nothing,  I  won’t  even  think  about

meddling in your fights.”

“… Let’s  see  about  the  ratio  first.  If  you  get  only  10%,  we  should  rather

proceed with our standard tactic as long as possible. If the ratio is on the higher

side, we might fare better with actual teamwork.”

Saying that, we explore the underground passage. It’s big enough so that two

people could walk next to each other most of the time, but we stay in line.

There’s nothing that interesting, just a stone tunnel. I have already seen some

while  soloing,  but  Momokawa sticks  close to  me.  Maybe the narrowness  is

getting her.

Then I heard something. “I hear rushing water ahead.”
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“The underground river?”

“Not sure. Look out, there is a crack here. Wait a moment.”

I use my [Sneak]-skill and look from behind the corner. There are several bats

hanging  upside-down on  the  ceiling.  Or  at  least  they  look  like  bats.  Since

they’re coated by their wings, they could be anything.

I return to Momokawa.

“Several creatures with bat-wings ahead. How are your… wait.”

I can simply check Momokawa’s MP myself. No need to ask anymore.

Not good. Her MP are about half, and she has to cast [Stamina] for us regularly

and  even  though  our  natural  SP-regeneration  lengthens  the  time  until  it’s

needed, we should be really careful with every activity which would cost HP

and SP.

The use of [Perception]-skills costs a little SP every time, but it heightens our

chances of survival greatly. A needless battle on the other hand…

Even  though,  I,  as  a  gamer,  don’t  like  to  ignore  it.  But  without  decent

weapons…

“Katsuragi, what are you thinking about?”

“I’m considering whether we should search for another path or climb back up.

If we get to the hot spring again, we can rest due to the SP-recovery water until

you get all of your MP back. But if this path leads to the underground river, we

can still use its water and search for a way out of this chasm. I don’t know

anything about these bat-thingies and we might be under-equipped to deal with

them.”
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Momokawa thinks about my words, while her right hand plays with the ring on

her left. She often looks at the ring in disbelief. She doesn’t accept it that easily.

“Are they sleeping?”

“Huh?”

“Are those bats sleeping?”

“I guess. Let me check again.”

I sneak back and strain my ears. A rhythmic sound of breathing.

“They are.”

“Can you sneak up to one of them, grab it and break its neck before it can make

a noise?”

“… I could try the sneaking first. But it’s around the corner, so the light won’t

reach far enough for me to see clearly.”

“I could move to the corner.”

“That might wake the bats.”

“If they’re bats, they should already know we’re here because of our voices.”

Good point.

I use [Sneak] to get to the bats and Momokawa slowly go to the corner. These

aren’t bats, but a kind of mob. About as big as a child, these creatures have a

greenish humanoid body. Maybe they’re actually intelligent and friendly.

Most likely, they’re not.

Quickly I grab one’s head with both of my hands, twist it in a fast manner and

break its neck. Even as a [Scout] my [Strength] is enough to do this, these guys
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are frail!

The other bat-gnomes aren’t alarmed. Maybe their hearing isn’t any good. Easy

victims.

Seven broken necks later, Momokawa and I checked our status menu.

“We get the same amount of XP. I don’t know if it’s 50/50, 100/100 or anything

else, unless we kill something I know.” Remembering the amount of XP you get

from what monster is the basis for efficient grinding.

“I see. At least I don’t need to take part in killing anymore.” Says the girl who

suggested to break the necks of several creatures in their sleep.

And not only that… “Katsuragi, these guys are edible. Let’s take one with us,

until we find something better.” The [Cook]-class comes in handy here. I would

say, this girl is already as much of a cold-blooded hunter as I am.

We continue our cave exploration. The deeper we go, the hotter it becomes. But

this  should be a  sign,  that  we’ve come close to the hot spring underground

river… let’s try to stay positive.

Half an hour after the bat encounter, we come to a big cave.

Sunlight is shining through a crack at the top, too small for a human to squeeze

through. At the bottom is another part of the hot spring, but since the cave is

spacious and some ventilation is ensured by the crack at the ceiling, it’s most

likely the most tempered place we found so far in the chasm. At the shore of the

hot spring, there are even some trees!

“Momokawa, this seem too good to be true, We should watch out, I’m sure

something already made this place its territory.”
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“Right.”

We approach the hot spring, but this time Momokawa goes ahead, while I keep

watch. There is no one here at the moment.

Both of us drink some of the water to replenish our SP and agree, that we would

stay here for a while. As long as I have my [Perception]-ability, we are as ready

as possible. Of course, it’s dangerous, but this is the best place to take a rest.

Maybe there are other places like this in the chasm. Somehow the mobs have to

survive here.

“Maybe the mobs who uses this place are diurnal. But there is no reason for

both of us to be on guard. Take a nap, Momokawa. We need your MP.”

We didn’t  sleep well,  yesterday in that  dark cavern,  so she’s probably tired

enough.

“Yes.”

We move to the trees and Momokawa sits down at one, leans herself against it

and closes her eyes. The [Torch]-spell disappeared, but since there is a bit of

daylight in this cave, my [Darksight] is still working well.

The shadows outside my 50 meters (164 feet) range make it hard to figure out

where other entrances lie, so I try to stay focused. Usually, I would take a nap,

too,  since I  have  the  [Dormunal]-skill,  but  after  breaking necks  of  sleeping

mobs I somehow have problems to think of the area as safe.

Staying focused on watch is hard. But it will be for an hour at most.

Speaking of time… We had 2 weeks to complete the pilgrimage. Four days of

travel from Esse to Heißquellen. This is just the second day in the chasm. If we
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hurry back, we most likely only need two and a half day back to Esse, once we

escape this  hell.  But  let’s  count  it  as three days.  So nine days  are  spent  or

occupied.

We still have five days left. Is it plenty, or not? I don’t know. Better to not think

about it.

First, I have to keep watch. Wait, what’s this at the shore? Is that a skeleton? I

approach the pile of bones.

A human skeleton. I throw a stone at it.

Why? Because it might be undead.

Even though I never saw one outside of fiction. Are there undead in this world?

At least, this skeleton doesn’t react to stones. So I have to take a look myself.

This may be an adventurer or a soldier.  But for me, this  is a lifesaver.  The

clothes are racks, but the leather backpack was still usable. The clasp is broken,

so it’s more of a bag now. Someone or something already searched through its

content.

On the ground is a rusty knife. I take it and wield it in one hand.

[Rusty Knife]

Description:
This knife wasn’t used in years. Even though it’s rusty, it can 
still be used as a tool.

Status: +2 Attack

Value: 1 Newgold

A knife. An old, rusty knife. Nothing special about it. But so valuable right now.

And there is other stuff as well. A torn waterskin, a needle and some thread, a
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torn blanket, flint and steel and dampened torches.

If it was me three days ago, I would think of it as trash. But now I see it as a

treasure, I collect everything and turn back.

I want to call out Momokawa, but I remember that she’s taking a nap. And I

don’t want to wake her up.  Especially after looking at  her dirty self,  which

shows the burden of our current lifestyle.

Wait, what’s that? And why now?

I guess, I feel a lot of stress, too, since looking at a filthy girl with messed up

hair and no dignity whatsoever makes me excited.

… She’s asleep, right?

Since I’m standing watch so no beasts attack one of us, I might as well… I

mean, it  would be bad, if  some wolf would devour Momokawa out of pure

instinct.

What am I even thinking about? Dammit. I hate her!

I know, that my excitement must be a survival instinct or something like that.

Leaving offspring in times of danger. It’s a totally natural reaction.

It’s time to get rid of all of my frustration, stress, and irritation.

After I find a place from where I could detect most intruders while being away

of Momokawa, I’ll finally relieve myself.

―○●○―
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Afterward.

I cleaned myself up and made sure, that there is no smell left behind. All traces

should be removed.

It’s time to wake up Momokawa. “Momokawa?”

“Hn… Good Morning. Is something wrong?”

Good Morning? Since when does she say Good Morning? Maybe taking a nap

improved her mood. “Nothing. Why do you ask?”

“You seem different…”

Maybe because I’m much calmer now? “I could relax a bit.”

“Do you want to take a nap, too?”

“Not needed. But I have something to show you.”

The treasures I found are layered out in front of Momokawa.

“That will be useful.”

She smiles faintly. Why does she act so sweet? Maybe she’s still drowsy.

Well, let’s go on. “Do you know how to sew?”

“A bit. How about Katsuragi?”

“Well,  every time I  try to  mend my pants,  they’ll  rip  open again after  five

minutes.”

Ah, now she’s back to normal, rolling her eyes. “I will try. But I need a patch.”

“A patch… Wait.”

I look at the neck-broken bat-gnome we took with us.
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“How about the bat-wing?”

“This might work.”

I take the knife and the bat-gnome and cut off the wings.

Momokawa gives me instructions how to cut the leathery part to make a patch.

Mending the waterskin isn’t easy, especially since she can’t use [Torch] during

the  sewing  process.  The  [Torch]  appears  on  her  free  hand,  so  sewing  and

lighting isn’t possible at the same time.

But Momokawa is still working on it in that dim light. It’s slow paced, but she

concentrates so much, that she doesn’t even complain a lot. And when she does,

it’s more about me, than the work itself.

Soon, the waterskin is repaired. It still leaks some water at the seam, but at least

you could carry it around for a while.

“Good work, Momokawa, now we can- Quiet!”

I hear some heavy steps. Paw-like. A beast.

“Hide behind those trees.”

I activate the [Camouflage]-skill while laying low. My body and equipment are

changing color to match the cave stone. Momokawa runs to the trees and hides

behind them like I ordered.

Only the dim daylight illuminates the cave. And the master of this cave came in.

A large, red bear. Maybe even the same one we saw yesterday.

I released [Camouflage], this one is a coward. This time I have the [Scout]- and

[Pikeman]-classes and able to simply kill it or scare it off without bluffing.
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It senses me and turns its head around. And then it roars. Same as last time,

huh? It’s easy to stay cool. I wield the knife and put a bloodthirsty grin on my

face. The bear should back off any second.

Wuush!

Fast as thought, the red bear slashes at me and only my [Focus]-skill allowed

me to evade the attack at the last moment.

“GROOOOOAAAR!”

This red bear is very aggressive.

I change my class to [Pikeman]. Even though I have no spear, the [Pikeman]’s

[Strength] and [Vitality] is still better than a [Scout]’s. With this, I’m better off

in most combat-situation.

Is  it  me  or  are  the  bear’s  claws  glowing?  Six  claw  attacks  hit  me  almost

simultaneously. My clothes are full of holes now. And much worse, my body,

too. Is that a skill? Do mobs have skills? I never saw something like that before!

But my high [Vitality]-attribute allows me to stay on my feet, even though the

wounds hurt like hell. I stab the red bear with the knife, but as the red bear has

twice the size of a normal one, a little knife is only hurting it a bit. One or two

stabs are not that dangerous to it.

Then I punch it in the face, additionally. Won’t hurt it much either, but at least it

does inflict mental damage. I already realize, that the only way to survive this is

to be on offensive. Since this bear does serious damage, I have to overpower it

before it can do the same to me.
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I stab and punch and stab and punch like a savage. I will attack every inch of its

body!

“GROOAAAAAR!”

The  roar  unleashes  a  shockwave,  which  throws  me  back  several  meters.

Another skill, I presume.

Now I lay on the ground, I couldn’t break my fall. The red bear plants itself in

front of me.

Ah, I’m dead. I’m weirdly calm about it.

A red claw is raised and about to give me eternal rest. But it never came down.

A stone flies right into an eye of the bear. It growls painfully and I use the

chance to change into [Scout] and activate [Camouflage] and [Hide Smell] at

the same time.

The bear looks down at me but can’t  see me.  And much more importantly,

smell. Both of these skills aren’t good if someone knows you’re here. But bears

don’t rely on sight too much and my smell is already all over the place. So my

weakened smell won’t attract attention, I hope.

The red bear sniffs around… And walks right to Momokawa. Damn it!

She saved me earlier. No choice.

I stand up and jump on the bear. The knife I’m still holding pierces the back

several times, while I try to reach the neck. I stab and stab at its nape, hoping to

damage the vertebras.

The red bear shakes violently, trying to get rid of me. Another rock flies right

into its forehead.
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We both fall, my whole body is in pain. The bear is about to stand up again, but

then I saw it: It’s throat.

I draw upon my last power and slice it with one powerful thrust.

The  bear  suffocates  from  its  own  blood  and  throws  claw  attacks  in  all

directions, one of them hit me in the stomach. Blood splashes everywhere, I’m

done for.

But at least the bear finally collapses.

“[Heal]!”

And the pain eases.

“Are you still alive?”

“…Barely.”

“I know, I know. [Heal]!”

Magic healing is great. Under normal circumstances, I would most likely die

because of the wounds.

“It might leave marks and it will still hurt a while, even if all of your HP is

back.”

“I see.”

“You’re stupid, Coming out of your hideout.”

“I thought it would run away again when I’m aggressive.”

“Why didn’t you flee, when you were outpowered?”

“It would have attacked you.”
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“I was hidden.”

“Barely.”

“Stupid.”

We know, that we need each other. Even though the curse is lifted for now, it

might come back immediately, if I let Momokawa die. And Momokawa won’t

be able to survive here without me.

My HP are at max again. Momokawa’s MP, on the other hand, are depleted. The

hot spring only recovers SP, so we need to have another rest. Going on without

Momokawa’s MP is suicide.

“We’ll rest for today, Let’s take a look, if there’s some smaller cavern here. The

bear must have a sleeping-place nearby.”

The big cavern has 4 exits, plus the rift at the ceiling. One of them leads to a

small cave.

“Katsuragi, look.”

There are two cubs.

“So we killed their mother.”

These cubs are still as tall as human children. Their fur was orange, but maybe

they’ll turn crimson in some years.

“They’re so cute!” I see. This is what a typical girl reaction seems to be. “And

edible.”

Or not.

“… This is surprising.”
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“We have the choice between the cubs, the mother bear, and the bat-thingy.”

“Let’s  forget  the bat-gnome,  but  wouldn’t  the mother  bear  be better  to  eat?

More meat.”

“Fair enough. She’ll be spoiled before we finish her.”

“But what do we do about the cubs?”

“What would you do in a game?”

“Kill them to get loot and XP.”

“Seems logical. Then we get mixed meat, too.”

In the end, it’s all about survival.

―○●○―

We skinned the bear-mobs and Momokawa cut them to pieces.

Being a [Cook] is very convenient.

I used my [Camping]-skill to set up the camp and start a fire. Without the skill,

this could’ve taken around an hour, with [Camping] it only took a couple of

minutes.  Even the  wet  wood of  the trees  and the torches  lit  in  a  matter  of

seconds.

We used branches as skewers and grilled the meat over the fire. With [Foraging]

I was able to discern some eatable herbs and mushrooms, which grows at the

large cavern.

This is a feast!
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““Thanks for the food!””

I gulp down every bite.

“Tasty!”

“Thank you.”

It’s really delicious.

You gain 1 WP.

Eating your wife’s home-cooked meals is a blessing of marriage.

“Phew.” I ignore the pop-up.

Looks like Momokawa also got one. She’s obviously very annoyed by it.

I just go on. “The fur might stink, but will make good sleeping mats. The cubs’

pelt can be used as pillows. Since it’s warm here, we need no blanket. This time

we might sleep somewhat comfortably.”

“So, you really want to stay here for a day?”

“Without your MP, we can’t take the risk. MP is recovered over time and faster

if you’re resting, so it’s obvious that you relax as much as possible, while I keep

watch.”

“What about you? You will get exhausted mentally.”

“A small price to pay.”

“But your [Dormurnal]-skill makes it possible to sleep and keep watch.”

“I don’t remember telling you this.”
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“I can check your status and skills anytime, too.”

“Well, it’s only sounds. So if something approaches soundless, we’re doomed.”

“This is the lair of the crimson bear. Nothing will come close to it. And I need

you focused tomorrow.”

“Fine, we’ll take turns.”

“You first, you’re still hurting from the bear, right?”

“Not as long I don’t move.”

Momokawa giggles  softly.  I  chuckle  a  bit.  We’re  already so downcast,  that

sarcasm becomes funny.

After finishing the meal, I lay down on the improvised bed.

“Katsuragi, Sleep well.”

“Thanks.”

It stinks, the fur feels too warm in this hot air. But I’m already falling asleep.

… … …

… … … … … … … …

… …

A part of my conscious is still active.

I hear every step Momokawa makes.

She’s  stepping  out  of  the  cave.  All  thoughts  are  slow  and  elusive  in  my

[Dormurnal]-state. I can’t activate other skills, like [Pitch].

I hear something, I designate the sound to an activity and can decide to wake up
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or not. This time, I wake up.

I use [Pitch] so I can make out Momokawa. A trickling can be heard.

Oh.

Bathroom break.

A strained  exhalation,  as  if  something  big  is  about  to  come.  Quickly,  I

deactivate [Pitch].

Even though breaks for this were made in the past, we kept our distance and

didn’t speak about it. Momokawa was holding it in since arriving at the chasm.

I totally forgot that she will need to do it, eventually.

I will never mention it, This is too private.

It’s better to go back to sleep.

… … …

Momokawa has returned. She’s walking up to me. And now stays still.  She

kneels down. I’m somewhat aware, that she takes my left hand in both of hers.

Do I care?

No.

…

… … …

… … … … …

She let it go and walks away.

… … … … … …
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… … … … … … … … …

… … … … … …

“Katsuragi. It’s about time.”

I  wake  up.  The  information  my  [Dormurnal]  collected  are  hammering  my

thoughts.

“Did you do something to me?”

“You know?”

“Somewhat. You took my hand.”

“I inspected your ring.”

“I see. Anything interesting?”

“Did you inspect it lately?”

“Honestly, no.”

But I better do now.

[Lion’s Wedding Ring]

Description:

This ring is a gift and a curse. It changes the ways of the world, 
to empower the wearer, but if not handled correctly, it will 
slowly kill him off. To harness the power to its fullest, you have 
to find someone you can trust and love completely, while sharing
this gift and curse.

Status:
Unremovable. Marriage to Momokawa Kyou. Allows the usage 
of the WP-System.

Value: 0 Newgold

It’s different from before. What a bugged item.
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“What about yours, Momokawa?”

“Here.”

She shows me her left hand and I can inspect the ring as if it were on my own

finger.

[Lioness’ Wedding Ring]

Description:

This ring was created by the Lion’s Wedding Ring and is the 
symbol of trust, loyalty and love. While it burdens the wearer 
with a powerful curse, it allows to use a power, which defies the 
world at the same time. As long you remain faithful, the curse 
won’t harm you.

Status:
Unremovable. Marriage to Katsuragi Kenta. Allows the usage of 
the WP-System.

Value: 0 Newgold

“The WP-system… I haven’t checked it yet.”

I open the status menu and looked at the WP-system. There are two huge lists.

One with ways to get WP. Another which convert WP to special abilities and

bonuses.

The ways to get WP are… flirting?

Some are sick. And others impossible. A rather harmless one would be: ‘Call

each other by first name or nickname. 1 WP/day.’ A rather mediocre one would

be: ‘Sleep next to each other. 1 WP/night.’ A rather hard one would be: ‘Do A in

the B, C times. 10 WP/D.’

I close the WP-store-list since the last one is way too borderline. My wish to

use a censor-bar made me put letters instead those special words in there.
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Even a short glance at the reward list is enough to see, that the lesser benefits

are at least in the double-digits.

But man, what benefits! If we could raise the WP to 80, we could get- Did

someone turn on the air conditioner? I feel chills all over my body.

Wait, it’s Momokawa. A dark aura of dread is surrounding her. She looks at me,

as if I had stolen and eaten her ice cream sundae and whispered: “Don’t think

about it.”

“I didn-”

“Don’t! Think! About! It!”

“Yes.”

She’s smiling now. But her smile scares the shit out of me. Maybe I’m wrong

and Momokawa’s true face isn’t the manipulative bitch. She may be rather a

poisonous beast which is rarely unleashed.

I better close the WP-Store-list, too. And change the topic.

“You should get some real sleep, Momokawa. Tomorrow will be a long day.”

“You’re right, I have compounded some medicine with the herbs you brought

me, take it. It will replenish some HP when you put it on a wound. So put one

on your stomach, medicine is more efficient to prevent scars than my magic.”

It’s a herbal poultice. She made it out of herbs and the shredded blanket I found.

“Thanks, Sleep well.”

“Thanks, Katsuragi.”

After she falls asleep, I’ll take a dump, too.
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The second day in the chasm ends.
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Chapter 3 – The Challenge
We enter the fifth day in the chasm.

The previous days we explored the different cave exits while coming back to

the red bear’s lair to rest. This underground complex is huge, so we needed a

rather safe place to retreat to and being able to bathe and collect some herbs and

other plants doesn’t hurt either.

We  killed  a  bunch  of  mobs  and  I  even  got  a  level  up  in  the  meantime.

Momokawa  gained  five  more  levels.  So  we’re  level  38  and  16  now.  The

monsters here are strong enough to be even troublesome for me if I’m careless.

So there’s no wonder that Momokawa’s level is rising quickly.

But even with bathing from a hot spring, our appearance definitely suffered. I

needed a shave and my hair became felted.

Momokawa’s hair is even worse since it’s longer than mine.

Our clothes were severely damaged, only the sewing kit we found kept them in

place.

We smoked the bear meat to keep it edible for a few days, so no problems on

that front as well.

Somehow we tough it out. Although we don’t have much of a choice but to go

even deeper into the cave, unless we return to the surface of the chasm.

After a discussion, we decided that the underground way might be the more

promising one.

So we leave our camp after arming ourselves and taking everything with us,

which could be useful. We don’t plan to return to the lair anymore, it did a great
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job, though.

The mother bear’s pelt is carried on my shoulders, I want to keep it. It’s soft but

tough to penetrate. Maybe it will be useful.

The plan, for now, is to follow the underground river as much as possible. Even

though  we  meet  some  bat-gnomes  on  the  way,  this  very  territorial  and

aggressive race doesn’t stand a chance against Momokawa’s and my combined

powers. Or the ‘tank and heal afterward’-battle-strategy.

There are some other mobs here, like giant ants and termites. And they’re quite

strong, too. But I’m still much stronger.

This cave normally wouldn’t be a great grinding place, too many tough enemies

for too little reward. Good thing that those giant insects are on the weaker side.

Especially since we have to watch our SP in this chasm, the heat drains it too

much over time.

Momokawa, on the other hand, could raise her level in the meantime and get

more Max MP, which can be turned into SP by the [Stamina]-spell. These mobs

would definitely too tough for her alone, but at least she won’t be killed by one

or two minor attacks. Finally.

That eases our minds. If Momokawa dies, I’m as good as dead too. And she

isn’t keen to be killed for obvious reasons.

The  underground  passage  is  moving  further  down,  whenever  we  could  we

would follow the river. With my [Pitch]-skill I can press my ear on the wall to

hear the water current. Momokawa’s [Torch]-spell gives us the needed light,

even though my [Darkvision] is essential to navigate and detect enemies here.
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But these skills drain my SP, I have to recharge them with Momokawa’s magic

or with the water of the hot spring, we carried around in the patched waterskin.

Depending  on  the  current  circumstances,  like  Momokawa’s  MP,  my  SP-

consumption, etc.

“Katsuragi, I need some water.”

I have just finished a sip.

“Here.”

I hand the waterskin over.

“Thanks.”

She pressed her lips at the mouthpiece and draw a sip herself.

You gain 1 WP.

An unintentional indirect kiss is a symbol of closeness.

And  she  looks  like  the  water  has  transformed  into  bile.  I’m  too  tired  to

comment on it. Momokawa, on the other hand, grows more erratic every time a

message pops up.

“How much WP do we currently have?”

“Eight.”

“So eight times.”

We get them by spending time and doing stuff together. But since we have to

work together to survive,  we have to do some, like drinking from the same

waterskin. It would be less annoying if the pop-ups wouldn’t have these weird
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messages at the end.

Momokawa dismisses the topic and asks another question.

“What time is it?”

“Hard to tell. I would guess around 2 p.m.”

In  the  big  cave,  we  had  the  crack  in  the  ceiling  to  determine  the  time  by

daylight. Here aren’t any pointers to that, so I guessed by how hungry I am.

“So about six hours, already.”

Since we don’t regain SP that effectively, by resting due to the hotness of this

place, we use Momokawa’s MP to gauge when to rest.  MP regenerates over

time and a bit  more when resting, but if we run into a hard encounter with

insufficient MP, we’re doomed.

Momokawa’s MP are around 80%, so we don’t need rest now.

“Let’s have a break when we find an open part of the underground river.”

Then we can regain our SP with the water there and fill up the waterskin again.

We continue  our  journey down and after  an  approximate  hour,  we got  into

another cave. It seems to be huge, somehow, even though it was hard to see.

Since the cave was covered in fog.

The water of the underground river is boiling here. The heat was immense and

our  SP  was  drained  four  times  the  speed  as  before.  There  is  a  kind  of

illumination, but since we could only see fog, there was no way to determine,

what the light-source is.

Only that it’s everywhere.
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What is this place?

A bridge made out of rock slabs is laying in front of us, which is the only way

through the sea of boiling water. Normally I would presume, that this would be

the source of the hot spring, but this is the place the underground river flows

into. So the reverse direction.

“Momokawa, I think we should retreat.”

The heat is nearly unbearable, the SP-drain is crazy. It’s so foggy, that even I

can’t perceive the area. And I got the feeling, something strange is lurking here.

“…No.”

“Why?”

I don’t want to be here. As a solo-player, you have to know your odds to be

effective. And our odds at the moment are miserable.

“This might be the only way out. And I’m sick of this chasm!”

Don’t be irrational, woman!

“You already did some stupid actions. Now we do mine!”

Start to make sense! “Anything could lie in wait for us.”

“Are we inside a volcano?”

“Hear me out, dammit!”

“Look, under the boiling water… is that lava?”

She is right. The light source here is glowing lava, which heats the water of the

river and boils it. But there is still a layer of liquid there, which constantly boils.

Is something like that even possible? My understanding of physics couldn’t tell.
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But at least there seem to be no poisonous gasses. I check my status screen to

be sure. No poison condition.

“Never mind. We have to retreat!”

«But you just have arrived.»

This  voice… I  remember  it,  it  was  the  same the  large  ss’rak,  the  Voice  of

Muaotef, spoke with. Only much louder, clearer and more majestic.

And I remember a detail, I totally missed up to now. But can you blame me? I

was pretty sidetracked back then.

The words Muaotef spoke that day: ‘You will not be killed, yet. Bring them to

Our chasm.’

This isn’t any chasm. It’s Muaotef’s. And we stumbled across his lair.

«So the heroes finally arrive. We were waiting for you.»

I couldn’t see anything besides fog and the voice was echoing across the cave.

So loud even the rock vibrates.

«And now you’re powerless.»

Ah, I see. We got pretty much messed up over the days. We raised our level, but

we are run down mentally. Was this intentional or only a side-effect?

Momokawa keeps her cool. “Are you a dragon?”

How could you as such a question so calmly!? We should run away!

«…How do you know?»

“I saw a westerner movie which kinda reminds me of this situation. Your voice

in particular.”
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«We see. Heroes indeed. Or more to say ‘outsiders’. Dragons are just fairy tales

in this world.» The rock drones, heavy steps are made. «But We are more real

than anything else.»

Muaotef shade appears in the fog. He’s at least 30 meters (almost 100 feet) tall.

A short  blast  of  fire  from his  nostrils  dissipates  the  fog  around  him and a

majestic  creature with red and golden scales stands  before us.  His  eyes  are

green and are shiny like a pair of emeralds.

And even though he does nothing particular intimidating, I’m overwhelmed by

fear.  All  thoughts stopped. Even though I  want to  run away,  my legs aren’t

moving an  inch.  Even though it’s  unbearably hot  in  this  cave,  my blood is

freezing.

Momokawa is shivering, too. She’s pale as a ghost and looks like she’s about to

faint.

We reach out to each other, holding our hands, to feel some human warmth. It’s

not like we do it intentionally, it’s like a human base instinct, which just kicked

in.

Satisfied with this reaction, Muaotef’s mouth maliciously widens and the fog

obscures his draconic figure back to just a shade.

My mental paralysis  fades away,  but  the cold of fear is  still  present.  And I

question myself, how something like a dragon could do this to me. I’ve seen

tons in games!

Maybe because you don’t realize there, how big a 30 meters tall creature really

is. But even Momokawa who kept her cool until now is devastated.

«In the end, you’re just humans.»
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That self-satisfaction. As if he knew, what would happen.

Is this an ‘aura of fear’-skill? But even if it is, it doesn’t change how well it

worked. My legs are still so soft, that running away is no option anymore. The

only thing we’re running on is Muaotef’s palm.

«Which one brought you in this world? Tell Us, male.»

He must mean which god transferred us into this shitty fantasy world.

“I don’t know.” My voice is not shaking, too afraid of what to do if I won’t

speak clearly.

«Is it male or female?»

“I couldn’t tell. The voice was unisex.”

«What about you, female human?»

“I don’t know either.”

«What a pity. But as expected.»

Muaotef is losing interest. And I’m sure if he loses interest, we’re dead.

I need to keep him interested. Or get him into a conversation. To keep us alive.

But I’m not good at this… But there is one thing, I’d like to ask him. Let’s go!

“Why did you bring us in the chasm in the first place? Couldn’t you ask us back

there?”

«We can hear your heartbeat and smell your hormones. You can’t hide anything.

You smell is full of fear and you don’t want to be killed, but We won’t waste

Our time with useless questions anymore.»

We’re totally dead. Seriously. And I’m too shaken to do anything about it.
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But then Momokawa speaks up. “Great One, how can we please the mighty

you? We’re nothing but ignorant children and less than dirt compared to you,

but if we can do anything to stay alive, we will definitely do it. You just have to

ask.”

These are most likely the most honest words I ever heard of Momokawa, but

somehow  her  pleading  sounds  very  persuasive.  Maybe  because  she’s  used

pleasing others for her own benefit.

«We know, you’re just flattering Us, but We don’t mind.»

The luxury of the mighty!

«Cross this lair of Ours and you will find a staircase. Our servant ss’rak are

there. If you want to stay alive, you have to slay their patriarch. Entertain Us.»

This is like a sick TV-show.

So he’s ready to sacrifice his servants for his own amusement? And since we

don’t  have a  chance  to  resist,  he  can enjoy us  being  forced to  kill  sentient

beings? I killed mobs before, but ss’rak are more human-like than anything I

met before. Except for humans maybe.

But we have to survive.

“Very well.”

Momokawa  made  up  her  mind,  too.  It’s  time  to  be  pawns  of  a  dragon’s

entertainment.

«You have three days.»

―○●○―
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We finally escaped the chasm. After crossing Muaotef’s lair and climbing up

the stairs, we find ourselves in a sanctum of a temple.

A heavy stone door separates the entrance to the lair and the sanctum to keep

the heat under control.

Since nobody is  here,  we rest  first.  This is the first  time, we could use our

natural SP-regeneration normally in days.

And probably the first time, we feel chilly at around 30°C (86 Fahrenheit).

My legs are still trembling with fear and even though a priest of Muaotef might

come in anytime, Momokawa and I need this rest to regain our composure.

But I’m still wondering about the quest we just took.

“Why did he give us three days to kill a one person? There has to be a catch.”

“It’s the patriarch. So he’s supposed to be heavily guarded, right?”

“Is he recreating an assassin game?”

“What’s this?”

“It  became popular  in  recent  years.  You play as an assassin who better  kill

people quietly and without causing a stir. The challenge is the interesting part.”

“Or maybe he wants to see, what we’re capable of if we have time to prepare.”

“To conclude what other heroes are capable of?”

“Maybe.”

“But we are all different.” We have different classes, different personalities, and

different strategies.
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“Not for him, I guess.”

She may be right. Muaotef doesn’t think much of us. We’re just flies to him. At

least that’s the feeling I got.

And I wouldn’t be surprised, if he breaks the agreements out of boredom.

I hate it! I don’t have an idea what’s going on and go blindly into the next

danger.

Somehow I get the feeling, that my inner fire returned. I didn’t notice before

that my spiteful personality was dampened in the chasm. I guess constant SP-

drain would have such an effect.

“Let’s get this over with, Momokawa.”

“I don’t have a choice, do I?”

And even Momokawa’s meekness is disappearing.

A good time to take on some ss’rak.

I open the bronze door leading out of the sanctum and activate [Sneak]. This

corridor doesn’t have any windows and is going upstairs.

At the end is another bronze door. I press my ear on the wall and use [Pitch] and

whisper the things heard to Momokawa.

“Three people standing right in front. No other sound in ten meters (almost 33

feet).”

Our weapons are the rusty knife, six stones and three rib bones of the crimson

bear. We only have the not closable backpack and the pockets of our clothes, so

we couldn’t carry much.
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Three ss’rak…

I guess I can take them on since I’m currently uncursed. But it might take too

long and reinforcement could come. I don’t have any consumables, so I have to

trust my basics.

I change my class to [Pikeman].

“Momokawa, I need a bone.”

She carries the backpack and the rib bones within. With one of them, I can use

[Spear]-skills, but they break after one or two usages.

“Here.”

“Thanks. Now go back a bit, I will take care of all of them.”

Inhale. Exhale.

“Phew.”

I have to be fast, focused, and determined. There is no room for mistakes.

Bone in the left hand, knife in the right. I drop the fur, I need to be mobile.

Everything’s ready.

I push the door open. I thrust the knife into the throat of the first ss’rak I could

see, while it was flat-footed.

The second one is pierced by my [Speedthrust] directly into the heart. This skill

is fast and strong, so even after the moment of shock, I’m able to overwhelm

the ss’rak. The bone breaks, I draw the knife out of the first one and prepare for

the attack of the third.

My plan succeeded, now it’s a one-on-one fight.
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The ss’rak doesn’t need a weapon, it has claws, teeth, and a strong tail. With

rending claw-slashes, it tried to hit me, but I jump back. In this fight, I would

use my SP to the fullest,  so strong and fast  attacks in succession and great

evasive movements are possible.

If I don’t end it fast, I will be killed.

But a knife is not a good weapon against a ss’rak. Scales and claws make it

tough to go into the infighting and if you don’t watch out, you will get hit by

the strong tail.

“Human defiels plaze of Great One. Dai!”

And suddenly all my vigor vanishes. It’s talking. This… is a sentient creature!

It’s like killing people!

My body starts to cramp.

Move it!

I already killed two of them, so a third one…

I… killed two already.

Even  though  I  only  need  to  kill  the  patriarch.  I  already  killed  innocent

bystanders, because they’re in the way. These thoughts hurt much more than the

tail, who flicks me to the ground. The ss’rak’s eyes are full of hate.

Hate to a murderer.

Damn it! Move! I’m an a-hole, what do I care about, who I kill to survive!?

“Katsuragi!” Momokawa runs toward me and throws a bone in my direction.

“[Speedthrust]!, fast!”
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I do as ordered. I catch the bone and use [Speedthrust], another broken bone,

but this time my aim is off and only scraped the body of the enemy.

The ss’rack clinches me and is about to rip my throat out. Maybe it will need

several tries, I’ve got some [Vitality] after all, but the damage will be immense

either way.

I try to shake it off, but my cramped body is too weak. And then the ss’rak cries

out. A heavy knife is stabbed into its kidney.

Momokawa.

She’s holding another knife and one stab after another is performed. Her face

becomes more and more desperate with every attack, more and more power

comes  into  each  thrust.  It’s  so  unlike  my clean  kills  from before,  it’s  the

brutality of someone, who’s weak.

The ss’rak cries of pain and then for help and finally for mercy. But without any

kind of wavering, Momokawa continues. The ss’rak let me off and is about to

tear Momokawa apart with its claws.

I grab both of its arms and step on its tail. And close my eyes to blend out the

picture of Momokawa killing this ss’rak slowly.

Finally, it’s over.

You gain 5 WP.

You just got your life saved by your wife.

“We need to start moving. Take its knife!”

Ah, the knives she had are tools of the ss’rak. She took them from the two I
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killed.

But yes, we have to move. My mind is blank. Don’t think about anything, just

follow her.

Momokawa leads us to the right corridor, we could already hear other ss’rak

coming from the left.

We keep moving, but we realized something. Ss’rak are very got climbers, so

they don’t need stairs apparently. Instead, there are big holes in the ceiling and a

hoist in case large objects have to be moved.

They can simply climb the wall, but for a human, it’s impossible. And the hoist

isn’t in use.

Dead-end.

“They’re getting closer…”

I try my best to stay focused, but the pictures of murder are on my mind. They

could easily find us, if we run around, but will do definitely if we go into one of

the rooms. There has to be a way…

“Wait. Momokawa, search for a room as contorted as possible.”

We both check the rooms around us and find one suitable. It was a storeroom,

mostly full of junk and broken furniture. I change to [Scout].

I press myself to the wall at an inner corner and use [Camouflage]. My body

and equipment changed color.

“Great, Katsuragi. Now they won’t find you.”

The sarcasm hurts.
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“Shut up and come here immediately!”

Even  if  I  move,  my  colors  won’t  change  in  any  way,  this  is  one  of  the

disadvantages of [Camouflage]. It cost a lot of SP and I shouldn’t move while

using it. But this time, it’s an advantage.

I take Momokawa into my arms and press her to the wall. Every inch of her

body has to be covered with mine. Since the room is dark and contorted, it

should be more difficult to figure out, that there is someone on the wall.

And  I  hope  it’s  the  same  case  with  two  people.  Momokawa seems  to  say

something, but her face was buried into my chest.

“Quiet. They’re coming.”

She falls silent immediately and the door opened. The ss’rak entered and take a

fast look around.

“Not here. Lokk.”

They left. And we hear how they lock the room. Most likely to signal, that this

one was already been searched.

“Phew.” At least some time is bought. “Ugh!”

Momokawa punches me in the stomach. And again. I let her go.

“Ha… You almost suffocated me!”

Even though she is bitching around, at least she does so quietly. Is it me or is

her face a bit green?

You gain 1 WP.

Whenever you’re in grave danger, a passionate hug will always help.
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Read the mood, dammit! Well, I certainly stink, maybe it’s just that. But most

likely not.

“I will use [Pitch] on the door, so I can hear when someone’s coming.”

The ss’rak are searching the rooms and locking them afterward. Good thing we

went into hiding fast enough.

“We’re safe for the time being.”

Today shocks come in plenty. First the fear I felt for Muaotef and now the dread

of killing someone, who could talk to you. Murder instead of killing.

If mobs in games would cry for help while you slay them, that game would

belong to the horror genre. Maybe the ss’rak we killed had a family.

“Don’t think about it.”

“What?”

“Don’t think about those lizardmen.”

This is the logical solution. But not so easy. It sinks in.

“Dammit.”

How could Momokawa stay that calm about it? It’s like she murders every day!

Or maybe she just has more backbone than me.

I feel pathetic. Almost got killed because I couldn’t suppress these thoughts for

a minute. One minute!

I want to shout out, but we’re currently hiding. So I simply use [Pitch] and

torment myself at the same time.
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―○●○―

“Whateva it was, it be not hear anymoar.”

The ss’rak gave up their search, I could listen to their conservation. There’s

only  one  problem  and  it’s  that  they:  They  don’t  unlock  all  of  the  rooms.

Including ours.

Maybe because it’s a pain and not every room is used here, just like ours.

But at some point, they will most likely unlock this room, so we have to stay

alerted.

Great.

It’s so great, I want to puke.

“We’re stuck here for a while unless I break the door and then we’re almost

back at the beginning.”

“So we need a plan beforehand.”

“Yes. But I have first to know, how could you even deal significant damage to a

ss’rak?”

I thought about the whole incident over and over and a non-combat character

like Momokawa shouldn’t be able to hurt a ss’rak much. Their scales are like an

armor, it’d be hard to get through that with only one hit for her.

“You and I were close. Remember, there is a bonus to [Attributes] if we’re next

to each other.”
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“But it’s only minor.”

“The knife is powerful, too.”

I better take a look at the knives, the ss’rak uses.

[Ss’rak’s Knife]

Description:
This heavy knife is hard and sturdy. It’s difficult to wield as a 
weapon, but can deal massive damage when working with 
something which doesn’t move.

Status: +30 Attack or +150 if the target doesn’t move

Value: 1,500 Newgold

This is… sick.

A normal longsword has an attack bonus of +80. So this dagger deals about

twice it’s damage at an immobile target. Since the ss’rak and I were grappling,

neither of us could move much and Momokawa got a really dangerous weapon.

What a loophole.

Or more like, does it work that way in real or is this a hero-thing?

It’s not a game, I have to remember that.

I may have [Vitality] as a hero to mitigate some damage, but neither did I ever

take no damage before, nor is there any inclination, that non-heroes have stats.

If they have not, it’s logical. Even if you’re strong, several stabs into the vitals

will kill you. Train martial arts for decades, get a knife into your stomach and

you’ll die. Maybe it’s like that.

So many stabs into me could actually kill me as well, despite being a hero. And
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if you take the knife’s trait into account…

“Did you know about this, Momokawa?”

“No. I had to come close to heal you and decided, it wasn’t worth it.”

She’s right. Healing me in that situation wouldn’t have helped.

“Then I saw knives at their belts and took them. And it was the best choice to

stab the lizardman.”

“…Thanks.”

I force this word out of my mouth. In this situation, Momokawa stayed calm

and did the best she could do. I, on the other hand, showed a rather pathetic

performance.

“Don’t let me do it again, it was scary.”

I’m scared of how calm you are! But instead of retorting, I try to get back to the

topic.

“The ss’rak are difficult to fight with knives. Even with three of theirs, we’re

still at disadvantage. We need to secure any asset we can. Let’s look around.

This is a storage, so there might be something interesting.”

“Less of a storage and more of a junkyard.”

But Momokawa helps me to search through the room. Brooms with slightly

broken sticks, worn out furniture, shattered lamps, separated nails and screws,

torn leather stripes plus other trash.

“Hm… but maybe…”

I think I could try to don a knife on a stick to improvise a spear. Also, there is
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an old buckle, so we can try to fix the backpack we found in the great cave.

We start working, it’s better than doing nothing.

Or more like I work on the spear, while Momokawa provides light with her

[Torch]-spell.

“Katsuragi, I’m level 17 now.”

“That’s twelve levels in nine days!”

“But it’s far too dangerous to do this continually.”

“I agree…”

“And we always seem to rest a long time after each battle.”

“We do.”

“Do you normally do it  like that?  Going right  into danger  to  increase your

level?”

“Hell no. Soloing is all about searching battles you can easily win.”

“But, wouldn’t you normally have to find a lot of monsters?”

“After  I  got  my first  class,  I  killed  nearly a  hundred weak  mobs  a  day to

increase my level.”

“Don’t be absurd, finding mobs and fighting them that often is impossible.”

“Not if you cut the recovery time. Get their loot, sell it, buy consumables and

use them after a battle, until you begin to run out.”

“Consumables?”

“In this case mostly pots. So HP and SP-potions. After each battle, I used them
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and was ready for the next one. You don’t make much money, but if you need

to, you can try to collect treasures by bypassing their guardians unseen. This is

one of the reason, I wanted to have a sneaky [Class] in the first place.”

“Does that actually work in games?”

“Depends on the game, but it’s not rare.”

“So you left us because you wanted to increase your level that badly?”

“Ah… could we change the topic?”

“You don’t want to tell me? Why?”

“Because I don’t like to talk about it.”

“*Stare*”

Please don’t stare at me! “I just… it’s… I don’t trust the ones who called us,

OK!?”

“You mean the gods?”

“The gods who transported us in this world, the king who didn’t even meet us,

the whole kingdom which fights an enemy I don’t know anything about.”

“The king invited each of us to dinner. Each party got an own dinner.”

“But what about this fight against demons?”

“I… don’t know. But Masahiko-kun and the rest should already have met them.

They’re undergoing training at the border.”

“The more I know, the less I trust anyone.”

“…What about me.”
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“What do you mean.”

“Do you trust me?”

“I have to, right?”

Momokawa picks up one of her throwing stones and throws it into my face.

“Ouch!”

“Idiot…”

“What about you, do you trust me?”

“Not a bit.”

“See?”

“You do things like leading me into a shrine full of lizardmen, fighting them

when surrender is the better option, attacking a murderous bear on your own

and hesitating when you’re about to be killed. Finally, you contaminated me

with that curse and forced me into marriage at the age of sixteen.”

Each argument feels like an arrow in my back.

Quick, retort! Don’t lose ground! “And you… erm…”

She healed me without complaining much, saved me multiple times, and didn’t

mind to bow or adapt to every circumstance.

I know, I did some cool stuff, too, but Momokawa still has to do a real blunder.

The only thing which could be criticized would be her level, which drags me

down at times. And when I proposed this team-up, I already knew that I have to

keep her safe, in the end.

So I couldn’t really complain about it.
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I hate it!

Meanwhile, I carve out the hilt of one knife with another, so I could stick a

broomstick into it. Afterward, I will try to pin it with some nails.

“Nothing to say, Katsuragi?”

“I’m trying to concentrate…”

“Heh! Concentrate, of course.”

This woman!

“I’m sorry, OK!? But now we should focus on what to do next!”

“I have no ideas. I have not the slightest clue what to do.”

“We need the following: More combat strength, a way to get upstairs, a strategy

and a fallback plan.”

“How?”

“Our final goal is to find and kill the patriarch, but I don’t know if I can do it.”

“Since you don’t have a backbone?”

“…” After the last blunder, I can’t argue with her about that. “If it would be that

easy, Muaotef wouldn’t give us that task.”

“How will he watch us… wait. Magic, right?”

“Definitely magic. Most likely with sound, too.”

“Magic TV.”

“Kinda. And I don’t know anything about the patriarch, this quest sucks!”

“We have no choice. Or do you want that dragon to be displeased?”
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“I would rather die.”

“Same here.”

“We… we lack in everything: Intelligence, power, and resources.”

“So we should give up?”

“…there is a way to get at least some power. Maybe.”

Momokawa becomes suspicious.

“How? And why are you talking about it only now?”

“Because you will hate it.”

“Tell me.”

“We should grind WP.”

The temperature drops. Momokawa’s voice is cold as ice.

“… Why?”

“I checked the WP-store-list before and there are some strong bonuses there.”

“But then we have to act… like that.”

“I know. But the systems doesn’t  seem to be very smart.  Even half-hearted

gestures are rewarded with some WP. And there are some fairly easy actions on

that list. Like holding hands for an hour uninterrupted.”

“Rejected.”

“We could think about it as a make-believe and-”

“Rejected!”

“… *Stare*”
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“Stop doing that.”

I try my best to put every ounce of conviction and blame into my stare. But

Momokawa simply ignores it after frowning for a bit.

We worked silently for an hour.

Nailing the knife onto the stick was pretty difficult. I use the hilt of the second

knife as a hammer substitute, but I don’t want to damage the wood by using full

force. But now I have a spear which might not break after using a few [Spear]-

skills.

[Improvised Knife Spear]

Description:
A ss’rak knife on a broomstick, nailed together so it wouldn’t 
fall off that easily. It’s not really reliable.

Status: +55 Attack or +110 if the target doesn’t move

Value: 100 Newgold

The  value  dropped  immensely  and  its  secondary  trait  became  weaker.  But

finally, I have something like a weapon again. Now I try to fit the buckle to our

worn-out backpack.

I have to cut the strap a bit since it’s too wide. Cutting leather was difficult,

especially  if  you  only  have  a  knife  as  a  tool.  But  maybe  we  can  get  the

[Inventory]-option back that we lost with our original backpacks.

Momokawa is pondering and only reacts, when I ask her to relight her [Torch]-

spell.

“No, still no [Inventory].”

That was too bad.
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“You won, Katsuragi.”

“Hah?”

“It’s better to bend than break and we need everything we can get.”

“What are you talking about?”

“Getting WP, of course! What are you thinking about?”

Doesn’t she realize that some time has passed and it already slipped my mind?

But better to play along before she changes her mind again.

“Great! We have to see which actions seem to be doable.”

“…Yes.” Wow, what a look of displeasure!

Both of us start to investigate the ways to get WP. Luckily there is a list.

“First name basis… or nicknames. That’s acceptable, right Kenta-kun?”

“Ugh… I don’t like it. It somehow feels wrong.”

“What’s wrong about it, Kenta-kun?”

“Phew… I don’t exactly know.”

“What about a nickname, like Kenken.”

“That’s horrible!”

“Hm… Ken-kun?”

“That’s acceptable, I think, seems more like an alias.”

“Good. And now try saying my name.”

“OK…”
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I don’t remember! I have to check the status menu. Momokawa’s first name

was never important for me before. How do I read that kanji (杏)?

“Anzu.”

The temperature drops and my whole skin got chills. Momokawa is looking at

me as if I kicked a kitten just now.

“You don’t remember my first name.”

“I… You’re right. I confess.”

“It’s Kyou.”

Kyou… like the kanji for misfortune, a perfect fit.

“So it’s Kyou, I see.”

“Don’t drop the honorific! We’re not actually that close!”

“Erm… Kyou-san?”

“Acceptable. So now we’re Ken-kun and Kyou-san.”

“On second thought, just drop my honorific. It’s weird if you start using one

when you didn’t before.”

“Ken and Kyou-san.”

“This could be a title of a children’s story.”

“Well, Katsu- Ken, we are in a world full of fiction.”

“Point taken.”

Momokawa… I mean, Kyou-san doesn’t mind calling each other on first name

basis at all. But I somehow feel uncomfortable. Maybe because we aren’t any
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closer than before.

I guess, I will get used to it.

“Hm… Holding hands for an hour each day… Ken, I would like to skip it.”

“But we’re resting pretty often, so using an hour to hold hands shouldn’t be…”

“That’s what lovers do.”

“We are a married couple, in a way.”

“Urgh… let me think about it.”

You don’t have to look so disgusted every time you remember that the cursed

got us married in a strange way.

“Sleeping next to each other at night. No problem.”

“Huh? But Momokawa, that’s much worse than holding hands.”

“It’s ‘Kyou-san’ and it’s not.”

“How?!”

“First,  we did it  already once,  a few days ago when we first  arrived at  the

chasm. And in the end, you don’t have the balls to do something.”

I… can’t argue with that.

So that’s the reason, why she is so defenseless in her sleep, even though I’m

technically still a man, Because she knows I won’t dare to do anything to her.

“But wouldn’t it be uncomfortable?”

“It’s 1 WP every night, so bear with it.”

This girl is a tyrant!
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“Feeding each other… That’s too embarrassing, dismissed.”

How does she measure embarrassment? It’s illogical that sleeping next to me is

less embarrassing than holding hands or playing the ‘Ahn’-game.

“Ken, everything which includes kisses is banned.”

“I agree.”

“And the ecchi stuff as well.”

“I would rather put a censor bar on these. Some are hardcore.”

“Linking arms… it’s almost like holding hands…”

“We better not link arms.”

“But holding hands?”

“Less body contact.”

“I see. How about the lap things?”

“Which ones?”

“Me sitting on your lap, lap-pillow and such.”

“Please don’t sit on my lap.”

I would ‘awake’ then and that would be awkward since there would be no way

she won’t notice.

“How about lap-pillowing each other?”

“We have to make compromises at some point. Let’s remember it in case we

have too few.”

The list  is  long full  of lovey-dovey stuff.  Others are  conditional  or  hard to
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trigger, like saving the life of the other one. Neither of us wants to try that, since

you could actually die.

One of the hardest conditions are things which get only rewarded when done

subconsciously. Like an indirect kiss. These are simple things, but you can’t

trigger them willingly because it wouldn’t be subconsciously anymore.

In the end, there are only a few acceptable choices. Our final decision is using

the following actions to gain WP:

[Calling each other by nickname or first name], [Holding hands an hour a day],

[Wife gets lap-pillow for at least 10 minutes], [Husband gets lap-pillow for at

least 10 minutes], [Sleeping next to each other], and [Me eating her food at least

once per day].

So we would gain 6 WP a day.

“Ken, which bonus should we gain first?”

“We  need  at  least  50  WP  before  we  get  the  cheap  stuff  that  is  actually

interesting. Let’s first collect those and look what we need at that time.”

“We have only 15 WP, so in three days it’s impossible to gain the remaining

ones with six per day. So why do we even care about that?”

“Only six we can achieve voluntary and controlled a day. But there are more we

might collect unintended. And a slim chance is still better than no chance.”

“I agree to it, even though I dislike it.” Kyou-san looks tortured. Hey, I got her

name mentally right.

But there is a question left.

“I ask myself, what happens if we sleep next to each other while holding hands.
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Would we gain 2 WP then?”

“No idea. We can try it out this night.”

“Let’s not if possible. If we miss the WP for holding hands, we will be vexed if

we’re short one WP when we need it.”

“I see. So…”

Kyou-san deeply inhales.

“…so we should get it over with for today. Which one first?”

“Holding hands, since we need to do an whole hour. And maybe we should try

to make a lap-pillow at the same time.”

“You or me, Ken?”

“I don’t care.”

“Then put your head on my lap.”

I don’t know why she chose this order, but I just have to lay my head on her lap.

This is the first time I got a lap-pillow. And with a female classmate, to boost.

Even though there is no romance in this. Somehow Kyou-san appears to be

rather used to it. She takes my head in both of her hands and leads it to her lap.

It’s warm.

Then she takes my left hand with hers. These are the hands with the cursed

rings.

“Is there a reason, why you took the left hand?”

“We’re both right-handed.”
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“I see.”

Logical choice.

Wait a minute.

From this angle, I can see clearly Kyou-san’s chest, when I try to look at her

face.  Even though she has a slender build, there is still  enough to fill  one’s

hand.

This… is bad.

I close my eyes and try to imagine playing games on my PC to ease this inner

stirring. I never paid much mind to Kyou-san before coming into the chasm and

even there I did only sparsely.

But I feel like it will be much harder to do the same from this moment on. Since

we’re holding hands and hers is clearly feminine, much smaller than mine.

Since I’m laying on her lap and feel her warmth and scent her smell.  It’s a

mixture of filth, sweat and something else. This must be a girl’s smell.

Am I developing a fetish or is this only because I can’t ban the fact that I’m

kinda intimate with a girl  and discover  everything what’s different about  us

here?

Neither of us spoke. But I hear a light tapping.

Kyou-sans taps with the index finger of her right hand on the ground. It’s a

regular and exact rhythm. Like the ticking of a clock.

…Wait, it’s really a tap per second. She’s counting the seconds!

Uh, she hates me so much, she can’t wait patiently.
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I thought ten minutes are doable, but with this discovery, every second becomes

painful.

But finally,

You gain 1 WP.

After a hard work day, getting a lap-pillow from your wife is a way to replenish
your vigor and heal your soul for the next things to come.

“Exactly 10 minutes.” So Kyou-san really counted every second. “In our time.”

“Our time?”

“The one, back in Japan. In Feuerberg, they have faster seconds and 100 makes

a minute, 100 minutes and hour and 20 hours a day. Taniguchi-sensei says a day

in Feuerberg are exactly 28 hours and 18 minutes in Japanese time.”

So they have longer days? I can’t tell, because I never saw a clock in this world,

I guess. At least I should remember a clock, which uses only 20 hours for a day.

But this would mean, that the curse uses our understanding of time. What could

this mean?

“Ken, could you please…”

“What?”

“My lap.”

…

I forgot that I’m still getting a lap-pillow from Kyou-san.

“… Of course.”
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Actually, it is quite comfortable, when she’s not counting seconds, but we have

to switch. Since we want to test if we can make several WP-actions at once, we

can’t release your hands. So we have some trouble, since our left hands are

linked, but in the end, we just need a bit of turning.

Now Kyou-san lays her head on my lap. It isn’t that special. She looks with a

languid expression at my face first and then closed her eyes after sighing.

That’s not romantic at all.

“Back to topic, so that means the curse is able to tell how much time are 10

minutes in our world?”

“I think so, Ken.”

“Maybe it’s only converting it into another time. I calculate this… A day in this

world is 28 hours and how many minutes?”

“18 minutes.”

“Let me see… Wait a moment.”

I change my class to [Student].

“Your belly got fatter.”

This- “I know!”

Seriously, it’s not that bad.

“I think [Academics] might help. So we have 28 hours and 18 minutes, this

would be 1,680 minutes plus 18 minutes equals 1,698 minutes .”

Even though it’s not like a calculator, my mathematical skills are much better

than before.
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Level 38 gives enough [Intelligence] to make these calculations much easier.

“Next, we…”

I calculate the numbers, but seriously, even with an enhanced [Intelligence] it

was hard to remember my interim results. Since I can’t do it at once with a

calculator,  I  ask  Kyou-san  to  remember  these  for  me,  since  [Fast  Learner]

apparently only helps with ‘learning’ and memorizing ‘knowledge’, not interim

results.  And it’s  confusing,  since their  seconds and minutes  are shorter than

ours, but their hours and days longer.

“So 10 of our minutes are 8 minutes and about 29 seconds in their time.”

“I don’t think, it has a special meaning.”

“I guess so. So the curse really uses our time. But how and why? Does it have

to do with us being heroes?”

“Maybe because ‘we’ are cursed?”

“So the curse uses 10 minutes within the understanding of the cursed?”

“It’s a curse, so I wouldn’t be surprised.”

Kyou-san is somehow right. But I come across another problem. Sitting on your

knees is hard. I’m not used to it, since at home I always sat on a chair, either at

the dining table or my PCs or consoles. When was the last time, I sit on my

knees for a longer period of time?

My legs are numb.

I change back to [Scout], hoping that my higher [Vitality] will fix it. And of

course, because we still should use my [Perception]-skills, so that I can detect

incoming trouble beforehand.
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Kyou-san  did  count  seconds  to  verify  if  the  10  minutes  are  accurate.  Not

because  she  wanted  to  end  it  quickly.  In  the  end,  she  doesn’t  mind  doing

something like that with a boy like me. She doesn’t care.

Well, at least it’s not direct hate, but it somehow hurts my manly pride.

That Kyou-san doesn’t think of me as a boy. Or at least a boy who’s worth to be

bothered with.

She really has a lot of experience, but for me, it’s still very uncomfortable to do

things like a lap-pillow with a girl.

Even though I don’t, particularly like Kyou-san. I just learned to get along with

her grudgingly.

Somehow, I feel like my first more private experiences with girls shouldn’t be

with someone like Kyou-san, who I don’t have feelings for.

Even though she’s a pretty girl, her personality is…

Is…

Hard to describe.

Two weeks ago, I would have said, that she’s a shallow girl with a pretty face,

who fakes a nice personality for credits and benefits.

One week ago, I would have added, that she’s bitching around a lot and only

takes responsibility if she’s sure she will have an easy time.

Three days ago, I would have called her a surprisingly obedient person, who

does what is needed to survive, even though it’s inconvenient and straining.

And now I  think,  that  I  don’t  know shit  about  her  and she’s  actually quite

complex.
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Maybe I just forgot that people aren’t simple.

You gain 1 WP.

Your wife is trying her best to make you feel as comfortable as possible, so you
have to repay any kindness with a moment of privacy, so she can lean on you 
and recharge her batteries.

Without  a  word,  Kyou-san  lifts  her  head  and  sits  up.  Again,  we  have  the

inconvenience to have each left hands, but this time she simply sit next to me,

facing the other wall.

I, on the other hand, pull my numb legs from under my body and sat down on

my ass.

Neither of use says a word. My thoughts are wandering around. But it’s still

uncomfortable to sit. I can simply lay down the crimson bear’s fur and-

“Ah.”

“What’s wrong, Ken?”

“I dropped the fur.”

“…You’re right. Where?”

“I think it was the sanctum. I remember putting it down for mobility, but then

it… escalated.”

Kyou-san had to pull me with her to escape and we totally forgot about the pelt

that time. Maybe it’s still there. Or maybe, someone took it.

We brought it with us for several purposes, but since it’s big and unhandy, you

can’t really fight while carrying it. That we lost it is a pity. But at least we’re
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alive.

For now.

A light shiver passes through my body remembering the dead ss’rak, albeit only

for a matter of seconds. I feel human warmth through Kyou-san’s hand. It’s just

like  the  first  night  in  the  chasm.  Feeling  someone’s  warmth  can  be  very

comforting.

So just for now, I will engulf in this kind of comfort, while not even looking at

Kyou-san’s face. So she won’t know that I need her right now.

And this way around forty minutes passed.

You gain 1 WP.

Holding hands is a many-sided expression of your emotions of each other. You 
can express joy, happiness, sorrow and comfort only through your fingers. 
Sometimes words aren’t needed.

So we can really perform multiple WP-actions at once. This will be useful. Like

holding hands while sleeping, if there is no other way to accomplish a full hour.

Kyou-san and I separated from each other.

My hand is sweaty as well, but at least I don’t wipe it down like Kyou-san does.

This reminds me of the start of middle school when the other children said I

would infect them with the ‘Katsuragi pox’.

Do I have any happy school-related memories at all?

Nevertheless, we’re still stuck in a storage room full of junk and with no idea

how to get out unnoticed and how we can climb the next level. We don’t have

any idea, what Muaotef is up to and how to kill the ss’rak patriarch.
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The average ss’rak are strong enough to be a threat to me if they gang up or I let

my guard drop. I’m not sure if I’ll be able to kill them if the situation arises

again and Kyou-san can’t do anything about the whole mess on her own.

And  I  guess  the  patriarch  will  be  even  stronger  than  the  common  ss’rak.

Basically, we’re still in mortal danger, but it’s not as bad as the chasm. In three

days, I think we might wish us to be back in the chasm since Muaotef seems to

be a dragon true to its word. He won’t let us go if we fail.

I hate it.

Again,  I  feel  my blood-pressure rising  and clumps  of  anger  welling  up my

stomach. I want to slaughter all ss’rak.

But I understand, that this is only me throwing a tantrum. The frustration is just

adding up and since I’m not in immediate danger, this side of me shows up.

I hate it. I hate how weak I am. In these last days, I fully understood how pitiful

I really am.

“Let us sleep, Ken.”

Kyou-san interrupts my train of thought as if she knows what I’m thinking. And

her proposal just blows everything away from my mind. Since sleeping would

mean… sleeping next to each other.

Back then in the chasm, we were exhausted in a dark cave and touching one

another was the only way to confirm, that the other person is still there. This

time it’s still a dark room, but a minimum of light comes from under the door.

So my [Darksight] works. I can see Kyou-san clearly, even though she won’t be

able to see that well, the moment she stops using [Torch]. The only way for
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danger to come is through the door and if I sleep with [Dormurnal] on, I will

notice.

Altogether it feels different from the last time, it’s somehow less desperate and

more… thrilling.  Well,  we only have  to  be  to  next  other,  so  this  might  be

surprisingly less exciting than I currently think.

Kyou-san and I lean at the door, so I can make out noises as early as possible.

Our shoulders are almost touching. She extinguishes the [Torch] and I close my

eyes. I’ve would have thought that the excitement would keep me awake.

But instead, I fall asleep in a second.

―○●○―

I open my eyes, where are we? Ah, the storage.

Where is Momo- Kyou-san? Ah, of course. She’s right under my nose.

Or  more  precisely  my head  is  on  top  of  hers,  while  she’s  leaning  on  my

shoulder.

You gain 1 WP.

Waking up next to your partner in the morning gives you vigor and vitality.

…

Wait a minute!

I quickly lift my head and now Kyou-san starts to awake.
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“…Morning already?”

“Erm… No idea.”

We’re still at the bottom of a temple or something like that and couldn’t see

natural light.

“Ah, sorry for leaning on you. Must have happened after I fell asleep.”

Without  much  haste,  Kyou-san  simply  backs  off.  She  really  doesn’t  think

anything of me. But somehow my head feels a lot clearer than before. Maybe

taking counsel with one’s pillow is more effective, than I thought.

“Kyou-san, I think I know how we can get out.”

It’s so obvious right now, but somehow I wasn’t able to realize it yesterday.

“Of this room?”

“Out of this building.”

“How?”

“We have to get captured.”

“That’s… a pretty stupid idea.”

She is  right,  but even if  we escape this  building,  we don’t  know where the

patriarch is and how everything else will play out.

“It’s a big risk, but the ss’rak will listen to us!”

“We already killed some of them.”

“But we’re messengers of Muaotef. Since they’re worshiping him, we might

have a small chance instead of no chance. We need to ask to talk to the ‘Voice

of Muotef’ first, then everything will fall into place!”
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“…I see some logic in your insanity, but there has to be another way.”

“We only have two days left,  before Muaotef’s time limit  is met.  And even

though I don’t know how he will kill us, I’m too sure that he can kill us.”

“How about…”

I knew it would be hard to convince her. But we know too little, have no means

to climb the level and even if  we force the ss’rak to take us up or do find

another way, there might be still plenty ss’rak outside.

“…Ken, how do we even know that they won’t kill us?”

“We can’t be a hundred percent sure, but there are too many obstacles if we try

it the other way.”

“But that risk is too high!”

We both look at each other eyes, but no one wants to back down. Normally, I

would agree to Kyou-san. My idea is stupid. It’s basically letting yourself get

caught and try to convince the ss’rak, that you’re with Muaotef and somehow

convince the patriarch to fight us under fair terms, like a duel or such.

But as long as we are able to speak with the Voice, we might be able to earn

some credibility. I’m sure, that this particular ss’rak will have some insight into

our mission. I can only hope, that this one has some influence in the ss’rak

society.

And the more I think about it, the less hope I have for any other plan.

Climbing  up  the  wall,  slaying  every  ss’rak  I  see  and  fight  my way to  the

patriarch? That would be normal in a game, but this is no game, even though I

got the feeling, this world tries to convince me otherwise.
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We don’t even know, where the patriarch is and how the outside looks like.

Even if we would be able to hack ‘n’ slay our way out of this building it would

be meaningless if this is some temple in the middle of nowhere without any hint

where the other ss’rak lives.

We lack information and we lack time to gather it, but since this building seems

to have a shrine of Muaotef, the Voice might have quarters here. This has to link

us to the patriarch!

Even though the chances of success were plummeted. By myself.

I can’t believe that the first thing we did, after getting out of the chasm, was

killing the guards. But living for two months in this world, and especially the

last few days, made me think that I actually have to kill every problem I come

across.

Surely, I became like that because I was solo-hunting and killing for survival.

And maybe Kyou-san trusted my judgment since  these kept  us  alive in  the

chasm. Even though some would have killed us without her help.

But if she tends to trust my judgment…

“Please, Kyou-san. Trust me.”

I have to clutch at any straw.

“Ken…” Kyou-san is narrowing her eyes.  “Are you kidding? Do you really

think,  that  line  can  convince  anyone?  Are  your  games  like  cheap  romance

movies?”

“Phew… I just thought I should try it. So there seems to be no other way.”

I change into the [Pikeman]-class and break the door open.
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Even though Kyou-san is in a position to complain, she was never able to stop

my plan in the first place. So I just will do it, if she wants me to or not.

The sound of the breaking door can surely be heard from afar and this will

definitely get the attention of the ss’rak.

“You…” Kyou-san looks at me as if I just took her favorite book and threw it

out of a window.

Then she looks around the room, maybe she tries to find a hiding place.

But she doesn’t have the [Stealth]-ability. I have.

Two ss’rak come in.

“Who you be?”

“My name  is  Katsuragi  Kenta,  a  hero,  and  I  have  to  talk  to  the  Voice  of

Muaotef. I’m sent by the Great One himself.” Or would it be ‘Themselves’,

since Muaotef refers to himself in plural? Doesn’t matter, I just have to roll with

it.

Kyou-san doesn’t find a way out and just gives up. But she’s looking at me, as

if I had recommended her to trash-duty in school, while there are no tools to do

so, forcing her to pick up everything by hand.

The ss’rak, on the other side, seems to be confused. They don’t know what to

do in this situation. So I just need to tell them.

“In this case, you should get some reinforcement, then send someone to the

Voice, so a meeting may be arranged.”

I try my best smile.

“Better we kill zem.”
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“Yezz.”

Why!? That was my best smile!

Kyou-san sighs and steps before me. “Please don’t.  We’re really here in the

name of the Great One and the ones who defied us before are now lying dead

because they incurred the Great One’s wrath. Do you want to end like them, as

well?”

“Zzzz… No. Better we do what tze female say.”

“So, female. What zhould we doo?”

This… is  so unfair!  Why are  they listening to  Kyou-san,  but  not  me? This

doesn’t make sense, if we put aside that I’m kinda antisocial, untrustworthy and

put some players  in my parties off  in  the past,  while  Kyou-san is… OK, it

totally makes sense now!

So we are brought to the Voice of Muaotef.

So  far  so  good.  We’re  in  an  audience  room,  which  kinda  looks  like  some

voodoo hut. There are idols of dragons and strange symbols carved into the

walls, multiple braziers burned different materials. Wood, bones, and coal.

The Voice of Muaotef, a ss’rak above 2,3 meters (around 7’7) is standing before

both of us and six guards surround us. The Voice wears a strange crown made

of bones and stone prongs. This is new, but maybe it’s too troublesome to travel

around with that thing on your head.

“Zo you again. You ssurviwed and even came bakk.” He seems to be surprised

and  wary.  “You’ve  chaanged.”  He’s  obviously  looking  at  my  belly,  which

doesn’t exist in my [Scout]-form. Even though it’s really rude! I’m not fat in
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[Student]-class, only a bit round!

“We did.” I try to ignore that insult and sound as confidence as possible. “And

we talked with the Great One, Muaotef in… his majesty.”  I almost said ‘in

person’, but that wouldn’t be accurate since it’s a dragon.

“Zee. What do yuu want!” The ss’rak slurs their words often differently, so I

had to focus on them with extra care.

“We’re sent by the Great One to challenge the patriarch to a duel.”

“…” The Voice is looking at me with narrow eyes. “Zhat doezn’t maek zense!”

Uh, he slurred more than usual!

“Didn’t the Great One already told you?” Does that dragon really think, we

sneak around in assassin style, killing the patriarch without anyone noticing us?

It’s  obviously  impossible.  Could  you  please  give  us  a  claw-armed  hand,

Muaotef-kamisama!?  “We need to  go to  the  patriarch  and declare  this,  you

know?”

Why am I feeling dizzy? Ah, the Voice just slapped me with his tail and now

I’m on  the  ground.  “Don’t  you  fool  me!”  He’s  enraged.  “Ai’m zhe  voizz,

human!”

Ah, I totally see. Jealous, huh? I slowly stand up and grin. “You know what?”

I’m so calm,  I’m scared of  myself.  I  change into [Pikeman] and punch the

bastard in the face. Feel the [Strength] of a warrior class, fool!

Kyou-san shakes her head in despair. “Why…”

The Voice falls to the ground and spits some teeth out and seems to be semi-

conscious.  Even though it  might  be brutal,  it  makes me feel good. A bit  of
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revenge for the chasm! Better to kick him, as long as it’s possible!

The guards  were  stunned  before,  since  my [Class-Change]  and  punch were

surprising, but now the point their knives at my throat. With hands up, I declare:

“I surrender, but let me speak to your patriarch!”

Well, this visit was pointless!

―○●○―

“Somehow, we go from one waiting to another.”

Kyou-san is right. Since we escaped the chasm, we’re sitting around most of the

time,  while  the  rest  is  unnecessarily  exciting.  Like  killing  guards,  throwing

punches  at  religious  figures  and talking  with  someone,  you  have  to  kill  to

survive.

But there is a bright side. “But at least we’re going somewhere. In terms of

assassination.”

I’m not too keen to fight the patriarch alone without support, but if bringing

Kyou-san to the fight would mean to face another ss’rak, it’s doable. Since it

would definitely be the strongest female warrior or such.

This doesn’t mean, that I’m that optimistic. “But this battle might be harsh. The

patriarch looks like a warrior to me. But at least the chances are better than

being stuck at the temple forever.”

“I think, I can cheer for you at the sideline.”

“Huh?”
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Kyou-san sighs and repeats what she said: “I said, I will cheer for you in the

arena. We’re somehow married, so it’s fine with the rules. And maybe I will

find a chance to cheat unnoticed.”

I’m actually moved. That Kyou-san would do something like that. None of us

thought for a moment that fighting fair is an option, as long as we find ways to

cheat without being caught.

In times like these, I notice that we’re more similar than I originally thought.

We’re both rotten to the core, in multiple ways.

“Come, Ken.”

With a small hand gesture, Kyou-san calls to me. She sits down on the only bed

in this room, a big one for two people. For some reason, when we were asked if

we need one or two rooms, Kyou-san said she wants one with a big bed.

I sit down next to her. Then she forcefully takes my head and pulls it down on

her lap.

“Ah.”

“Your hand.”

“Right.”

Seems like I did well enough for Kyou-san to forgive me.

And we start the WP-routine we decided on yesterday.

But before even a minute passed, it knocks on the door and without waiting, a

ss’rak entered.

“Sowry, doh I dizturb?”
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I blush, but Kyou-san is unfazed.

“Actually you do, but that means we’re called for?”

“Exzaktly.”

She separates calmly from me and even let go of my hand.

We are brought to a hall with two thrones. On one of these sits the patriarch and

on the other the matriarch, I guess. Hard to tell the gender on ss’rak without

hearing voices. But on her side was a huge sword with a black blade.

This room is actually more of a throne room than the other one. It might be a

banquet hall. Items are lined up on top of a large table. All our equipment from

before we were captured at the shrine at the Heißquellen-shrine and the temple

of Muaotef, even our armors. The red bear’s fur is here as well.

“Chooze one off thiise itemz.” Yep, that’s definitely an old woman ss’rak, the

matriarch. Maybe even older than the patriarch. “Zis item be ze one you use in

duel.”

The patriarch takes over: “You bring the item to the matriarch, so she can keep

it until the battle begins to prevent any kind of cheating. Mine is the sword.”

“Ze sword be strong and heawy, but it be just sword.”

So he will wield that big cleaver. This will probably just cut through my spear

with one clean strike.

I look at the items. The weapons we made at the chasm. The spear I foolishly

made out of a broomstick and a knife, how silly I was. Probably it will just

break after one attack, but somehow I just wanted a better weapon. But most

likely I needed to do something to distract me since I was shocked.
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The spear I wielded before we got to the chasm is still in the backpack, instead

of on top of the table. It might a reliable weapon, but is it strong enough? Most

likely not.

I could use a ss’rak knife, these are crazily strong, as long as you use it against

an immobile opponent. But most likely there is no way that the patriarch will be

unable to move at any point of the battle.

The waterskin and the fur are useless, so are the backpa- Wait, the backpacks!

The ones we got when we came into this world! These are magical ones, which

allows us to use an inventory!

I’m currently my favorite class, [Scout]. And I have a skill, called [Distraction].

It’s from the [Stealth]-ability and will make everyone look away from me for

one second. You can use it to buy time to use another skill, like [Camouflage],

but since it’s only one second, I considered it useless before. When you play

solo, the targets will eventually find you, since there are no other threats to be

aware of, which makes it only an SP-trap.

But now is different!

I activate [Distraction] and shove some few items into my backpack with one

arm, the waterskin, and the improvised spear. The [Inventory] is still working

like it should, great.

One is not aware of [Distraction], so they won’t think too much about it. They

basically just looked elsewhere for a second and think that was intended.

I present the matriarch my backpack.

“Hm… unuzual, but…” She looks into it and shakes it, but it’s still light and
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there is no rattling. “This be one item.”

Yes! I have improved my odds by far, since even if I take out other items from

my backpack in battle, this is due a mistake of the matriarch. After the start

signal everything will go, I can use it to improve my odds.

The ss’rak’s strange sense of honor comes in handy.

The patriarch seems to be suspicious but doesn’t interfere. After the matriarch

took the backpack, he says: “The rest of the items will be handed over to you, if

you win tomorrow. If you lose, your wife shall take one item as a keepsake, but

the others will become my trophies.”

Ah, so he wants us to have no items over the night. Well, I can live with it.

We return to the room and gave each other lap-pillows, holding hands in the

meanwhile and eat dinner.

Even though the ss’rak give us  only soup and a  strange kind of  pastry,  we

greedily devour everything, since we had so little luxury in the chasm. We also

got some kind of alcohol, which we diluted with water. We might be minors,

but we’re in a fantasy world, so Japanese laws don’t oblige.

Kyou-san used her [Cook]-abilities before to determine if there is any poison in

it and if we could even eat this kind of food as humans, but no problems there.

Our mood improves a lot.

“Ken, do you think, your trick will work?”

“Don’t worry. There are plenty of consumables in my [Inventory], like pots,

bombs and such. I don’t think that you will need to do anything.”

“I see.” She seems somewhat relieved. “Ah, I want a bath. And shampoo. And
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some new clothes.” Now that her worries are somehow eased, she begins to

complain.

When I think about it, Kyou-san’s skin and clothes are still dirty. On her sleeves

and under her fingernails is the dried blood of the ss’rak she killed. Even her

hair is oily and barely combed. Normally you would call such a girl ugly, but

somehow it doesn’t bother me much. More like, I enjoy it.

The two reasons why I enjoy it are: Seeing a pretty and shallow girl in an ugly

state is satisfying and I myself am no better off. It’s nice to have a companion.

“Let’s ask the guards, if we can wash ourselves.”

The guards’ answer is a washing bowl, a sponge, and some hot water. We asked

for clothes, but ss’rak, male and female, only wear a kind of kilt, to cover the

shame and to have some pockets. They don’t actually need clothes or armors.

But seriously, how many days have I been in the same outfit? It must reek of

my  stench,  I  even  sleep  in  these  clothes!  And  my  spares  are  still  in  the

backpack. But now it’s time to clean myself!

Or so I  thought.  “I  will  be first.  Turn around.” Kyou-san says  these words

coldly, but I guess for her the feeling of being filthy might be even worse. She’s

a girl, after all.

I turn around and suppressed the need to take a sniff at my clothes, so I can

confirm how bad they really smell.

Kyou-san in the meanwhile… got naked right behind me!

This is the continuation of the hot spring-scene, only with no boulder to block

my sight and the fact, that I won’t be able to relieve myself anywhere because
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we’re restricted to this room.

Help!

Unaware how every sound, from the rustling of the clothes to the movements of

the sponge, is exciting me, Kyou-san takes her time to clean herself, extending

this kind of torture.

Think about a game character, think about a game character. Uh, doesn’t that

increase my lust, actually?

Prime numbers,  2,  3,  5,  7,  11,  13,  17,  19,  23,  erm… 29,  31,  33,  wait,  it’s

dividable with 11 and 3. I hear the next sponge movement and Kyou-san sighs

delightfully. Where have I been?

I want to push her down, that’s what my body tells me.

Wait! Go away, desire!

I’m in mental  pain,  which becomes more physical  every second.  It  actually

hurts!

I would rather commit suicide before pushing down a girl like Kyou-san! A

shallow woman who’s looking down on everyone and always put the blame on

others! A girl with bountiful curves, a pretty face and a pleasing voice.

Please! Somebody, kill me!

After a few minutes which felt like an eternity: “Ken, could you take a look at

my face and tell me, if I missed something?”

I turn around and… Overkill!

Since her face is slightly reddened and completely clean, my heartbeat fastens.

The pain in my lower body is almost unbearable and my reason hangs by a
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thread. One more push and I will push her down in return.

Calm down! “No, you look fine.”

“Thank you. Your turn.”

The push doesn’t come. But I’m pretty conscious as I wash myself. And I face a

problem: Should I wash my crotch? Since any stimulus might be too much to

bear, it might be dangerous.

In the end, I washed it extra carefully, so there won’t be accidents.

“Let’s go to bed, Ken.”

Please, give me a break! “I would rather sleep on the floor.”

“No, we have a bed and since we decided to sleep next to each other if possible,

we should do so. We’re just a few WP short for a simple bonus, so we can see,

if it’s worth.”

Oni, devil! And she was against grinding WP at first!

But if I object, she might find out, that I’m about to lose control and I will never

let this happen! She will definitely exploit this and blackmail me afterward!

So I just try my best to lay next to her while facing the other way. Even though I

am still excited, I might calm down over time.

But even an hour is not enough to lessen my desires and I can’t relieve myself

in this situation without her noticing the smell or the stains! I might get up and

do it in the corner, but that’s still too risky.

“Ken… you’re awake?”

“Yes!”
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“If  you’re  thinking  about  having  sex  with  me,  since  it  might  be  your  last

night…” She pauses. What? What kind of development is this? Is Kyou-san

actually aroused, too? Maybe being with a man that close for so long makes her

sexually frustrated, too. “…forget it!”

And it got flaccid.

Of course, it’s actually better than being aroused all the time, but not much. My

ego is  shattered.  Even though it’s  only natural,  that  someone like Kyou-san

would act like that.

At least I can now get some sleep.
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Chapter 4 – Rise, Hero
The last day of Muaotef’s deadline and the duel between me and the patriarch

of  the  ss’rak.  If  I  win,  I  will  live  and  then  I  will  get  the  water  of  the

Heißquellen-shrine, return to Esse and get rid of the cursed ring. If I lose, then

I’m dead, but I would be dead either way, if I disappoint Muaotef. So nothing

changes.

Even though I can’t be sure that the dragon won’t kill me regardless after I slay

the patriarch. But, this is my only chance.

This time, I will not hesitate to take someone’s life. Even though this thought is

supposed to make me feel sick. Ugh, when I close my eyes, I can still see the

one, Kyou-san killed. Maybe this picture is much more present, than my own

murders, since it was that brutally gruesome.

Kyou-san seems to be fine with it, but maybe she’s tormented on the inside. Not

that I should bother myself with her worries, I have enough to deal with myself.

For now, it would be the coming duel. But I have several advantages.

I’ll have my backpack, which gives me access to a variety of consumables and

my weapons, so my equipment overall should be superior. My battle-senses are

sharpened due the time in the chasm, while my opponent doesn’t seem to fight

that much anymore. And finally, I have the power of heroes, so I’m especially

powerful for a human due the class-system.

My opponent on the other hand might be from a physically superior race, which

has scales as armor and claws plus a tail as weapons, but in the end, it’s still an

old lizard. His experience might be a bother, but in the end I should win the
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fight, as long as the fighting ground won’t be too disadvantageous.

So it comes down to the arena, but since the patriarch chose his greatsword, this

is most likely no climbing challenge. Maybe just a simple platform like in the

coliseum.

I’m ready to go. I change to [Pikeman].

Kyou-san and I already collected all the WP we could, but we’re still short a

few to get one of the cheap bonuses. I would like to enlarge the area of the

attribute-bonuses we gain by being near each other, but it would still be only 5

meters with the cheapest one.

We both are brought to the arena ring and the yelling and cheering crowd of

ss’raks is welcoming us. I was stripped to my underwear beforehand. The arena

itself is just a simple platform, so everyone can watch the fight from the stands.

Kyou-san is being sent to the sidelines. I could walk up to her in battle, if I want

to, even though none of us is supposed to cross the line, which is drawn there.

On the other end of the battle area is a ss’rak, probably the wife of the patriarch.

The patriarch  himself  is  kneeling  in  the  inner  circle  which  is  drawn in  the

middle of the ring and in the center of the circle stands the matriarch. I join

them and kneel down across the patriarch.

Then the ceremony begins.

The matriarch is speaking in a loud clear voice in the strange pronunciation the

ss’rak share, but I was focused on the patriarch, who seems to be as tensed as I

am.

This is good.
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I try to imagine myself killing him, to prepare myself to do the deed. I’m still

mostly calm, just a bit of excitement is building up. But my mind remains clear.

The matriarch finishes her speech and gives each of us an item: The patriarch

gets his black sword and I the backpack.

“Begin!”

I push myself back with my arms to jump back and on my feet and see, how the

patriarch is slowly getting up. I should better end it quickly! I just have to open

my  backpack,  take  out  my  spear  and  use  [Speedthrust]  once  or  twice  to

dominate this duel early on.

So I open my backpack and… it’s an empty backpack. No inventory-screen is

seen. What’s going on? I equip the backpack with a bad feeling and check its

status.

[Heroes Backpack]

Description:

This is a backpack of a hero, a gift from the gods which allows 
the heroes to gain access to a pocket dimension, known as 
[Inventory], to store and retrieve large amounts of items. Each 
such backpack is aligned to one specific hero.

Status: Gain the [Inventory]-skill; Momokawa Kyou only

Value: 0 Newgold

…

“This is the wrong one!!!”

“Of course, kekeke.” The patriarch is standing and lifts his sword sluggishly,

while hissing his words, which were nearly swallowed by the roaring crowd.

“Because I switched them. For a hero to use the inventory for this kind of duel
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is shameless. So duel with a backpack, like you wanted to.”

Shit! I hate it! Die in a drain, old fart!

So the patriarch has some insight of heroes and I’m practically unarmed now.

But at least he can’t use the sword that well with his old body, so I just need to

keep myself mobile and try to think of another action.

The patriarch lifts his left hand. “[Flaming Sphere]!”

A ball of fire is flying towards me, I quickly dodged that one by an inch. So

he’s a mage? I see, the sword is to catch me off guard, it’s a strategy. Or maybe

he learned some spells, after being too old to wield his weapon efficiently.

But his spell doesn’t seem to be that powerful. Do normal people have MP?

Can I let him use up all of them and then attack?

No, I have to be quick. I change class to [Scout] to get the most of my mobility.

I sprint towards the patriarch.

“Fool.” He swings his sword, but I was easily able to dodge it and get into

point-blank distance. I will smack him for good!

Suddenly, I was thrown back and my ears are ringing. What was that? Ah, of

course, it’s like that roar of the bear. I didn’t know that ss’rak can use that, too.

I can barely stand, since my sense of balance is off, but I will be able to dodge

another  of  these  [Flaming  Spheres].  I  lock  my eyes  on  the  patriarch,  as  a

[Scout]  I  have  the  [Focus]-skill,  which  will  make  it  much  easier  to  dodge

projectiles, magical or not.

But instead of using fire magic,  the patriarch becomes… bulky. Each of his

limbs grows twice as large and the torso seems to be ready to explode of power.
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This is like a certain perverted hermit in a well-known manga.

“[Blade Tornado]!”

The patriarch rises his sword and a whirlwind begins to surround him, the air

pressure pushes me back again. This time, I got some cuts on my body.

Can it be, that I’m actually at a huge disadvantage?

The patriarch  uses  fire,  roaring,  whirlwinds  and have  grown muscles.  Even

before I  ended flying,  the patriarch is  already dashing towards  to  me in an

amazingly speed, ready to strike. I don’t have time to think of anything or react!

… wait! [Distraction]!

One second is enough to throw his aiming off, the sword missed me by an inch

and I could feel the cold black metal rubbing my skin. Who called this skill

useless, huh!?

The impact of my landing let me roll over the floor and I feel slightly dizzy.

This was close and I don’t know, if I can rescue myself next time.

This isn’t good.

―○●○―

My name is Momokawa Kyou.

I stand at the sideline of an arena and watching a duel, which determines my

future. But the one I have to entrust this future to is losing. Badly.

His name is Katsuragi Kenta and I despised him once, since he is a disgusting,
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corpulent boy who looks constantly down on others, even though he has no

reason to.

But after coming to this world, everything changed. Suddenly, we had to take

on an unreasonable request or we won’t be able to return later. Ken disappeared

after a few days. We only realized it after we wanted to form permanent parties,

and the numbers didn’t add up. But nobody really cared for him. He has no

friends in class or school. Or at all, I think.

I started my party with Masahiko-kun and the others. We decided, that each of

us should specialize in one aspect, since it makes sense to be the best in what

you do. I wanted to be the supporter, since then nobody would force me to be

too active on the battlefield.

We found out, that you can learn classes, if you’re with someone who actually

do the profession. So I started at the church, the priests there used herbs and

magic to heal the needy. And when I got access to the [Healer]-class I chose it

without hesitation.

My first mistake, the [Healer]-class is only using herbs. No magic.

Then I learned the [Priest]-class and was able to use magic. This was great, I

could magically close any wound, even though the effect differs between hero

and non-hero. Heroes are able to fight again, as long as their HP and SP are

replenished,  a  non-hero will  recover  faster,  but  it’s  not like you can simply

rejoin an ongoing battle.

Finally, I was able to do the role I imagined, but then Masahiko-kun had the

idea, that each of us should bring skills, which would be useful while camping.

So I learned the [Cook]-class, my second mistake.
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All of my class-slots were used up and I didn’t have any offensive potential left.

None of my classes grants me a significant [Strength]-boost and I don’t have

any offensive spells. And in this world you have to kill, to become stronger.

And I did realized it too late.

Even though I was able to kill a monster sometimes, Masahiko-kun and the

others grew impatient. We fought and when the heroes were about to go to the

border to level up faster, I was left behind. I was angry. Angry at Masahiko-kun

and the others, since they left me, even though they actually cared for my well-

being. And angry at myself, since I didn’t think it through, before I used up all

my class-slots.

I had the option to go to the teachers and become part of the non-combat group,

but I hated that idea. I wanted to show everyone, what I’m capable of. I’m the

class-president after all and I wanted to be with my friends and instead of the

shame, I felt at that time. So I hunted monsters every day.

But it was difficult to do it alone, even though I could heal myself, the groups

of monsters were too large or too strong, so I practically walked around all day

with one or two kills per day. And then my anger became despair.

I had to help the church a few times to earn my life-expenses. A useless hero

like me would be a burden, otherwise. I felt like a part-time worker who had

trouble to make ends meet, even though I had some money, my whole lifestyle

was hanging on a thread.

After the chancellor told me, that they won’t support me much longer, if I don’t

get results, I was outraged. And scared. Even though I could still sleep in the

temple, I would have to pay for food and other life-expenses. Even though I

saved money,  it  wouldn’t  be  enough  in  the  long run,  if  I  continue  to  hunt
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monsters like before.

And then Ken returned. He was the same boy as before, but while I couldn’t

adapt to this world, he easily did so. Although it wasn’t kind to him, too. He

was cursed and needed help and suggested a team-up, so we could aid one

another.  The  despair  and  frustration  I  had  until  now,  were  the  reasons  I

consented to his proposal. My fourth mistake.

Although it started out fine, in the end he put me through danger after danger

and his own curse got put onto me. But somehow I gave in to all of this. Maybe

because I’m so sick of everything, that I don’t even care anymore.

I still dislike Ken, he’s also not fond of me. But somehow it’s better than back

in school. Maybe because he has grown. Not physically, even though his body

changes when he switch between classes, but I think he somehow got a bit more

doable.

This partnership of convenience isn’t so bad in the end. Even though it brings

trouble. I even had to kill someone, but seeing him die would be worse. Anyone

would prefer killing a stranger than losing someone you care about.

Care about?

Strange, maybe there is more to it than I thought. Maybe there is something like

a feeling of actual partnership in this. Only a little.

That must be the reason, why I’m so unnerved at the moment. Because I see

him getting his ass handed to him, again, and know that this will inevitably lead

to his death. And there is nothing I could do at the moment.

Even Ken seems to be out of ideas, he barely dodged this last attack by using

his strange [Distraction]-skill. Why doesn’t he use the backpack? Is it broken?
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Wait, isn’t it mine? That embroidery on the front side was made by Teru-chan!

But he definitely handed over his own backpack, so… someone replaced them!

Was it the patriarch or the matriarch? I was about to object, but the rules…

Cheating is allowed, as long the item makes it into the fight. We wanted to use

that to our advantage and now the shoe is on the other foot.

Ken, you idiot, should have realized it sooner!

I check his status menu, his HP is at 62%, his SP at 48%. [Distraction] costs

some SP, but I guess the strain consumes a lot more. Every evasive movement

is using up his SP and he makes some desperate ones.

Should I  cast  magic? No, at  least  the patriarch knows magic and it  will  be

noticed if the wounds disappeared on Ken’s half-naked body without him doing

something. I can’t cheat that way, without getting both of us killed.

The patriarch changes his bulky body-form back to the skinny one again and

attacked with  magic  from a  distance,  but  this  time he doesn’t  aim for  Ken

himself, but the surrounding.

“[Fire Pillar], [Fire Pillar], [Fire Pillar]!”

Each shot makes a fire pillar, which emanates fire and heat to the surrounding.

Ken’s SP begin to drop continually, it’s the same as the chasm.

Wait… he only uses magic, when he have the skinny form… might he be… No,

it must be!

“KEN!” I don’t like to shout, but since the spectators are too loud with their

cheering and booing, I had to: “HE HAS TO BE A HERO!”

Ken looks shocked, but he turns his head to the patriarch and I saw the patriarch
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moving his lizard-lips. And I knew, what he said: “She is right.”

This isn’t good. I didn’t even know that there are non-human heroes. Is he from

another world, too?

But there isn’t a moment of rest for Ken, since the patriarch changes class again

and becomes a warrior, who attacks with his greatsword. Since the patriarch is a

hero himself, he surely knows how to defeat one.

There is barely a chance to win this fight. I look over the status menu of Ken

over and over again, but there is nothing, that would help for long.

Ken’s SP is falling quickly. Is that what the patriarch wants? To tire Ken out and

then kill him afterwards?

And I realized, that there are two things which might increase the chances. One

would  be  the  attribute-bonuses  we get,  if  we’re  next  to  each  other.  “KEN,

COME HERE!” And the other would be… This is within the rules, but I hate

Ken for the fact, that I’m going to do that!

But my own life depends on it, too.

―○●○―

I don’t know why Kyou-san wants me to come to her, but apparently I need to

relocate the whole duel to do so. Well, it’s simpler than it sounds, I just have to

decide in which direction I’m pushed around.

Or I’m simply punched in that direction, while coughing blood, seeing red and

being unable to stand up, like right now. The punch hit my face directly, just
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after the patriarch changed into his warrior-class. Somehow I get the feeling of

karma.

But at least I’m closer to my target destination. I crawl the rest of the distance

quickly and now, in front of Kyou-san, the pain eases. Ah, the attribute-bonuses.

My increased [Vitality] make it easier to ignore the damage. I also change class

to [Pikeman] to enhance my [Vitality] even further, since moving around is not

possible in that state.

With  shaky movements  I  stand  up  and  face  the  patriarch,  who  approaches

slowly and carefully.  Maybe he thinks, something is off.  He’s careful,  since

Kyou-san called out for me, but there is no real need. I just got a minor buff.

And it only lasts as long as I’m within one meter of Kyou-san.

“No Ken, face me you idiot!”

“Who are you calling a- hrmph!!!”

I turn my head and was silenced. In a manner,  I  never would have thought

possible.

You gain 50 WP.

Who would have thought, that none of you ever kissed before, it’s romantic, 
it’s unthinkable! I never considered this, so I just made up this entry and since 
it will never come again, don’t even try to exploit it! But you can still get 1 WP
a day by kissing each other or 5 WP by kissing only once per week, which is a 
bit more romantic, but less effective than confirm each other feelings each day.

A girl’s lips are… warm and soft. And moist and is it  me, or are they a bit

blistered? Maybe due our time in the chasm… Wait, what am I thinking about?!
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And  why are  all  ss’rak  cheering  loud  enough  to  make  me  deaf?  Are  they

thinking this is a cheap soap opera? It’s not like any of us have feelings for each

other. On the other hand it’s my first kiss, so having it with someone I don’t

care about is a bit disappointing.

Wait… the pop-up said none of us have kissed before, so… Kyou-san never

kissed before, too!? But she… but she… she’s a bitch! Or is she not?!

Without hesitation Kyou-san separated from me and wiped of her lips with one

of her blood-soiled sleeves,  while  mumbling “I was about  to get  the 5 WP,

but…”

This is much better! I mean, the WP, not getting her first kiss, which is kinda

disturbing, actually.

But with 50 more WP, we could… “[Shared Inventory]!” I won’t be able to

actually buy that, since I’m in the middle of a duel and not able to operate the

status screen…

Wait. Why is the patriarch waiting patiently with a cheesy grin on his face?

Why didn’t he cut me in two pieces while I was still being kissed by Kyou-san?

And why is he smirking? Is he enjoying this kind of soap opera as well? Damn

it! I’ll show him!

I open up the status menu, select the WP-store and buy the [Shared Inventory]. I

confirm the message and it says, I have to wait for my spouse to confirm, too.

Kyou-san confirms and I try to take out something from the backpack. The

[Inventory]-menu appears and I see all the items I had in my backpack before

plus the ones which obviously belongs to Kyou-san’s. I retrieve a potion and

my spear.
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Finally, I have my weapon back. With this, the chasm wouldn’t have been as

unnerving, since managing single-use-weapons sucks!

Retrieving items from the backpack leaves most ss’rak shocked, but I gulped

down the SP-potion, right before the patriarch slashes at me. “How could you

do this! This is impossible, human!” His confidence waned the moment I could

use my equipment and rage is distorting his lizard-features. As far as I can see,

he’s losing his temper, since I foiled his plan.

I block his attack with my spear, but I already feel how it is about to break:

“Spouses share everything, no?” That’s for smirking at me for being kissed!

“Fall back, Kyou-san! [Whirlwind]!”

This skill is actually a melee AoE, but can knock back single enemies as easily

as multiple ones. While the patriarch is still  out of balance,  I will  take that

chance to damage him. “[Speedthrust]!”

But my skill is blocked: “[Iron Defense]!” The tip of my spear is hitting him

and the sound of metal on metal rings through the area, the force of the impact

almost made me let go of my weapon. He uses his shoulder to push me back,

he’s got obviously more [Strength] than I do.

I used a HP-potion, the matriarch is still not saying anything about me using

items. So since it’s in-battle and Kyou-san didn’t cheat in an obvious way, it’s

still legit. I was concerned because a kiss is obvious, but well, it’s not like this

and me pulling items from my backpack is obviously related.

Now finally the real fight can begin! And I’m still at a disadvantage, since the

patriarch’s level is probably higher than mine.

This was already clear as day, seeing how old he is. He might have even lost
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some of his [Attribute]-values, since he’s grown old. But even though his magic

wasn’t that impressive so far, his skills as a warrior are way above mine.

He could probably kill me with one skill, if I let my guard down. From now on,

it might be better to draw everything out. I still have some consumables, so I’ll

hopefully outlast  him.  Let’s  think about  it  as  a  boss fight  in  a raid,  they’re

simply too hard to defeat without brains, endurance and resource-management.

Yes, if I change my mindset like that, my situation isn’t that bad at all.

Both of us are eyeing each other. He probably waits for an opportunity, while I

just  try to  figure out  a  plan.  With my [Inventory],  I  have  multiple  possible

strategies and my aim is to deplete the patriarch’s SP, like he did with mine.

Battle of attrition, I must pressure him, while avoiding his lethal strikes.

My hand wanders to the backpack, but before I could grab an item, the patriarch

is already rushing at me again, his heavy blade comes in an wide arc: “[Full

Moon]!”

Before his attack, I already stepped back, but I’m still cut! And not just once,

several minor cuts are all over my body. And even the floor. Damn it, skill!

I’m bleeding in my half-naked state and before anything else, I grab a HP-pot

and drink it. I regain my HP, the cuts on my body close, but I still lost some

blood, my Max SP is reduced as a result.

So this is his aim. He knows exactly, how the hero-system works, so he can

exploit its weak spots.

But with the potion, I got another item. I throw my smoke bomb.

Smoke fills the arena and I change to [Scout]. My senses are enhanced, so I got
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the edge here and with my [Sneak]-skill, I’m able to move nearly soundless.

Time to bring out some other items.

Or so I thought. “[Gust]!” The smoke disperse and a skinny patriarch smiles at

me.

…

I hate heroes.

This time I try my stink bombs. I retrieved them, thinking that it would be great

to land a bullseye point blank, while being hidden in the smoke, but now it’s

just the item I have on hand.

I throw two of these little spheres, but the patriarch is just smiling liplessly.

“[Gust].”

The bombs are deflected, right in my direction. The stench tears my eyes, but

since it isn’t a direct hit, it doesn’t do much to me. Except burning some SP,

which I better recover, when I have the time.

This is a misfit. If I try to be crafty, he’s using his magic to counter me. If I try

to be brave, he overpowers me with his warrior-skills.

But as long as I remain distant and use tricks,  the patriarch will  stay in his

magic-using-class, which isn’t his strong suit. I hope I have enough combat-

items. My quantity of bombs isn’t that great, since I try to not rely on them.

They’re expensive!

While  I’m considering my options,  the patriarch doesn’t  hesitate.  “[Flaming

Sphere]!” As a scout, it’s easy to dodge with my [Focus] on the patriarch. “[Fire

Pillar]! [Fire Pillar]!” Ah, he’s using that spell again.
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It  creates  a  pillar  of  fire,  which  burns  for  around  30  seconds.  They’re

obstructing my path, being near them is bad for my SP, since they’re hot, and

touching them will  definitely hurt  me.  But  he’s just  trying to  starve my SP

again, this is no problem, if I… “[Ember Arrows]!”

I could foresee the effect of this spell with [Focus], every movement made it

clear. It’s a barrage of small fire projectiles, which covers an area densely. But

the area itself isn’t that big, so… Shit!

The [Fire Pillars]! They’re blocking my escape!

I try to evade the [Ember Arrows] as good as possible, without [Focus] I would

surely get more than three clean hits and several graces, but this attack series

isn’t  over.  The  patriarch  changes  class  and  rushes  with  the  sword  at  me:

“[Quicksword]!”

Without the [Scout]’s agility and [Distraction], I would have been stabbed. So I

just got a nasty cut at my side, while the patriarch regains his stance, I drink

another HP-pot. My HP-bar was almost gone for a moment!

Is  this  the  difference  actual  fighting  experience!?  Hunting  monsters  isn’t

anything like that! I should have the upper edge with my [Inventory], but I feel

helpless. I’m getting more damage than I can recover in time!

As  a  [Scout]  I  can’t  directly  fight  back  efficiently,  but  then  I  miss  out

[Distraction],  which might only to be able  to  divert  the attention enough to

throw off his aiming a bit, but is still vital for my survival.

I throw another smoke bomb, mixed with a stench bomb. It won’t last long, but

I need any moment I can get. There has to be something I can do. I look at the

spear  in  my  hand,  which  is  currently  doing  nothing  and  change  back  to
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[Pikeman].

The  patriarch  is  about  to  use  another  [Gust],  I’m  sure.  So  I  just  have  to

[Speedthrust] him, while he cast the spell.

And here it comes: “[Gu-]”

“[Speedthrust]!”

“[-st]!” Damn it, it’s aimed for me!

So [Gust] is strong enough to knock me back, while I use my skill. Even though

the fog is only blown away on my pathway, this is another failed strategy.

Smoke bombs just buys time.

Stink bombs are useless.

Fire bombs are only dangerous when they hit and [Gust] would also be able to

deflect it. That spell is annoying! So bombs in general aren’t that effective.

I still have a stash of recovery potions, so if I can survive long enough, I should

be able to win, like my original strategy proposed. But I don’t know how many

tricks  are  up to  that  lizard’s  sleeve.  This  is  risky and there  is  no  room for

mistakes.

And as I have to buy time and am in constant need to recover my HP, my SP are

in danger. What should I do? And why is Kyou-san not cheating!?

OK, she’s probably looking for a way, but doesn’t see one. She’s trapped in a

city full of ss’rak, so she won’t make any move, that might turn the whole city

against her.

…
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I got an idea!

Jumping into the remaining smoke cloud, I change to [Scout]-class again.

The  patriarch  uses  another  [Gust]  to  blow  my  cover  away,  but  I  already

activated  [Camouflage].  But  with  only a  slight  delay,  the  patriarch  changes

again for some serious sword action. “[Quicksword]!”

Since I used [Camouflage] in the smoke, my whole body is now in a smokey

blaze of colors. After the smoke dispersed, it was obvious were I stand. A fatal

mistake, you might think.

But as the patriarch is rushing at me with unprecedented speed, he stumbles

right in front of me and falls over, I change to [Pikeman] and used a new item:

The  make-shift  spear,  made  of  a  broomstick  and  a  ss’rak  knife  and

“[Speedthrust]!” stabbed him.

I had another skill all along. [Set Trap], which allows me to quickly put up a

trap I have and enhances its effects. Like that foothold trap, used to hunt larger

prey. Suitable for ss’rak, too. With this skill, I was able to set it up within two

seconds, but it wasn’t hidden. So I used [Camouflage] while holding the trap, so

it becomes smoky, too and laid it in front of me.

As  he  was  recognizing  me,  he  just  oversaw  the  trap,  which  had  the  same

pattern. He was too keen on taking advantage of my ‘mistake’, that he didn’t

take a good look beforehand. And now I stabbed the make-shift spear in his

side, which does a lot of damage on an unmoving target. The impact of the fall

due his own skill’s momentum rendered him still for a short while, fulfilling

that requirement.

This is a clean hit!
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But my skill is too strong for that self-made weapon. The broomstick broke into

two halfs, the knife still in the patriarch’s side. At least I still have my real spear

and without mercy, I stabbed at the lying ss’rak repeatedly.

Finally, the patriarch got the first blood. But after my third stab, he used [Iron

Defense] again and his scales became as hard as metal, like a real armor, so

further damage lessened. He stands up again and for me it’s time to retreat for

now.

Before  he  can  escape  from the  trap,  I  should  be  able  to  drink  potions  and

recover my HP and SP. Or so I thought.

Instead, the patriarch didn’t even tried to escape, he rather changed class again

and hurls one [Flaming Sphere] after another at me. I can dodge them, but it’s

hard to drink a potion meanwhile.

…Cooldown. One of his skills can’t be used repeatedly, so he tries to overcome

this time frame with offense. Some KIs of bosses are like that. That’s what my

guts telling me, my gamer instinct. And only one skill seems to fit the bill: [Iron

Defense].

It’s most likely a defense buff, which is strong, but short-lasting and has a long

cooldown. This would be the reason why he didn’t rely on it much and explains

his combat tactics.

“Phew…” I exhale, I need to be brave now. This is no game, but now the next

attack has to count. I only have one [Spear]-skill, which could land a killing

blow, [Speedthrust]. But to use it, I need some space to build up momentum.

And the movement has to be in a straight line.

I will be hit. I will lose HP. And I will feel pain. I could even die. This is not a
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game.

But I’m a coward. Deep inside I’m afraid to continue the battle for much longer.

Even though it’s scary to put everything in a final assault, it’ll be over soon. It’s

more frightening to imagine to fighting on, hanging on a glance of hope.

I’m really doing it.

I’m an idiot.

I take aim. “[Speedthrust]!”

“[Fire Pillar]!” Guessing my move by my stance right before, the patriarch is

using his [Fire Pillar] to cut off my path. I have still the time to cancel my skill.

But I proceed.

Flames are burning my half-naked body, it really hurts all over and my HP is

dropping at a dangerous speed, but I already know what I wanted to hit: The

ss’rak knife in the body of the patriarch.

The spears  tip  stabbed into the  rest  of  the broomstick and with a  unsavory

sound, the knife pierces through the body of the patriarch. There is a hole in his

side!  He  coughs  blood,  while  I  feel  dizzy,  since  I  took  a  large  amount  of

damage.

I take my spear in both hands and, using the blunt side, knock the patriarch

down. With a fluent movement, I stab him again. And again. My emotions are

in a swirl of pain, anger and panic. Just stay down! This is the only thought I’m

currently capable of.

I’m exhausted. I stabbed him numerous times by now. He has to be dead.

But he isn’t. He’s wounded all over his aged body, but he turns around, so he
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can lie on his back. He’s not much more than a bloody mess.

He’s not looking at me. He’s looking at his wife, saying farewell with just a

glance.

Then he closes his eyes, accepting his death. And I’m the one who has to do it.

“Sorry…” It’s the only way. I truly believe it.

“Don’t be.”

A final stab through the heart. My hands are trembling and I feel a strange sense

of guilt and relief at the same time. I can practically feel how the life before me

is extinguished.

I think I can kill people now. That’s what I truly believe.

―○●○―

I don’t really know what happened afterwards. I collapsed after the adrenaline

of combat subsided. And when I woke up, Kyou-san and I were already outside

the ss’rak city. Supposedly we were carried blindfolded by two of the lizard

people by the order of the matriarch. Most likely so we won’t know the exact

location of their home.

Kyou-san is plainly looking at me, who needed some rest to ease the mental

exhaustion. No words, no gestures, just a look. Even eye-contact is seldom.

What does she think? Why isn’t she saying anything? Maybe she’s reached a

new level of disgust for me, who seems to have no qualm over killing someone

anymore.
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That’s  right,  I  can  accept  the  deaths  I  brought.  Maybe  it’s  because  they’re

ss’rak, who are still quite different from humans. Or maybe I’m still in shock.

But  the  feeling  of  terror  I  got  when  I  killed  the  ss’rak  guards,  spurred  by

Muaotef’s presence, is gone now.

I still  think it’s a shame, but I can easily live with it,  I  suppose. Something

changed within me when I killed the patriarch, whose name I still don’t know.

And I don’t even care, how he was called, he’s dead.

I  killed  the  patriarch  and  they  let  me  go,  as  if  everything  was  fine.  No

retribution, no blaming, it’s their strange sense of honor. It’s anti-climatic, but I

like  it  that  way.  Boring  is  the  best!  Even though the  human race  lost  as  a

sentient life form.

“I’m fine now. Let’s go.” The ss’rak who carried us explained the way to the

Heißquellen-shrine. It’s not that far off. About two hours from the city to this

place  and it  should  us  take  another  hour  to  the  shrine,  that  makes  3  hours

between the city and the shrine. At least for ss’rak, I felt how they climbed

some cliffs while carrying us.

We walk down the path and Kyou-san is still not saying anything. It’s kinda like

before, when we were traveling to this shrine the first time. It’s almost as if the

time in the chasm never happened.

To think we actually grew closer there. It’s only back to normal.

An hour without any talking later.

We’re at  the Heißquellen-shrine.  It’s  time to end this  stupid pilgrimage! We

only need the water and go back to the capital. We should probably tell the king

about this ss’rak city and Muaotef or more like, Kyou-san should. Well, I may
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support her on this, if she asks nicely.

Anyhow, it’s time to fetch some water. The shrine is still laid to waste, but this

time, we won’t be disturbed and overpowered by ss’rak.

“Wait.”  Kyou-san  is  finally  saying  something,  but  her  voice  is  suspecting.

“Something is wrong.”

“Fine,  fine,  let  me  check.”  I  use  my  enhanced  senses  and  run  every

[Perception]-skill  I  know,  but  there  is  nothing suspicious  here.  “You’re  just

imagining it.”

“No.”

“…” I hate that stubbornness. “Why?”

“Female intuition.”

Facepalm. “Look, there is nothing. You might be tense, but as long as I’m here,

there is nothing to worry about.” As I turn around, Kyou-san grabs my wrist.

“Don’t go.”

“Phew… Just let’s get over this, OK!? If this makes you feel better, I’ll use my

whole [Stealth]-skill  repertoire,  so you might feel at  ease a bit.  I’ll  be back

quickly.” I break away and use [Sneak] and [Hide Smell].

This is so stupid! I’m fully recovered, have all of my equipment back and I’m a

high-level character. As long there is no Muaotef, there can’t be anything that

might be dangerous for me here.

I sneak into the shrine and now I stand before the spring’s pool. Now I need

only to fetch some water with a viol and we’re finished here.

Suddenly, a piercing sound passes through my body and my vision blurs. The
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pain is splitting my head! I stumble and fall, unable to maintain my balance. I

think there is blood coming from my ears.

The HP and SP damage isn’t much, but there are some worrisome conditions.

[Deaf], [Stunned] and [Dizzy]. This is a sound-based debuff.

My visions clears somewhat and I see several ss’rak before me, one of them is

over 2 meters. It’s the Voice of Muaotef. Shit, he totally slipped my mind. He

leads a pack of five, the other four are bulky and seems quite adept to use these

maces they’re holding.

I can’t hear what the Voice is saying, but most likely it’s just a speech about

revenge, his greatness and how you could attack me without me noticing. Only

the last one would be interesting.

But  for  now,  I  should  concentrate  on  staying  alive.  The  four  thugs  are

surrounding me and swing their weapons.

―○●○―

I,  Momokawa Kyou,  sigh.  There  is  so  much,  I  have  to  tell,  but  somehow

looking at Ken makes me not say anything at all. It’s like my desire to tell him

just vanishes.

And even if I say something, he just doesn’t listen. I really have a bad feeling in

this shrine, it’s different from the first time, where the signs were obvious, it’s

more like there’s something in the air, a malicious feeling, directed at us.

But  he  went,  after  all.  Stubborn.  Obstinate.  Always  doing  what  he  wants,
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instead considering others.

I don’t want to get into another danger, so I waited, but the least I could do to

confirm my suspicion is to observe his status. Even though it’s a curse, this one

feature can come in handy. While the rest is a nightmare for the most part.

Called it.

A bit of damage, three conditions.

Ken’s in the building of the spring, so I can’t see him. But I should normally

hear something from this distance. So it’s a silent danger.

Maybe I should just run away. The curse might be horrible, but it got me some

levels. I should now be able to take on most monsters on my own, when I return

to  Esse.  I  could  rejoin  Masahiko-kun  and  my other  friends,  my level  now

should be enough.

There is no gain in helping Ken, it’s only an unnecessarily risk. There will be

most likely no compensation, only more of his constant whining.

There is the curse, but who knows how it work out, if he dies.

But there is another thing. A sense of responsibility.

Ken and I are partners in this undertaking and in the end, most of the things I

did so far was healing and cooking. Well, I did kill that ss’rak back then, but

that was a spur of a moment and I’m not keen to repeat that.

And  Ken?  He  protected  me,  he  gave  me  advice  and  when  I  was  sick  of

everything,  he took charge and brought us through the chasm. Even though

protection and advice was part of the deal, he took most of the burdens.

I… owe him.
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But let’s not be crazy. I check on him and if there is no reason to get involved, I

won’t be. If it’s too dangerous, then I can still flee.

Slowly I tiptoe into the building. In times like these, I wish I had the [Stealth]-

ability.

Still no sounds. Most likely I just have to go straight through the building to get

to the spring.

I slip through an open doorway and suddenly, like a flip of a TV-switch, voices

can be heard: “-wiz magick, to zeal the zound!”

I know that voice. . The Voice of Muaotef, or more like the lizardman who’s

called that.  Ken really shouldn’t  have hit  him. Another of his rash, illogical

actions. He probably just snapped for a silly reason.

I  carefully  look  around  a  corner.  There  is  the  exit  to  the  spring,  which  is

enclosed by the shrine-building.

There lies Ken, who’s on the floor, obviously unable to move. Four lizardman

are surrounding him, all of them are wielding club-like weapons with an iron

head.

I think these were called maces. But the name beside, they’re surely able to

break bones with ease.

I  don’t  know,  how  the  hero-system  works  with  broken  bones.  Would  it

downgrade broken bones as just HP-damage or add a [Broken Limb] condition?

If it’s the latter, I won’t be able to remove it. I don’t have a spell for this.

Most likely the Voice used some magic to make a certain area soundproof from

the outside and since Ken relies too much on his skills, he fell into their trap.
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This would be his fault for not listening to me, so I have no reason to help him

out.

If he dies, this curse on me may be undone.

…

I roll  my eyes  and looks through my backpack.  Both of  us have a  [Shared

Inventory], so there may be some item of his, which will prove helpful.

There are still those bombs, Ken used against the patriarch. I stuff my pockets

with them. They should prove useful.

I’m about to do something really stupid, aren’t I? Just let’s get over it.

I charge in, only looking at my target. Then I kick it, right into the stomach and

it’s enough to let it fly a short distance, right into the spring water. Is this my

higher [Strength] or am I just that good?

The target is Ken, by the way.

You gain 3 WP.

Even if you saved your husband’s well-being, your methods are quite 
questionable.

Shut up!

While the lizardmen are still wondering what just happened, I throw a bomb

right into the face of the Voice. Uh, what a nasty smell, even at this distance it

gives me headache.

The Voice, on the other hand, is coughing and wailing.

I evade a swinging mace, draw my lizardman-dagger and thrust at the arm, who
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was attacking me. I cut it, but it’s too shallow. Like I thought, with my classes,

there was no way, that I can seriously hurt them at this level.

But it’s  still  going better  than I  thought.  So this  happens,  if  you gain some

levels. I was already a more athletic type, but my body is so light and moves so

well, that I’m feeling like I’m walking on air.

So this is what being a hero feels like.

I throw a smoke bomb, I want some concealment, so that the guards won’t be

able to attack me as a team. The henchmen aren’t important, the Voice is. How

did Ken called it… boss-mob? Somehow it’s important to get rid of it.

The Voice is still stunned from the stink bomb and with a quick motion, I’m

standing before it. Then I stab with my knife. A deep cut is right in its stomach.

Ah, these knifes are good when you attack immobile foes.

It’s not pleased: “Yuu daaare!” And inhales.

“[Speedthrust]!” The region of the Voice’s lung is pierced by a spear. “No more

sound-magic.” Ken, wet from the spring water, is standing right next to me. The

coolness of the timing and angle negates his usual disgustingness. So he can

look plain, when he works hard.

You gain 2 WP.

With perfect timing, your white knight on a horse arrives and slays the monster.
You sure are lucky, to have such an reliable husband.

Well, there isn’t much of a knight there. But at least he’s less Ken than usual.

Maybe he could earn a positive impression, if he had actually said something

cool. Like ‘You won’t harm my companions!’ or ‘It’s ungentlemanly to hurt a
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girl.” No, with the last one, his disgusting-level would go through the roof.

“You’re late.” It’s irritating, that what I’m feeling is a sense of relief that now

Ken is here. He’s full of faults and won’t make anyone feel safe, but somehow

he really became reliable. At least a bit and only until he does something stupid,

which happens quite frequently.

“I nearly drowned.” He kicks the impaled Voice with his weapon, the lizardman

is breathing stertorously on the ground, out of combat. “But thanks.”

I kicked Ken into the spring well, since it has healing properties. And several

other  reasons,  I  have  a  lot  of  stress,  which  needs  an  outlet  and  Ken  is

responsible for all of it.

Maybe the healing factor was the thing, which let him recover or maybe his

conditions just ran out, but in the end, he was in time. Let’s say that it  was

intentional. Yes, definitely. There is no doubt about it.

From out of the smoke, the four guards are approaching, but Ken knocked them

back with a [Whirlwind] and follows with a [Speedthrust] to impale a single

one, rendering it unable to fight. So two down, three remaining.

So strong.

But this is enough. If Ken takes out one more, it’ll be hard for them to retreat,

since they can’t carry the wounded. “Ken, wait.”

He gives me a baffled look. “Why?”

“If we kill his servants, Muaotef might be displeased. Let them go.” A shudder

goes through my body as I mention the dragon’s name. Muotef is like a primal

force, reminding us that there are things outside our control.
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Ken is shivering, too, but clenches his spear, as if he wants to assert, that he’s

still  in power.  “But they might come back!” He’s not thinking as clearly as

usual.

“Listen to me, I’m in charge.” It’s too stupid to try to argue with that idiot.

“Since when?”

“Since the beginning.”  He’s  too stubborn.  Ignoring him,  I  talk to the lizard

people, who are observing us with a heated expression. “Listen. We don’t want

to kill you, so you may go with the wounded. Then we part ways forever. Your

boss needs medical attention, so you should decide fast.”

Something changes within the attitude of the lizard people.  It’s strange.  The

hostility  recedes,  and  the  three  of  them  nods  to  each  other.  “Agrreeed.”  I

already saw something like that, back when I asked some other lizard guards, if

they would disregard killing Ken and me and bring us to the Voice.

There  is  something,  which  makes them act  like  that.  I  need to  know what.

Maybe it’s also part of the hero-system and can be used at-will.

But the lizard people don’t leave it at this: “Yuu killed heeeero of Great One. Iz

honorable  fight,  but  ss’rak  will  no  forget!  Yuu  dangarous!”  Ken’s  face  is

shocked.

The patriarch is Muaotef’s hero? This doesn’t make any sense. Why are they

telling us such obvious lies?

I keep watching Ken, so I might be able to stop him, before he does something

stupid. Again.

The three able-bodied lizardmen carry the two others and climb up a cliff, from
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which the spring comes from. Ken is looking at them with hostility, but doesn’t

attack them. “This feels wrong.”

“You can’t  eliminate  all  of  your  problems.  This  was  just  payback for  your

actions.”

“Phew…” He avoids eye-contact. So he might feel a bit guilty about it.

I also sigh, in relief. I surely hope that I will never see reptilian monsters again,

be it lizardmen or dragons.
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Epilogue

We’re on the way back, and even though I feel like there should be an epic

conclusion  to  the  adventure we had,  it’s  how reality works.  Maybe playing

games makes you believe,  that every story needs to end with a big climax,

instead of a simple walk.

But the feeling of still having open ends is unsettling me. Muaotef, his Voice,

the whole Ss’rak city, these storylines are all still in progress. Maybe telling the

king will put me in ease. And afterwards? I don’t know yet.

There is no reason to stick to Esse or Feuerberg at all, seeing things through. We

just need to remove the curse and then I can go wherever I want, except back

home. That door remains closed.

Most likely, I will grind my level to at least 50, before I focus on collecting

money again. I really need to upgrade my equipment. Maybe the red bear fur

will make a nice suit of armor.

Kyou-san and I are a bit more talkative around each other now. Even though I

still feel a bit of a grudge because of letting the Voice and his minions go, I

decided to forgive her. She saved me back then, after all.

What we are talking about? Mostly, we complain to and about each other. The

other times it’s a random topic we thought up in the spur of the moment.

Something like “To see, that Kyou-san is actually killing a rockinger on her

own.  Should I  be proud?” When we first  encountered a  monster,  Kyou-san

decided to do it alone. She waited for the rockinger to use its spinning attack

and then flipped the turtle-creature over and then stabbed it with her new knife.
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Fast and effective.

“Looks like you kept your promise, Ken.” She answered my question with a

soft smile.

Yes,  I  promised her  to  show her  how to get  stronger,  but to  be honest,  we

surpassed my wildest expectations. We’re still at the basics, but Kyou-san is

now level 20 and rockingers aren’t much of a threat now, as long as she attacks

their undersides.

“I could have killed it for you, you know? We still get each 50% of the XP,

regardless who gets the kill.”

“I simply wanted to see, if I can do it on my own now.” Somehow her smile

wasn’t disturbing or cunning, it just expressed pure happiness. This excites me

in another way than the sensual sounds of her bathing.

‘I want to see if I can do it’ are the words of someone, who emerges herself into

gaming and experimenting with several strategies to achieve victory in the end.

Maybe I rubbed some of my gamer personality off.

Both of us bathed in the Heißquellen and changed into spare clothes which

were in our backpacks. We are still far from being clean, but at least we’re not

filthy anymore.  But  the  shrine  was attacked,  even without  the  duel  and the

payback afterwards, war between Ss’rak and the kingdom is surely about to

come.

“I still can’t believe, that the patriarch was a hero. And a hero of Muaotef, no

less.” I can’t make much sense out of it, but maybe this information is simply

false. I still know too little of heroes to limit the possibilities.

Is Muaotef able to appoint heroes because he’s special or maybe he’s not only
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worshiped as a god, but a real one? Are all gods dragons? Did he decide to kill

his own hero out of wrath or is this a scheme? Maybe to motivate the Ss’rak

that there is no other way than war with the human race?

I know too little. And I’m probably better off not knowing it.

“Phew… Honestly, if I never see Muaotef again, it’s still too early for me.”

“I agree.”

But even though Kyou-san agrees with me, I fear that we might not be as lucky.

What will happen, when we report the existence of a dragon in the Vulkan-

mountains? A dragon hunt? Who would do something?

Heroes, of course.

I will warn the king, but if he wants me to exterminate the dragon, I’ll decline.

I’m too much of a coward. The fact that I can’t let the whole thing with the

Ss’rak rest is the proof, how insecure I feel about it. And only thinking about

Muaotef is giving me the creeps.

Yes, I’m a coward and I’m OK with it. And I think Kyou-san is the same.

“Is something wrong?”

Kyou-san is looking at my eyes. She looks directly into them and there is only a

slight  a  hint  of  disgust  left.  And  I  no  longer  have  the  lingering  feeling  of

sickness when looking at her.

To be honest, I just wanted to lift my curse in Esse and return south on the same

day, but maybe I could stick around for a day or two to rest and see, what Kyou-

san will do.
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―○●○―

We, Muaotef, the Great One, the Flame of the Earth and Bringer of Decay, are

looking through the ‘Eye of Muaotef’, a simple Ss’rak formed to let Us see

what he sees. He follows the human heroes, while being perfectly unnoticeable.

The male human was vigilant, but Our ‘Eyes’ can’t be detected by him, since

We personally reformed that Ss’rak to Our needs. Our ‘Eyes’ followed both of

them since they left Our hoard, at every step.

The reasons for the challenge of killing the patriarch were manifold. To see how

human heroes behave, to see if they differ from Ss’rak heroes and of course to

punish the patriarch, who had too much influence on the Ss’rak. Only We shall

command them in the end.

But the most important reason was to check, which one of Our enemy gods

summoned those human heroes. Whenever one hero kills another, their owners

get a message. We lost a hero and a bit of influence, but since We know who got

this influence, We can prepare to take it back with interest.

We hadn’t thought that, that one will make its move. We have to prepare a new

strategy, since We never competed with that one before.

But now, We know of you and will be ready. Maybe you actually want to take

Us on, try it!

The other matter is the curse of the two human heroes. It’s less of a problem,

since it isn’t that powerful, but it doesn’t follow the rules. We want to research

it and make it Our own, but We can’t without showing any weaknesses.
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The game becomes interesting again. We will enjoy ripping Our enemies apart,

old and new ones.

But  for  now We shall  return  to  Our real  base  of  operation.  Since there are

human heroes in Feuerberg now, We can’t simply take it over in a Blitzkrieg,

We have to plan it out and use more resources on this.

Finally, new events and turns in this old, deadlocked game.
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Extras

kentusrpg: “The poll was a success! We got 150 votes in total (counting both

RoyalRoad and my blog) and we will now announce the results.”

Kyou: *bow* “Thank you for your support.”

Kenta: “By the way, isn’t it  bothersome to have the names right next to the

text?”

Kyou: “And how are the readers to suppose to guess who’s talking, if we don’t

put our names there?”

Kenta: “How about if we use different speech colors?”

kentusrpg: “Denied. Too lazy.”

K: “How about only using the first letter of the first name?”

K: “…”

K: “…”

K: “Doesn’t work.”

MK: “Then let’s use our initials.”

KK: “Seems appropriate.”

God:  “Since my pen name is  more  or  less  a  bunch of  initials,  I’ll  use this

instead.”

KK&MK: “”Denied.””

krpg:  *sigh*  “Back  to  the  topic.  After  assessing  the  data,  we  have  an

overwhelming result. Out of the 150 votes, only 5.33% care about the Kenta-
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only-story, with 8 votes!”

KK: “What’s wrong with these people! I’m the main character, dammit! You all

suck! Except you 8 guys, you’re cool!”

MK:  “Don’t  blame  the  readers.  It’s  just  proof  that  nobody  likes  you.  In

general.”

KK: “Don’t act so high and mighty! How many votes were there for stories that

only concern you, huh!?”

krpg: “Actually, more than half. 84 votes, that’s 56%.”

KK: “Admit it readers, it’s just because Kyou-san’s a girl! You sexists!”

MK:  “Don’t  lash  out  at  them either.  These  nice  people  just  know  how  to

evaluate a person. *turning to the readers* Thank you~! I’ll do my best.”

krpg: “Well, it  was a head-to-head race between these two stories the whole

time, and it ended up in a tie. So I did something in between, granting more

insight, rather than writing something entirely new. I hope that you all liked it.”

KK: “Yes, exactly what we need: More Kyou-san.”

MK: “Don’t pout.”

krpg: *ignore* “Now there are three things I want to add. First, there were some

people who voted for ‘Others’. However, without either comments or PMs, I

can hardly address it. If you voice your wish, I may include it in the next poll.”

KK: “Next?”

krpg: “Yes, I’d like to add something new to each each volume if possible. I can

at least ask the readers what they’d like to read.”
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MK: “So Kenta will suffer defeat multiple times. I like it.”

KK: “Bitch!”

MK: “You’re just a sore loser.”

krpg: “Quiet, both of you. I have a last announcement.”

MK: “Is it about me?”

krpg: “Among others.”

KK: “Just spit it out and get it over with.”

krpg:  “Yes,  yes.  *clearing his  throat* Since  I  got  a  private  message,  which

really inspired me, I decided to put another Extra in, a variation of ‘Kenta and

Kyou in a game show’. It will be an interview instead, which is quickly written

and a bit of non-canonical comedy.”

MK: “Good for you, Ken. You’re not entirely useless!”

KK: “Shut up!”

krpg: “Please, may I continue? … In the future, I want to add both a non-canon

and a canon Extra in my volumes, so there will be two polls in the near future.

The first will be when I publish the prologue of the second volume: There you

may vote for the non-canonical content. And after introducing the next main-

character, I’ll add another poll for the canonical content.”

KK: “Another main-character?”

MK: “Why do I get a bad feeling about it?”

KK: “For me, it’s less of a feeling and more of a certainness.”

krpg: “Well, you two, just like the readers, will have to wait for the second
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volume.”

KK: “I’ll hate it as much as the first one, right?”

krpg: “What an optimistic attitude!”

KK: “…please re-”

krpg: “And without further interruption, let’s announce the results of the poll

and start the first extra, the interview!”

KK: “Wa-”

Topic Votes
A story about Kyou and her frustration about leveling up 
before meeting Kenta again.

42 (28%)

A story about Kyou, when she was transferred to the fantasy 
world and her time with Inoue Masahiko and her other 
friends.

42 (28%)

A non-canon story about Kenta and Kyou visiting a TV-show 
for lovers

24 (16%)

A story about Kenta and Kyou back in high-school 24 (16%)
Other 10 (6,67%)
A story about Kenta’s time with the hunters. 8 (5,33%)
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Extra 1 – Love is Gold Episode 1
Announcer (A): “Welcome to ‘Love is Gold’, the show which reveals the true 

colors of a relationship. Today we’re welcoming a young, Japanese couple, 

Momokawa Kyou and Katsuragi Kenta.”

*cheer*

KK: “…”

MK: “…”

A: “How sweet! You’re so shy, that you won’t even look at each other. Please, 

sit down. There are a ton of questions that I have to ask.”

KK: “Spare me.”

A: “Let’s begin! First, could you please tell us something about yourself?

KK: “Phew. Katsuragi Kenta, 16 years old.”

A: “Sixteen? You can’t be married by law yet, you know? But well, this show 

isn’t about legality, it’s about love~.”

KK: “Then why am I here?”

A: “To show us your happiness.”

KK: “There is nothing to show.”

A: “Ah, so shy. You want to keep it all to yourself.”

KK: “…nevermind.”

A: “And what about your lovely wife?”

KK: “Who are you talking about?”
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MK: “I think, he just got the ‘wife’ part wrong. My name is Momokawa Kyou, 

I’m also sixteen years old.”

A: “So we have a pair of newlyweds. How did you first meet?”

MK: “In highschool. We were in the same class.”

A: “You were? Did you elope?”

MK: “More like, we got kidnapped.”

A: “How dramatic!”

KK: “It was rather annoying.”

A: “Introductions are closed and now we begin the real deal. What do you like 

about each other?”

KK: “… … The way she is, when she doesn’t talk.”

MK: “For me, it’s ‘nothing’.”

A: “Man, you make it hard. What is your favorite activity as a couple?”

MK: “Being apart.”

A: “And what are you doing, if you’re alone?”

KK: “Being happy.”

A: “Well, that’s certainly something. What makes your relationship work?”

MK: “Not having one.”

A: “Seriously, please work with me here.”

KK: “Then stop rubbing salt into our misery.”

A: “I don’t do that. … How was your first date?”
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KK: “Does constantly being in life-and-death struggles count as dating?”

MK: “If so, then never take me out on another date again!”

A: “Ah, it seems there is a bit of a crack in your relationship. So what would be 

your favorite future development?”

KK: “Divorce.”

MK: “His funeral.”

A: “I know that it can be difficult when the first problems arise, but you can 

fight through!”

MK: “Fight through? So it’s alright, even if I kill him in the process?”

KK: “Try me!”

A: “I get the feeling that you’re not shy but rather hate each other.”

MK: “You finally get it!”

A: “Then why did you marry in the first place?”

KK: “It was an accident.”

A: “An accident? Were you drunk?”

MK: “I wish.”

KK: “That would’ve made more sense than what actually happened.”

A: “Would you like to share?”

MK: “No. I’d rather trade our marriage away.”

KK: “Hey, you’re the one who profits from it the most!”

MK: “And suffer from it the most as well.”
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KK: “Oh yeah!? What about me!?”

A: “Erm…”

MK: “Ken, I know that living a single day of your life is more torture than I can

ever imagine, but happiness and suffering are relative. So for someone like you,

a bit of inconvenience doesn’t make much difference.”

A: “Momokawa-san, that-”

KK: “THAT’S IT! Announcer, love is a war, right!? Let me kill my enemy!”

A: “Security! Security!”
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Extra 2 – Forsaken
«Welcome Heroes,  we need you.  You have to  save the world from the evil

demons, which wage war against humanity and the other races of light. You’ve

been chosen to stand against the demons, but do not fear. People of your world

become very powerful in this one and the reward is great. Each of you will have

a manual which explains how your new powers work. The reward is a single,

perfect wish for those who slay the demon lord and end the war, plus everything

you accomplished in that world. You will be transported to Feuerberg’s capital,

Esse. Help the king and his people.»

These words spoken by an unisex voice were what led my classmates and I to

this world. For someone like me, who wasn’t into all that fantasy-stuff, it was

too much information in too little time.

The world shifted, and after all that blinding light vanished, I opened my eyes

and realized that the entire class was had been transported into another world.

Nothing needed to be said, I just knew.

“Teru-chan, Eri-chan, everyone! Are you alright?” My first concerns were for

my friends. The small Teru-chan, the smart Eri-chan, the strong Yamauchi-kun,

the  quiet  Kita-kun,  and  finally  peaceable  Masahiko-kun,  who  can  befriend

almost everyone.

“Everything is alright, Kyou,” Masahiko-kun said, as he rubbed his eyes and

smiled. He’s the sort of person whose smile can wash away all your worries.

Even though he calls me by my first name, we’re just friends. That handsome

boy was just someone who could shorten any distance, in a way that wouldn’t

bother you.
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“Don’t worry, class president,” Yamauchi-kun said, as he shrugged everything

off with a small laugh. He was always easily influenced by Masahiko-kun. His

stubble-hair  and the  fact,  that  he was much larger  than everyone else,  with

muscles bulging everywhere,  made him look as steady as the mountain he’s

named after.

“I feel sick,” Eri-chan’s groaned as her eyes were rolling. She had a ponytail

and, even though it looked like she had an athletic body, she was actually quite

clumsy and uncoordinated.

“Geez,  you  were  always  weak with  rides,”  Masahiko-kun exclaimed,  as  he

patted Eri-chan’s head, her ponytail wagging like a dog’s tail. Both of them are

childhood-friends, but isn’t that too much?

Well, I do the same to Teru-chan, who’s small and cute. “Kyou-chan~, please

stop that.” Every time I see her, I just have to treat her like a pet.

Kita-kun didn’t  say anything, he just looked a bit  pale.  It’s hard to describe

Kita-kun,  he’s  reserved and not  very noticeable,  so he often remains  in  the

background.

Everyone was somehow mostly alright.

I took a look around. The teachers and most of my classmates weren’t in a good

mental state. Some of them were groaning, while others couldn’t see well, and

still others were looking around as if they were surrounded by enemies.

Well, we were surrounded in fact, by peoples in white robes. “Thank the gods,

the heroes are here!” The one who spoke put his hands together in delight.

It was hard to call them anything other than priests. I could tell by how many of

them were sweating, and how exhausted they were by whatever they did.
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“We’re sorry to summon you, but we need you, heroes!”

Heroes? This reminded me of the words that unisex voice spoke. It also referred

to us as heroes. While I could easily accept the fact that we were in another

world, being called hero still seemed strange.

The priests roughly explained the situation . We were summoned to defeat the

demon lord and thus end the war, since the people of this kingdom, Feuerberg,

aren’t capable of this. Our summoning was an act of the gods, who answered

the relentless prayers of the priests.

But before that, we would need to become stronger using the power of heroes.

The teachers were brought before the king, who originally wanted to have an

audience  with  all  of  us  but  was  denied  access  to  us  students  for  security

reasons. Our teachers volunteered to be the first group to meet with the king, as

they were adults.

At that point, I did not think that our teachers could do much to change our

situation. Normally, I would have surely clung to the teachers, but for some

reason, I just thought that they won’t be able to solve any of the problems, that

we were going to face. Maybe facing a crisis like this made me become more

self-reliant and less naive.

Actually,  I  even felt  a bit  excited.  Being summoned, wielding the power of

heroes, this is something that would only happen in anime. Even I sometimes

watched anime as a child, and dreamed about being a hero from a kid’s show.

Now it can become true.

This joy was quickly dampened though. After Saegusa-sensei explained how

we would  have  to  earn  our  life-expenses  and would  either  join  the  combat
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group or the research group, everything became a bit more real.

We had to  decide.  Combat  or  research?  Me and my friends  considered our

options.

“Eri-chan, you should definitely join the research group,” I said. She was smart,

so she may actually put this knowledge into practice.

“But what about Masa?” asked Eri-chan.

“I’ll join the combat group,” replied Masahiko-kun.

“Then I’ll do the same.”

“Eri. It’ll be dangerous.”

“For me to let you do this on your own…”

“I’m thankful,  but  I’d  rather  see  the  girls  join  the  research  group,”  uttered

Masahiko-kun, as he smiled wryly.

Sadly, I don’t have any talent which might prove useful.

Even  the  fat  Yamaguchi-san  had  something.  Her  parents  are  cooks  in  a

restaurant and she was such an exquisite cook that she would help out there

sometimes. These skills and her knowledge about recipes might come in handy

for strengthening the food quality and widening the possible food sources here.

She may even add some Japanese food to this western country in the long run.

My grades aren’t bad but I’m only good at learning. I never had any interests in

science or other subjects. Thus, I could not think of anything that would prove

useful in this medieval fantasy world.

So basically, I’m already set on joining the combat-group.
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Kita-kun, Yamauchi-kun, and Masahiko-kun would join the combat-group as

well. Masahiko-kun was good at sports and almost everything else and liked to

put his talents to use. The other two wanted to support him.

Eri-chan would also join the combat-group.

“I’m interested in how much I  can improve myself.  I’ll  also join,” declared

Teru-chan.  The  small,  cute  Teru-chan  would  also  join  us.  She  was  always

dissatisfied with her height  and all  the problems it  brought.  Now she could

overcome them by using the powers of heroes.

“Then it’ll be the six of us,” I affirmed. It wouldn’t be so bad if I was with

everyone.

―○●○―

The training was hell! The instructor, a bulky old man, pushed our bodies far

beyond their limits. However, after watching Katsuragi the first day, everyone

was pumped to not be as pathetic as him.

Katsuragi  stayed away after  his  sorry performance.  Nobody missed  him,  so

everyone thought he just skipped. We would learn much later, that he actually

vanished after the first day, after questioning his roommates and the servants in

the castle.

Not that his disappearance would make a difference.

After two weeks of training, everyone of us got the basic stamina and we had to

decide where to train.
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“I  guess,  it’s  better  to  focus  on certain  roles.  Nobody could  possibly cover

everything alone.” Masahiko-kun explained his thoughts. It was already settled,

that the six of us would form a big party. “I played some games with a similar

system,  so  if  we  go  by  my  knowledge,  half  of  us  should  excel  in  melee

combat.”

“Half? So many?”

“Yes, since there will be some, who won’t be able to handle close combat and

need to be protected, like mages. The more melee fighters we have, the more

space we can cover.”

“I want to be able to fight!” Teru-chan already decided.

“Teru-chan, you shouldn’t. You can’t even stay calm in arguments, so you may

be in the way.” I tried to change her mind, she’s not suited for weapons!

“Class  president  is  right,  Kurosawa-san.”  Yamauchi-kun  was  also

uncomfortable. “It’s a job for men.”

“Don’t give me that. I will be fine and we need three to protect the rest. Also we

can’t rely solely on you boys, because Kita-kun should do archery.” She was

right. Kita-kun was a kyudo-club member, so choosing archery seemed to be

appropriate. “So one girl will have to do it.”

“Let her, if she wants to.” Eri-chan’s smile was a bit crooked, but in the end,

nobody could stop Teru-chan. That’s what she decided on and she is stubborn.

Hopefully, she will change her mind and pick another class at some later point.

So the front-line was decided:  Masahiko-kun,  Yamauchi-kun and Teru-chan.

Kita-kun approved to become an archer.
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“What’s left?”

“Most likely spell attacks and magical healing.” For me, it was clear. I couldn’t

imagine myself killing monsters at this point, so I wanted to take a back seat

and help my friends by supporting them.

Eri-chan would be taught by the magicians, while I’d train with the priests, who

wield the [Divine Magic], which is able to cure wounds instantly. Masahiko-

kun and the rest would continue their training with the instructor. Everything

seemed to be alright.

―○●○―

Another  week  passed  and  there  we  were:  Masahiko-kun,  the  [Fighter],

Yamauchi-kun, the [Warrior], Teru-chan, the [Soldier], Kita-kun, the [Archer],

Eri-chan, the [Wizard] and me, the [Priest].

I wasted one of my class-slots in the process, but that was the fault of the hero-

system!  Who  would’ve  thought  that  the  [Healer]-class  wouldn’t  include

magical healing? I still have one slot left, though, so it wasn’t that bad.

All of us gathered to hunt some monsters. The ones around the capital were

weak, so it was alright to do it on our own. We needed to gain experience in

working as a party and the soldiers of Feuerberg have other things to do, like

ensuring that only weak monsters would remain in the vicinity.

They were diligent in that task. Even finding one of these weak monsters was

problematic, since there are so few left, it just took too much time. Only after
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two hours of walking did we see some.

Two snakes, big enough to eat a cat whole, with a violet pattern on their scales.

The instructor told us about the monsters around here, so we knew what they

were: The weak violet snakes, which aren’t even poisonous.

“Uaaaargh!” With a wide arc, Yamauchi swings his axe, but misses by around a

foot. “Erm…” Then he got smacked by its tail. “Ouch, ouch!” It doesn’t seem

to hurt much, so I can ignore that as the healer.

“[Dirt Sling]!” Eri-chan aims at the same snake with her wand and a bit of earth

broke free from the ground, clustering itself to a bullet, which blasts towards its

target.

Yet Yamauchi-kun was busy trying to hit the snake and steps in the line of fire

of Eri-chan’s spell, not being aware of what he’s doing. He was missed by a

hair’s breadth, while the snake was long gone from the point Eri-chan aimed to:

“Where are you aiming.”

“Daichi!” Masahiko-kun engaged the other snake,  which was about to jump

Yamauchi-kun. He parried the attack with one of his swords, but was thrown

back by the impact, right into the bulky Yamauchi-kun, who toppled and fell in

the process.

“Hm.” Without hesitation, Kita-kun unleashed an arrow from his bow and hit a

snake, which tried to attack the prone ones. The arrow hit the target in the side

and with  a  fluent  movement,  Kita-kun drew another  arrow but  hesitated  to

shoot, looking at Teru-chan, who tried to get herself into melee combat.

Masahiko-kun jumps right on his feet and moved his arms, as if he tried to

shake off pain. “Good job, Katsuo!” While one snake was in pain, the other was
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about to attack again, but Masahiko-kun interfered by wildly slashing both of

his swords at it.  “Everyone, try to take the other one down! I keep this one

busy!”

Teru-chan was stepping from side to side before, unsure when and where to

engage, but now she thrust her spear at the wounded snake. Her spear didn’t

pierce in much. “It’s hard!”

I could see the faces of the three, Teru-chan, Yamauchi-kun and Masahiko-kun,

who tried to take on the snakes in melee. Their faces were full of fear, insecurity

and, for some reason, joy.

Then finally, Yamauchi-kun stood up and decapitated the wounded snake with

one strike. “That easily!?”

As my eyes were wandering back to Masahiko-kun, he was already dealing the

finishing blow to the other one. “…puh. Is everyone alright?”

Eri-chan shook her head. “Those were the easy ones?”

Yamauchi-kun muttered: “If you could aim better…”

“What are you saying?”

I interfered: “Stop, both of you. This was our first battle, so of course there is

room for improvement. Yamauchi-kun, let me tend your wounds.” With a single

[Heal], I performed first aid. “Masahiko-kun, you’re next.”

“Thank you. Good work, everyone. We should debrief this fight.” Masahiko-

kun was always someone, who took the initiative if needed.

There was already some discontent between Yamauchi-kun and Eri-chan, the

former criticized the teamwork in general, like how Kita-kun took his time to
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shoot. “I can’t shoot an arrow, when you’re moving around like crazy.”

I can already see the problem. “It’s a lack of communication. We should address

it.”

Next fight, a single violet snake.

“Yamauchi-kun,-”  “I’ll  take-”  “Wait,  Kita-”  “Give  me-”  “I’m  about-”

“Everyone, one-” “-aside!” “-the back” “- I’m almost!” “-room” “-to attack!” “-

after another!”

We defeated it, but each of us calling into the battle made it even more difficult

to coordinate our movements.

“We need a leader.” Masahiko-kun states wryly. “I’ll propose Kyou.”

“Me?” Why should I take that responsibility?

““Her?”” The other to girls were as surprised as me.

“Why, Masa?” Yamauchi-kun asked calmly, while Kita-kun just shrugged his

shoulders.

“Because Kyou is not engaged in combat, she can concentrate on what’s going

on everywhere. It should make it easier to coordinate everyone.”

“I may be the class president, but I have no experience in giving orders.”

“Kyou, you can do it.”

“Hear me out. I’m already overwhelmed by watching. I think you would be the

better leader, Masahiko-kun?”

“Me?”

Everyone, myself included, nodded. Masahiko-kun is a natural born leader and
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if he had been running for class president, he would have surely been voted in.

He just didn’t want to.

People flocked around him. So it only seemed natural for him to make the calls.

The person in question… “Please don’t look at me like that. … Geez. Alright,

we can try it. But only under one condition.” Everyone of us waited tensely for

his next words. “We’re more than friends now, we’re a party. So let’s call each

other on a first name basis. It’s for our teamwork!”

With this, we grew closer again. Our teamwork grew more polished and with

only a few start-up problems, Masahiko-kun became a dependable leader.

It  didn’t  take  long,  until… “OOOOH!”  Yamauchi-  … Daichi-kun  gained  a

level. “I feel stronger!”

“Congratulations!”

“I got a skill!”

Joyous days of taking time to adjust to this lifestyle.

“You know.” Masahiko-kun shared his thoughts. “We’re supposed to travel at

some point, so I think, it would be good to learn classes, which make it easier

and more enjoyable.”

I approved. “A good idea. Maybe we should talk with the soldiers in the castle

about what would be needed on a long journey.”

There were several things.

Daichi-kun: “I’ll take [Blacksmith], we need to be able to mend and repair our

equipment.”

Katsuo-kun: “[Leatherworker].”
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Eri-chan:  “I  think  something  like  [Merchant]  would  be  good.  We  need  to

restock and such and maybe there are some [Abilities], which could lower the

prices.”

Teru-chan: “I guess, someone who is able to set up camp, hunt and such will

come in handy.  I’ll  learn with the scouts of the kingdom, maybe there is  a

[Scout]-class.”

Me: “It would be good to have a good meal every day. I read about [Cook] in

the manual, so I’ll get that class.”

Masahiko-kun:  “I  wanted  to  try  the  [Blacksmith]  as  well.  What  to  do…

[Carpenter]?”

“Maybe something like [Diplomat]?”

“Another good idea. Well, there are still some other good jobs out there.”

We hunted some monsters every day, slowly increasing our level and getting

used to fighting and living in this world. Well, everyone’s level increased except

mine.

“Maybe  the  [Priest]-class  has  a  high  XP-requirement?”  Masahiko-kun

suggested that idea. It was possible. There was a different pacing in leveling for

everyone, after all. Magic-users may need more experience before leveling up.

Yet my level didn’t increase, while Masahiko-kun just hit level 10.

At the beginning of our hunting, I had to sometimes step in, when the rest were

in trouble, but it became less frequent over time.

Though that one time, in our first fight against wolfhoppers, I had to help Eri-

chan, who was constantly attacked by these strange furry grasshoppers, which
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distracted her so much, that she couldn’t cast a single spell.

I killed one of them and gained a level.

“Finally, Kyou!” Masahiko-kun put his hand on my shoulder. “It’s your time.”

“Actually…” I already had an idea. Our party-progression was uneven, because

everyone got a different kill count.

So I needed to kill monsters by myself, to increase my level. To do so, I had to

fight.  For  fighting,  I  needed  a  class  which  supports  me  in  that,  since  even

though I wasn’t bad at sports, I was not good either. My body was unsuited for

fighting!

The problem is, I don’t have any class-slots left!

I… can’t. I can’t level up like the others.

Later that same day, I was about to knock on Masahiko-kun’s door, so that I

could talk to him.

“ERI!” But before my hand even touched the door, I could hear Masahiko-kun’s

angry voice behind the door, so I put my ear on it. The sounds were dampened,

but I could follow the conversation.

“You know it’s true.”

“Aren’t you and Kyou friends!?”

“We are. And that’s why I said it.”

“Please explain it to me.”

“Everyday we try to travel farther away from Esse and there are more monsters,

even these wolfhoppers are there. That’s too much for her. She needs to increase
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her level in a safer location.”

“Then we’ll go with her. The other hunting grounds can wait.”

“Masa, I know that you’re only thinking about her, but how would she feel?”

“Kyou… does have her pride. But it’s our responsibility as her friends to help

her.”

“And what about our responsibility as heroes? Didn’t you just preach yesterday

to the others, that we were chosen for a reason and we need to use these powers

not only for ourselves, but the ones who put their hopes on us?”

“…I did. But-”

“Masa. Calm down.”

“…”

“Hear me out…”

I was not dense enough to not understand what this conversation was about. It

was about kicking me out.

I knock.

“…yes? Who is it?”

“It’ me.”

“Come in.”

I  originally  wanted  to  talk  with  Masahiko-kun  how  we  could  address  that

problem of  mine,  but  with  this  prelude,  I  just  began  a  casual  conversation

between friends.

…I didn’t want to think about what just happened.
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―○●○―

I really should have said something back then. I feel the regret. Currently, I’m

strolling aimlessly around Esse. “If you’re so sorry, then don’t leave.” Yes, they

left.  The chancellor proposed a more intense training routine for the heroes,

who are already used to the monsters around capital.

While I was left here.

My head feels heavy and I constantly sigh. “If you’re concerned about me, then

help.” I would’ve never declined their help. How did Masahiko-kun come to the

conclusion, that I have a lot of pride?

Maybe I do. Maybe that’s why I feel so depressed.

“If you’re sure, that I can catch up, then wait for me.” Seriously, please wait.

I’m tearing up. No good. I rub my eyes with a sleeve.

No time to be depressed. It’s time to hunt some monsters!

Violet snakes, again.

I get bitten, I attack with my dagger, back and forth. The moment I see two

monsters,  I  have  to  retreat,  since  taking  one  alone  takes  a  lot  of  courage,

damage and time.

Patience. Resilience. I need to only take on one after another.

“Sorry, Momokawa-san. We wish to support you with your training, but we’re

at  war,  and  need  every  person  and  coin.  You’re  a  [Priest],  if  I  remember
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correctly. You may help the church for a salary and use it for equipment and

other things. We must think of the future, too.”

That chancellor!

He was kind before, but now explains me in a friendly manner, that they intend

to cut me off. Weren’t you the ones, who got me into that mess? And tell me,

why are you acting like someone from ‘Hello Work!’, trying to get me into any

occupation, that seems plausible.

Laying down on my bed, I try to figure a way out of my misery. Do I have no

choices anymore?

Why. Why?

Tears.

I didn’t know that I’m that much of a crybaby.

“…why…”  Why.  “…why…”  Why.  “…*sniff*  WHY!”  Pain,  trouble,  a

whirlpool of feelings. “TRAITORS!” Why did they leave me. “HYPOCRITE!”

Why summon me to throw me away. “IDIOT!” Why did I select the [Healer]-

class?  “MORON!”  Why  did  I  blindly  follow  Masahiko-kun’s  suggestions,

without thinking for myself?

Pain, pain, pain. Numbness, who got pierced by pain again and again.

The tears on my face are hot, as if I am releasing the fires of my anger bit by

bit, drop by drop. Only frustration is left behind.

“UUUUAAAAAAAH!” There is nothing that I can do.

Don’t break. Bend. It’s a bit hard now, but everything will be better. The last bit

of hope is whispering into my mind.
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The tears lessened.

It’s just not my time yet.

I… want to go home. When did I last have that thought?

Otou-san. Okaa-san. Kouki.

The whispering of hope is overshadowed by the memories of my family. I can

still remember their voices, their faces.

Their warmth. I cuddle with it. Even though it’s only a memory, I indulge in it.

The next day, I ask for a job in the church. I need to bend. Times are hard and I

need to accept it.

Accept it and be thankful for what you’ve still got.

Why do I still feeling like crying? I have to be strong.

I still feel the pain.

I will most likely never return home again.

Still, I have to persevere.

There is nothing left.

Everyday I feel a bit more numb. I can accept it.

Day after day. Working some, hunting others. Hunting is always accompanied

by frustration. I can only take monsters one-by-one and I need hours to even get

sight of them. If there was more than one, I had to retreat.

Still, I don’t want to die by fighting more than I can handle. So many wasted

days.
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Night after night I cry into my pillow, until there are no tears left. Every time it

becomes less. Finally, they stop.

Another day. What should I do today? I have some earnings, but the chancellor

talks to me once a week and every time he mentions my stagnation and how

they need their funds.

One day he will surely cut me off entirely.

So do I raise my level? Not that I could increase it at all. If I consider my non-

existing leveling progress, it’d be safer to raise funds. I don’t want to, but what

choice do I have.

I feel depressed again.

The people around me are always cheerful or focused on what they do, so I feel

even more depressed. I look at those people with envy.

Every time I see someone down, I’ll feel better about myself.

How can that be? That’s disgusting. I’m disgusting. I’m turning into someone

I’m not.

Why is it so familiar though?

Ah, because it’s like him. Like Katsuragi.

Someone who’s delighted by the suffering of others. The worst. So I’m about to

become like him?

Is that the fate of someone without friends? Yes, I’m as friendless as him.

No, Masahiko-kun and the others are waiting for me! I have friends. They’re

just… not here.
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What great friends they are!

What did I do to deserve this? Why am I on this end of the stick?

I tried to please everyone and got popular in the process. If you’re popular with

most people, there will be always some, who will dislike you for it.

When  someone  was  getting  in  my  way,  I  tried  my  best  to  overcome  that

obstacle. Maybe I went overboard sometimes, but I’m just a weak girl,  so I

have to use what’s available to me.

I was a good daughter, a good sister, and a good friend but now I’m left without

anyone.

I’m all alone in this fantasy world.

Nonetheless, I will overcome it. Like always, I will stand on top at the end.

Even though I can only feel lonely and abandoned for now.

Ah,  there is  someone else,  who’s  sitting alone in  the courtyard.  Dead eyes,

messy hair, a armor made out hide. Glasses… wait, isn’t that “Katsuragi?”

Before I could stop myself, I talked to him.

Maybe  because  he’s  the  first  Japanese  I  have  seen  for  a  while,  or  maybe

because  I  just  thought  of  him,  which  made  this  meeting  even  more

unbelievable. At the same time, I had someone to talk to. Especially someone,

who’s as down as me.

I’ve made many mistakes until now. Taking the [Healer]-class. Not taking a

battle-focused class. The fact, that I avoided talking with Masahiko-kun about

my problems before my friends left me.

And now, unknowingly, I’m about to make the biggest mistake by far: Talking
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to Katsuragi.

I  should  have  known  better:  Nothing  good  comes  from  speaking  with

Katsuragi.

But I’m desperate and that foolishness will take its toll.
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Afterword

This afterword was made right after completing the first draft of this volume,

weeks before even publishing the prologue. This way, my thoughts back then

could be caught.

Hey there, kentusrpg here. I’m surprised , that my first volume of I hate being

wed in a fantasy world! is done. Though my novel still needs to be edited, I am

proud of the work of fiction that I have written. However, I am more proud of

the fact that I was actually able to complete my novel’s first volume than of my

work of fiction’s inherent quality, as I am not certain it will really ever be read

and enjoyed by others…

I was inspired by web novels like  Tate no Yuusha,  Slave Harem,  Master of

Monsters, Arifureta, and others to create a story with world-transcending heroes

in a game-like system.

I  think  highly  of  some  those  works  of  fiction  but  they  are  not  perfect.

Sometimes  their  balance  seems  to  be  a  bit  off,  other  times  the  characters

become unlikable at some points in the plotline, and occasionally the story is

prolonged by several things that I do not care about. I personally don’t mind a

slow story, as long as there are cute girls and interactions between characters to

deepen their relationships. You need a rest here and there, after all, but if this

goes on and on and on, it becomes pretty frustrating.

Well, whenever I used to think about the numerous weaknesses of these works,

I would shrug my shoulders and think that I have no reason to complain, since I

did not spend many hours and sleepless nights to write all that stuff down. And

this brought me finally to my own original work and the fact, that now I know
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how hard it really is to sit down and just write stuff. Of course now that I have,

I really do have the right to complain!

My work is  probably also suffering from imbalance between character-  and

plot-development, but hey, spend hours writing and publishing a story, before

you wise-crack! :3

Names:

Here  we  go  with  some  details.  Written  below  are  some  names  of  some

characters in English and Japanese. Yes, I actually thought about how to write

these character names in Japanese since each name in Japanese can has multiple

meanings, depending on which kanji are used.

Katsuragi Kenta (  桂木 謙太): Kenta is written with the kanji ‘humbleness’,

which is, of course, not exactly his strong point. At least not until the end of the

first  volume,  when  Kenta  was  taught  some  humility.  Probably.  Katsuragi

(written as cinnamon wood) was selected because it is pleasing to the ear and

because it is one of the more common surnames . I realized too late that the

reason the name sounds so good is because it’s not that different from the name

of the character Katsuragi Keima from TWGOK, but oh well: The name stays!

Momokawa Kyou (  桃川 杏): The surname, Momokawa, is written as ‘peach

river’, since I wanted to somehow have the word ‘peach’ within. It’s sweet on

the  outside,  with  a  poisonous  kernel  on  the  inside,  which  describes  Kyou’s

character  quite  well.  And this  leads  to  the  first  name,   杏 (apricot)  read as

‘Kyou’, which isn’t that uncommon (even though Kenta mistook it for ‘Anzu’).

You can also write Kyou as 凶, which means ‘calamity’.
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Muaotef (ムアオテフ): This name is actually self-made, even though I altered

the name Duamutef, the Egypt guardian god of the Canopic jars, for my means.

You would pronounce it as ‘Muh-Ah-Oh-Teff’. It’s kind of a tongue twister for

English natives, but I wanted to make a dragon’s name exotic. For those who

don’t know Japanese, the name is simply written in Katakana, so there is no

hidden meaning. At least in human tongue.

In my next  volume,  we will  have  a  new main character!  Since my novel’s

description includes a ‘harem’ tag, the new character will obviously be a girl .

Stay curious! I hope for positive feedback, so I that I can motivate myself to

continue adding some sentences every day.
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Volume 2 Preview

[Uh, Kyou-san is looking at me as if I have licked her recorder. It’s

a mix of shock and disgust.] – Kyou-san looks are as descriptive as

ever.

[“500,000 Newgold for the ones, who bring her back! And double if

unharmed!”] – A large sum for a recovery mission.

[“Ken, could it be, that we’re actually the worst?”] – A bit of self-

awareness is showing.

[Their  enemy  is  a  single  blonde  girl,  her  hair  just  reaches  her

shoulders and is held back by a black hairband. She wears hardened

leather armor pieces above her breast, arms and legs and wields a

long, slender blade.] – A new main-character makes her appearance.

[“And you, Kyou? What would be your ideal?”] – What are Kyou’s

tastes in men?

[“DAMN IT! I HATE IT, I HATE IT, I HATE IT!!!”] – Kenta is

facing new peril. Some things never change.

[But seeing Ken getting beat will fill me with pure joy, because he

deserves it.] – Someone is trying to make life hard for Kenta and

Kyou will enjoy it. How evil!
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